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Preface

Paths to a Green World is a highly ambitious book. It is the first to concentrate exclusively on the political economy of the global environment,
striving to integrate the debates within the “real world” of global policy
and the “academic world” of theory. It moves well beyond the traditional academic focus on international agreements and institutions in an
effort to capture the views on politics, economics, and the environment
within the halls of global conferences, on the streets during antiglobalization protests, and in the boardrooms of international agencies, nongovernmental organizations, and industry associations. In doing so, it
investigates the debates over globalization, environmentalism, economic
growth, poverty, consumption, trade, corporate investment, and international finance. It does so from a variety of angles—economic, political, ecological, and social.
The book does not advocate for a particular perspective on how
politics and economics relate to the health of the global environment. Instead, it offers an original typology of worldviews to classify
the various debates. This typology is, we believe, parsimonious enough
for readers to grasp the key threads with ease, yet nuanced enough to
rouse vigorous debate. The book fills, in our view, a critical gap in the
literature on global environmental change. It meets an immediate
need in the field of global environmental politics, by providing
comprehensive coverage of the political economy of the global
environment. The typology we propose in the book, we hope, will also
meet a much more imposing need: to help scholars, bureaucrats, industrialists, and activists communicate in a common language. This latter
goal is perhaps too ambitious, perhaps even naive. But striving to
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facilitate such dialogue is, in our admittedly immodest vision, worth
the risk of seeming arrogant about our ability to traverse disciplinary
boundaries.
We have tried our best to explain the complexities of the political
economy of global environmental change without disciplinary
jargon. Naturally, the book uses terminology; otherwise, it could only
skim the surface of the core debates. Yet, at every turn, we strive
to explain debates and define terms in ways that transcend disciplines.
Our hope is that those from a range of educational backgrounds—
including development studies, economics, environmental studies, geography, human ecology, international law, philosophy, political science,
and sociology—can use this book for a big-picture snapshot of the core
debates.
Paths to a Green World would also function well as a university textbook to introduce the debates on the interface between political economy
and global environmental change. Instructors using this as a textbook
may want to add case studies of particular global environmental problems. In our own teaching, we add, for example, lectures and readings
on the political economy of climate change, deforestation, food security,
nonrenewable resource extraction, ozone depletion, persistent organic
pollutants, and trade in hazardous waste. But other global environmental issues—like acid rain, biodiversity loss, desertification, energy use,
overfishing, genetically modified organisms, trade in endangered species,
transboundary pollution, whaling, as well as many others—would work
equally well.
Instructors, too, may want to integrate some literature with more of
a disciplinary focus to expose students to the particular terminology and
research methods that their discipline uses to analyze the political
economy of global environmental change. One of us, for example,
teaches in a department of political science and supplements this book
with readings that reflect the language and debates in the fields of international relations and global environmental politics. The other teaches
in both environmental and international development studies and supplements the book with readings that reflect the learning of the students
in these programs. It is, we believe, worthwhile to encourage students to
think beyond disciplinary boundaries. Yet often it is just as valuable to
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embed some learning within one or two disciplines, because this can
allow for a more erudite analysis of the core questions in a particular
discipline.
We trust all who choose to continue—regardless of the reason for
beginning—will read with the curiosity of a true student, so each of the
worldviews can spring equally to life in the analysis in the rest of the
book.
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1
Peril or Prosperity? Mapping Worldviews of
Global Environmental Change

The sun could well engulf the earth in about 7 or 8 billion years. “So
what,” you might shrug. “The extinction of earth, beyond the horizon
of human time, ridiculous, not worth imagining.” Yet some environmentalists believe that waves of smaller disasters—like global warming,
deforestation, and biodiversity loss—are already destroying the planet.
Without doubt, too, many of the world’s poorest people have already
collided with their sun, dying from disease, starvation, war, and abuse.
The beginning of the end, these environmentalists lament, is already
upon us. We, as a species, are now beyond the earth’s carrying capacity,
a trend accelerating in the era of globalization. Unless we act immediately with resolve and sacrifice, in a mere hundred years or so, humanity itself will engulf the earth. The future is one of peril.
Many environmentalists rebel against such catastrophic visions. Yes,
there are undeniable ecological problems—like the depletion of the ozone
layer, the pollution of rivers and lakes, and the collapse of some fish
stocks—but some ecological disturbance is inevitable, and much is correctable through goodwill and cooperation. There is no crisis or looming
crisis: to think so is to misread the history of human progress. This
history shows the value of positive thinking, of relying on human ingenuity to overcome obstacles and create ever-greater freedom and wealth
with which we can ensure a better natural environment. Globalization
is merely the latest, though perhaps the most potent, engine of human
progress. The future is one of prosperity.
Who is correct? Do the pessimists need Prozac? Do the optimists need
a stroll through a toxic waste dump in the developing world? Less flippantly, what is the middle ground between these two extremes? What
are the causes and consequences of global environmental change? Are
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ecological problems really as severe as some claim? Does the cumulative
impact of these problems constitute a crisis? How is the global community handling them? Why are the efforts to resolve some problems more
successful than others? Why are environmental problems worse in some
parts of the world? And what is the relationship to global political and
economic activity? These are tough questions, and we do not pretend to
know the answers with absolute certainty. A quick survey of the typical
answers to these questions reveals an almost endless stream of contradictory explanations and evidence. Each answer can seem remarkably
logical and persuasive. The result for the thoughtful and “objective”
observer is often dismay or confusion.
Given this, how does one even begin to understand global environmental change? It helps, we believe, to begin with the big picture, rather
than delving immediately into in-depth studies of particular environmental issues. Understanding this big picture is, in our view, necessary
before we can fully understand the various interpretations of the specific
causes and consequences of environmental problems. In the quest for
knowledge and a role in a world overloaded with information and
experts, far too often this larger picture is ignored—or at least poorly
understood. For problems as intricate as global environmental ones,
this can lead to muddled analysis and poorly formulated recommendations. Without this broad perspective, for example, “solving” one
problem can ignore other related problems, or create even greater problems elsewhere.
How polities and societies allocate financial, human, and natural
resources directly influences how we manage local, national, and ultimately global environments. The issues that shape the relationship
between the global political economy and the environment are, of course,
often technical and scientific. But they are frequently also socioeconomic
and political. Our hope is that by sketching the arguments and assumptions about socioeconomic and political causes with the broadest possible strokes, we will assist readers in a lifelong journey of understanding
the causes and consequences of global environmental change, as well as
the controversies that surround it. This is a small yet essential step to
eventually solving, or at least slowing, some of these problems.1 To introduce these topics, we map out a new typology of worldviews on the
political economy of global environmental change.2
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Four Environmental Worldviews
We present four main worldviews on global environmental change and
its relationship to the global political economy: those of market liberals,
institutionalists, bioenvironmentalists, and social greens. These labels are
intentionally transdisciplinary. Many books on the global environment
confine the analysis to one disciplinary box—by limiting it, say, to political science theories or to economic models. This leaves far too many
questions badly answered and far too many questions unasked. But we
have had to make some choices. It is, of course, impossible to cover all
disciplinary perspectives in one book. In our case we have chosen to rely
mostly on the tools of political science, economics, development studies,
environmental studies, political geography, and sociology. This focus, we
believe, is narrow enough to do justice to the literature in these disciplines while still broad enough to provide new insights into the sources
of environmental change and the possible options—both theoretical and
practical—for managing it.
These are “ideal” categories, exaggerated to help differentiate
between them. They are designed as tools to help simplify a seemingly
unmanageable avalanche of conflicting information and analysis. Within
each category, we have tried to clump thinkers—not just academics,
but equally policymakers and activists—with broadly common assumptions and conclusions. This we hope provides a sense of the debates in
the “real” world—that is, within bureaucracies, cabinet meetings,
international negotiations, and corporate boardrooms, as well as in
classrooms. Our approach, in a sense, tries to capture the societal
debates about environment and political economy rather than just the
academic debates over the theories of the political economy of the
environment.
Naturally, given the breadth of our labels, many disagreements exist
among those in each category. We have tried to show the range of views
subsumed under each of the four major worldviews, although at the end
of this book you may still find that your own beliefs and arguments do
not fit neatly into any of these categories. Or you may feel that you hold
a mix of views—even ones that at first seem at opposite poles, such as
market liberal and social green. This does not mean that our categories
are erroneous. Or that you are inconsistent or hypocritical. Or that you
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should force your views into one category. Instead, it just shows the complexity and diversity of individual views on the issues.
Our typology, moreover, does not cover all possible views, although,
while conscious to avoid creating dozens of labels, we do try to give a
reasonable range. We only include thinkers who are environmentalists—
that is, those who write and speak and work to maintain or improve the
environment around us. This includes those highly critical of so-called
environmental activists or radical greens. An economist at the World
Bank is, in our view, just as much an environmentalist as a volunteer at
Greenpeace, as long as the economist believes she or he is working for
a better environment (however that is defined). Also, we focus principally on economic and political arguments, and tend to give less attention to philosophical and moral ones. Within the political and economic
literature, we stress arguments and theories that try to explain global
environmental change—that is, the literature that looks at an environmental problem and asks: Why is that happening? What is causing it?
And what can be done?
With those introductory remarks, we now turn to our typology.
Market Liberals
The analysis of market liberals is grounded in neoclassical economics and
scientific research. Market liberals believe that economic growth and
high per capita incomes are essential for human welfare and the maintenance of sustainable development. Sustainable development is generally defined by these thinkers along the lines of the 1987 World
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED): “development
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs.”3 In terms of improving
global environmental conditions, market liberals argue that economic
growth (production and consumption) creates higher incomes, which in
turn generates the funds and political will to improve environmental conditions. Rapid growth may exacerbate inequalities, as some of the rich
become super rich, but in the long run all will be better off. In other
words, all boats will rise. Market-liberal analysis along these lines is commonly found, for example, in publications of the World Bank, the World
Trade Organization (WTO), and the World Business Council for Sus-
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tainable Development (WBCSD), as well as in the media in publications
such as The Economist.
Market liberals see globalization as a positive force, because it promotes economic growth as well as global integration. They concede that
as states pursue economic growth, environmental conditions—such as
air and water quality—may deteriorate as governments and citizens give
firms more scope to pursue short-term profits, thus stimulating further
economic growth. But once a society becomes wealthy, citizens (and in
turn governments and business) will raise environmental standards and
expectations. The Economist magazine explains the global pattern:
“Where most of the economic growth has occurred—the rich countries—
the environment has become cleaner and healthier. It is in the poor countries, where growth has been generally meagre, that air and water
pollution is an increasing hazard to health.”4 The key, market liberals
argue, is good policy to ensure that economic growth improves the environment in all countries.
The main drivers of environmental degradation, according to market
liberals, are a lack of economic growth, poverty, distortions and failures
of the market, and bad policies. The poor are not viewed as unconcerned
or ignorant. Rather, to survive—to eat, to build homes, to earn a living—
they must exploit the natural resources around them. They are, according to the World Bank, both “victims and agents of environmental
damage.”5 It is unrealistic, perhaps even unjust, to ask the poor to consider the implications of their survival for future generations. The only
way out of this vicious cycle is to alleviate poverty, for which growth is
essential. Restrictive trade and investment policies and a lack of secure
property rights all hamper the ability of the market to foster growth and
reduce poverty. Market failures—instances where the free market results
in an environmentally suboptimal outcome—are viewed as possible
causes of some environmental problems, although these are seen as relatively rare in practice. More often, market liberals argue, poor government policies—especially those that distort the market, such as
subsidies—are the problem.
Market liberals frequently draw on more moderate estimates of environmental damage and more optimistic scenarios for the future. A few
have become famous for declaring that the global environment is
nowhere near a state of crisis—such as economist Julian Simon,6 popular
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columnist Gregg Easterbrook,7 and political scientist Bjørn Lomborg.8
But most recognize that many environmental problems are indeed
serious, although all reject the image of the world spinning toward a
catastrophic ecological crash. Instead market liberals tend to stress our
scientific achievements, our progress, and our ability to reverse and
repair environmental problems with ingenuity, technology, cooperation,
and adaptation. For these thinkers, population growth and resource
scarcity are not major concerns when it comes to environmental quality.
A glance at the historical trend of better environmental conditions for
all confirms this (especially statistics from the developed world). So do
the global data on human well-being, such as medical advances, longer
life expectancy, and greater food production. Furthermore, most environmental problems, if not currently responding to efforts to manage
them more effectively, at least have the potential to improve in the longer
term.
Thinkers from the market-liberal tradition place great faith in the
ability of modern science and technology to help societies slip out of any
environmental binds that may occur (if, for example, there are unavoidable market failures). Human ingenuity is seen to have no limits. If
resources become scarce, or if pollution becomes a problem, humans will
discover substitutes and develop new, more environmentally friendly
technologies. Market liberals see advances in agricultural biotechnology,
for example, as a key answer to providing more food for a growing world
population. Their belief in science leaves most market liberals wary of
precautionary policies that restrict the use of new technology, unless
there is clear scientific evidence to demonstrate it is harmful.
Market liberals believe open and globally integrated markets promote
growth, which in turn helps societies find ways to improve or repair environmental conditions. To achieve these goals market liberals call for
policy reforms to liberalize trade and investment, foster specialization,
and reduce government subsidies that distort markets and waste
resources. Governments, too, need to strengthen some institutions, such
as institutions to secure property rights or institutions to educate and
train the poor to protect the environment. Governments are encouraged
to use market-based tools—for example, environmental taxes or tradable pollution permits—to correct situations of genuine market failure.
Innovative environmental markets—like a global scheme to trade carbon
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emissions or niche markets for environmental products such as timber
from sustainable sources—and voluntary corporate measures to promote
environmental stewardship are also reasonable ways to improve environmental management. But in most cases it is best to let the market
allocate resources efficiently. Market liberals, such as the economist
Jagdish Bhagwati9 and the business executive Stephan Schmidheiny,10
strongly argue that it makes economic sense for firms to improve their
environmental performance, and for this reason it makes sense to let the
market guide them.
Institutionalists
The ideas of institutionalists are grounded in the fields of political science
and international relations. They share many of the broad assumptions
and arguments of market liberals—especially the belief in the value of
economic growth, globalization, trade, foreign investment, technology,
and the notion of sustainable development. Indeed, moderate institutionalists sit close to moderate market liberals. It is a matter of emphasis. Market liberals stress more the benefits and dynamic solutions of free
markets and technology; institutionalists emphasize the need for stronger
global institutions and norms as well as sufficient state and local capacity to constrain and direct the global political economy. Institutions
provide a crucial route to transfer technology and funds to the poorest
parts of the planet.11 Institutionalists also worry far more than market
liberals about environmental scarcity, population growth, and the
growing inequalities between and within states. But they do not see these
problems as beyond hope. To address them, they stress the need for
strong institutions and norms to protect the common good. Institutionalist analysis is found in publications by organizations such as the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and by many academics who
focus their analysis on “regimes” (international environmental agreements and norms, defined more precisely in chapter 3) in the fields of
political science and law.
Institutionalists see a lack of global cooperation as a key source of
environmental degradation. Ineffective cooperation partly arises because
of the nature of the sovereign state system, which gives a state supreme
authority within its boundaries. In such a system states tend to act in
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their own interest, generally leaving aside the interest of the global
commons. Yet like market liberals, institutionalists do not reject the way
we have organized political and economic life on the planet. Instead they
believe we can overcome the problem of sovereignty as the organizing
principle of the international system by building and strengthening global
and local institutions that promote state adherence to collective goals
and norms. This can be most effectively carried out through global-level
environmental agreements and organizations.
The process of globalization makes global cooperation increasingly
essential (and increasingly inevitable). But institutionalists stress that
unfettered globalization can add to the pressures on the global environment. The task for those worried about the state of the global environment, then, is to guide and channel globalization, so it enhances
environmental cooperation and better environmental management. This
point has been stressed most forcefully by key policy figures such as
former Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland in her role
in the 1980s as head of the World Commission on Environment and
Development and Canadian diplomat Maurice Strong as organizer of
global environmental conferences. The aim of this approach is to ensure
that global economic policies work to both improve the environment and
raise living standards.12 Controls at all levels of governance, from the
local to the national to the global, can help to direct globalization,
enhancing the benefits and limiting the drawbacks.13
For the global environment, institutionalists believe that institutions
need to internalize the principles of sustainable development, including
into the decision-making processes of state bureaucracies, corporations,
and international organizations. Only then will we be able to manage
economies and environments effectively—especially for common
resources. For many institutionalist academics, like political scientist
Oran Young, the most effective and practical means is to negotiate and
strengthen international environmental regimes.14 Many within the
policy world, such as in the United Nations Environment Programme,
add the need to enhance state and local capacity in developing countries.15 Thus, many institutionalists call for “environmental aid” for the
developing world.16 It should be stressed, however, that institutionalists
do not necessarily support all institutions uncritically. Some point to
badly constructed institutions as a source of problems. Many point, too,
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to the difficulty of trying to measure the implementation and effectiveness of an international agreement or institution.17 But a defining characteristic of institutionalists is the assumption that institutions matter—
that they are valuable—and that what we need to do is reform, not overthrow, them.
Institutionalists also argue that strong global institutions and cooperative norms can help enhance the capacity of all states to manage environmental resources. What is needed, from this perspective, is to
effectively embed environmental norms in international cooperative
agreements and organizations as well as state policies. Along these lines,
many institutionalists support the precautionary approach, where states
agree to collective action in the face of some scientific uncertainty. Institutionalists also advocate the transfer of knowledge, finances, and technology to developing countries. Organizations like the World Bank, the
United Nations Environment Programme, and the Global Environment
Facility (GEF) already play a role here. And many institutionalists point
to the creation of, and changes within, these organizations as evidence
of progress.
Bioenvironmentalists
Inspired by the laws of physical science, bioenvironmentalists stress the
biological limits of the earth to support life. The planet is fragile, an
ecosystem like any other. Some even see the earth as behaving like a living
being, a self-regulating, complex, and holistic superorganism—the socalled Gaia hypothesis, as articulated by environmental scientist James
Lovelock.18 The earth can support life, but only to a certain limit, often
referred to as the earth’s “carrying capacity.” Many bioenvironmentalists see humans as anthropocentric and selfish (or at least self-interested)
animals. Some, like the academic William Rees, even see humans as
having “a genetic predisposition for unsustainability.”19 All bioenvironmentalists agree that humans as a species now consume far too much of
the earth’s resources, such that we are near, or indeed have already overstepped, the earth’s carrying capacity. Such behavior, without drastic
changes, will push the planet toward a fate not much different from the
ecological calamity of Easter Island of 300 years ago—where a oncethriving people became over a few centuries “about 2000 wretched
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individuals . . . eking out a sparse existence from a denuded landscape
and cannibalistic raids on each other’s camps.”20 These scholars stress
the environmental disasters around us, often citing shocking figures on
such problems as overfishing, deforestation, species loss, and unstable
weather patterns. Publications of the Worldwatch Institute and the WWF
are illustrative of this perspective.
For most bioenvironmentalists population growth is a key source of
stress on the earth’s limits. The ideas of Thomas Malthus (1766–1834),
who in “An Essay on the Principle of Population”21 predicted that the
human population would soon outstrip food supply, were revived in the
late 1960s by writers such as biologist Paul Ehrlich.22 Sometimes known
as neo-Malthusians, these writers argue that global environmental problems ultimately stem from too many people on a planet with finite
resources. The principle of sovereignty, which divides the world into artificial territories, aggravates the effects of too many humans, because it
violates the principles of ecology and creates what academic Garrett
Hardin famously called a “tragedy of the commons.” For him, too many
people without overarching rules on how to use the commons creates a
situation where individuals, rationally seeking to maximize their own
gain at the expense of others, overuse and ultimately destroy the
commons.23 This point, stressed by many bioenvironmentalists, is also
made by many institutionalists, as discussed earlier.
Many bioenvironmentalists stress, too, that the neoclassical economic
assumption of infinite economic growth is a key source of today’s global
environmental crisis. For these thinkers, a relentless drive to produce ever
more in the name of economic growth is exhausting our resources and
polluting the planet. Many argue that the drive to pursue ever more economic growth is what has taken the earth beyond its carrying capacity.
For bioenvironmentalists, human consumption patterns are as great a
problem as population growth, and the two are seen as inextricably
linked.24 They argue that together rising populations and consumption
are drawing down the earth’s limited resources, and that we must respect
the biophysical limits to growth: both for people and economies.
Not all bioenvironmentalists engage directly in discussions on economic globalization, but those that do tend to see globalization as a negative force for the environment. They agree with market liberals that
globalization enhances economic growth. But instead of seeing this as
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positive for the environment, they see it as contributing to further environmental degradation. For them, more growth only means more
consumption of natural resources and more stress on waste sinks. Globalization is blamed, too, for spreading Western patterns of consumption
into the developing world. With much larger populations and often more
fragile ecosystems (especially in the tropics), this spread of consumerism
is accelerating the collapse of the global ecosystem.25 Globalization is also
seen to encourage environmentally harmful production processes in poor
countries that have lower environmental standards.26 For these reasons,
these bioenvironmentalists argue that we must curtail economic globalization to save the planet.
Solutions proposed by bioenvironmentalists flow logically from their
analysis of the causes of environmental damage: we need to curb economic and population growth. Those who focus on the limits to
economic growth have been a core group in the field of ecological
economics, pioneered by thinkers such as the economist Herman Daly27
and published in journals such as Ecological Economics. This group
combines ideas from the physical sciences and economics to develop proposals to revamp economic models to include the notion of physical
limits, which involves changing our measures of “progress” and the
methods we use to promote it. Only then, these thinkers argue, can we
reduce the impact of humans on the planet and prod the world toward
a more sustainable global economy. Those bioenvironmentalists who
focus more on overpopulation call for measures to lower population
growth, like expanding family planning programs in the Third World,
and for curbs on immigration to rich countries where consumption
problems are the worst. At the more extreme end, some see a world government with coercive powers as the best way to control the human lust
to fill all ecological space, destroying it, often inadvertently, in the
process.28
Social Greens
Social greens, drawing primarily on radical social and economic theories, see social and environmental problems as inseparable. Inequality
and domination, exacerbated by economic globalization, are seen as
leading to unequal access to resources as well as unequal exposure to
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environmental harms. While these views have long been important in
debates over environment and development, and are themselves a mix
of a variety of radical views, scholars in international political economy
have only recently recognized them as a distinct perspective.29
Many social greens from a more activist stance focus on the destructive effects of the global spread of large-scale industrial life.30 Accelerated by the process of globalization, large-scale industrialism is seen to
encourage inequality characterized by overconsumption by the wealthy
while at the same time contributing to poverty and environmental degradation. While agreeing broadly with this analysis, other, more academic
social greens draw on Marxist thought, pointing specifically to capitalism as a primary driver of social and environmental injustice in a globalized world. They argue that capitalism, and its global spread via
neocolonial relations between rich and poor countries, not only leads to
an unequal distribution of global income, power, and environmental
problems, but is a threat to human survival.31 Also inspired by Marxist
thought, some social greens take a neo-Gramscian, or historical materialist perspective, focusing on the way those in power frame and influence ecological problems, primarily hegemonic blocs consisting of large
corporations and industrial country governments.32 Other social greens
like Vandana Shiva draw heavily from feminist theory to argue that
patriarchal relationships in the global economy are intricately tied to ecological destruction.33 The key concern of all of these strands of social
green thought, then, is inequality and the environmental consequences
related to it. Social green analysis can be found in magazines such as The
Ecologist and in reports of groups such as the International Forum on
Globalization (IFG) and the Third World Network (TWN).
Social greens sympathize with bioenvironmentalist arguments that
physical limits to economic growth exist. Overconsumption, particularly
in rich industrialized countries, is seen by social greens to put a great
strain on the global environment.34 Many, perhaps most prominently
Wolfgang Sachs35 and Edward Goldsmith,36 see this problem as accelerating in an era of economic globalization. The arguments of social greens
on growth and consumption, and on the role of the global economy in
accelerating both, are close to bioenvironmentalist arguments. But few
social greens accept bioenvironmentalist arguments regarding population
growth, instead maintaining that overconsumption, particularly among
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the rich in the First World, is a far greater problem.37 Unlike bioenvironmentalists, most social greens see population-control policies as a
threat to the self-determination of women and the poor.38
Whether it is viewed as spreading industrialism or capitalism (or both),
social greens uniformly oppose economic globalization, arguing that it
is a key factor behind much of what is wrong with the global system.39
In addition to feeding environmentally destructive growth and consumption, globalization is seen to breed injustice in a number of ways.
It exacerbates the inequality within and between countries. It reinforces
the domination of the global rich and the marginalization of women,
indigenous peoples, and the poor. It assists corporate exploitation of the
developing world (especially labor and natural resources). It weakens
local community autonomy and imposes new forms of domination that
are Western and patriarchal (local customs, norms, and knowledge are
lost, replaced by new forms unsuited to these new locations). Globalization is also seen to destroy local livelihoods, leaving large numbers of
people disconnected from the environment in both rich and poor countries. This globalization is viewed by many social greens as a continuation of earlier waves of domination and control. In the words of the
prominent antiglobalization activist Vandana Shiva, “The ‘global’ of
today reflects a modern version of the global reach of the handful of
British merchant adventurers who, as the East India Company, later, the
British Empire raided and looted large areas of the world.”40
From this analysis, it is not surprising that social greens reject the
current global economy. Reactive crisis management in a globalized
world, social greens believe, will not suffice to save the planet: tinkering
will just momentarily stall the crash. In many instances the environmental solutions of market liberals and institutionalists, because they
assume globalization brings environmental benefits, are part of the
problem. For social greens major reforms are necessary, well beyond, for
example, just strengthening institutions or internalizing environmental
and social costs into the price of traded goods. Thus social greens, as the
work of the International Forum on Globalization exemplifies, call for
a dismantling of current global economic structures and institutions.41
To replace this, many social greens advocate a return to local community autonomy to rejuvenate social relations and restore the natural environment. Localization activist Colin Hines has mapped out a model for
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how this could occur. It entails a retreat from the large-scale industrial
and capitalist life and a move toward local, self-reliant, small-scale
economies.42 These thinkers stress the need to, in the words of some,
“think globally, act locally.” In other words, understand the global
context, while at the same time acting in ways suitable to the local
context. These thinkers advocate bioregional and small-scale community
development—because they firmly believe that a stronger sense of community will fulfill basic needs and enhance people’s quality of life. Such
development would help to reduce inequities and levels of consumption
that are out of balance with the world’s natural limits.
As part of their strategy for promoting community autonomy and
localization, social greens also stress the need to empower those voices
that the process of economic globalization is marginalizing. They
embrace indigenous knowledge systems, for example, arguing these are
equally if not more valid than the Western scientific method. The process
of economic “development,” these critics argue, foists the latter onto the
developing world, thus threatening ecologically sound local systems.43
Many social greens regard local cultural diversity as essential for the
maintenance of biological diversity. The erosion of one is seen to lead to
the erosion of the other. In advocating local and indigenous empowerment and input, social greens emphasize that effective solutions to environmental problems will continue to remain elusive unless the voices of
women, indigenous peoples, and the poor are integrated into the global
dialogue on environment and development, as well as into locally specific contexts.
Conclusion
Table 1.1 summarizes the main assumptions and arguments of market
liberals, institutionalists, bioenvironmentalists, and social greens. We
have tried hard to present these views fairly and accurately. Yet we also
stress again that these are “ideal” categories, and within each there are
a range of views and more subtle debates. Some authors you will read
will fit neatly into one of these categories, while others are more difficult to classify. This just demonstrates the range of possible views. Moreover, there are alliances between various views on different issues, which
makes the terrain difficult to map at times. For example, market liber-
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als and institutionalists agree with one another that economic growth
and globalization have positive implications for the environment, while
social greens and bioenvironmentalists hold the opposite view. And institutionalists and bioenvironmentalists agree that population growth poses
a problem for the world’s resources, while market liberals and social
greens put far less emphasis on this factor.
We stress that we do not want to leave the impression that any one of
these is the “correct” view. Each, we believe, contains insights into the
sources of today’s environmental problems, as well as into potential solutions. Each view has its own logic, which fits with its assumptions.
Understanding these views help to explain, too, the often markedly different interpretations of the condition of the global environment. One
article, for example, may well declare global warming the most serious
threat confronting today’s governments. The next article may declare it
a hoax, a ploy to raise funds or perhaps to scare world leaders into
action. This, we believe, does not mean that there are no facts—or
causality—or analysis—or statistics. It also does not mean that some
authors lie and deceive. Rather it merely shows how different interpretations and different values—that is, different worldviews—can shape
which information an analyst chooses to emphasize.
As you proceed through the rest of this book, we urge you to keep an
open mind regarding the debates and evidence about the consequences
of the global political economy for global environmental change. This is
certainly not easy. These are emotional issues. And the evidence and
arguments are often contradictory, almost as if analysts live in different
worlds. Our hope, if you do keep an open mind until the end of the
book, is not to confuse you, but to leave you with a better understanding of your own assumptions and arguments. Moreover, if you then
decide to reject the arguments of others, you will do so with a genuine
understanding of the complexity and historical sources of those views.
Only then can the debates truly move forward.

2
The Ecological Consequences of
Globalization

We are now in an era of globalization. As a process that touches on many
aspects of our economies, societies, and cultures, it is important to investigate how it interfaces with global environmental change. This chapter
begins with a general overview of globalization—what it is and its implications. It then sketches broadly contrasting environmental pictures of
today’s globalizing world: first, a world of progress, of better lives that
result from globalization, the world as seen by market liberals and to a
lesser extent institutionalists; and second, a world of failure, of crisis and
looming ecological and social catastrophe unless immediate action is
taken to reverse globalization, the world as seen by bioenvironmentalists, and many social greens. The first picture stresses the social and
environmental benefits of macroeconomic growth, capitalism, new
technologies, and international cooperation. The second picture stresses
the biological strains of overpopulation and unequal consumption on a
planet with too much industrial and agricultural production. Within each
broad picture, however, the different perspectives emphasize different
points. The chapter concludes with a sketch of how the different lenses
of the market liberals, institutionalists, bioenvironmentalists, and social
greens provide different insights into the process of globalization.
Chapter 3 will then more specifically address globalization and the development of global environmental discourse, as well as the evolution of
environmental actors, institutions, and norms at the international level.
What Is Globalization?
Some scholars question whether globalization is actually occurring.
Others question whether the word has any real meaning. Still others see
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the definitions that swirl around the term as analytically imprecise.
Without doubt the concept of globalization is vaguely and imprecisely
defined at times, and some authors seem to use the concept inconsistently. In spite of these difficulties, we believe it is still a valuable concept
and helps to illuminate the relationship between global environmental
change and the global political economy. In fact, we rather boldly assert
that globalization is a critical force shaping global affairs.1 Rather than
getting bogged down in the debate over the various possible definitions
of globalization, we will just outline our understanding of the term.
Globalization is a multidimensional process, broadly restructuring and
integrating the world’s economies, institutions, and civil societies. It is a
dynamic, ongoing, and accelerating process that is increasing the links
among actors, as well as the structures within which they operate, both
within states and across borders. Trade, production, and finance are now
more globally integrated than ever before, as are global organizations
and social movements. These extensive linkages are making global interactions more intense and complex. Globalization is also changing the
nature of space, collapsing some space—for example, the effective distance between individuals in Africa and Asia—while creating sharper
spatial barriers elsewhere—for instance, between neighbors on a suburban street, customers in a megasupermarket, and commuters on a
subway. It is also affecting time, speeding up the nature of these interactions as communication hardware advances. In simple terms globalization means that the events and actions in one part of the world are
affecting people in distant lands much more quickly, and with greater
frequency and intensity.
Globalization is partly an extension of processes that began long ago,
including modernization and colonization. But it is more than just a new
term for old phenomena. It is also more than just internationalization,
which focuses on the importance of greater economic and political interconnectedness among states, and which can be seen as a subprocess of
globalization. It suggests instead “that human lives are increasingly
played out in the world as a single place.”2 It points to the growing significance of a global community with global concerns, and it stresses the
decreasing importance of geographic distance and increasing importance
of transnational actors and forces. It further suggests that we are moving
toward an effectively borderless world (especially for ideas and money),
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and that this process is accelerating (see box 2.1 for selected definitions
of globalization).
If this is globalization, what is driving it? Separating the drivers from
the consequences of globalization is difficult, because the consequences
are themselves constantly reshaping the drivers. New and faster communication technologies—such as telephones, faxes, and e-mail—partly
drive it. These technologies create a faster and more efficient transmission belt for people, money, and ideas, as well as for the knowledge to
Box 2.1
Definitions of globalization
New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman writes that “globalization
is the integration of everything with everything else. . . . [It] is the integration of markets, finance, and technology in a way that shrinks the world
from a size medium to a size small. Globalization enables each of us,
wherever we live, to reach around the world farther, faster, deeper, and
cheaper than ever before and at the same time allows the world to reach
into each of us farther, faster, deeper, and cheaper than ever before.”1
Political scientist David Held and his colleagues define globalization initially as “the widening, deepening and speeding up of worldwide interconnectedness in all aspects of contemporary social life, from the cultural
to the criminal, the financial to the spiritual.” Later they add more
precision, offering this definition: “a process (or set of processes) which
embodies a transformation in the spatial organization of social relations
and transactions—assessed in terms of their extensity, intensity, velocity
and impact—generating transcontinental or interregional flows and
networks of activity, interaction, and the exercise of power.”2
Economist John Helliwell notes: “For protestors in Seattle, Gothenberg,
and Genoa, globalization represents a state of the world wherein international organizations implement the wishes of transnational corporations,
ensuring that free trade rules will combine with global market pressures
to eliminate the ability of local and national governments to implement
policies. . . . Within corporations and business groups, globalization
usually refers to a global market reach and to an imperative that firms
must ‘globalize or die.’ . . . Among economists, globalization refers to a
situation where the so-called ‘law of one price’ applies on a global basis.
This assumes that goods and services will be freely and costlessly traded
over space and borders.”3
1. Friedman 2002.
2. Held et al. 1999, 2, 16.
3. Helliwell 2002, 15–16.
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build other technologies—such as cars and industrial equipment. The
first transborder telephone call was in 1891, between London and Paris.
Since then the number of telephone mainlines has grown steadily, from
150 million in 1965, to 546 million in 1991, to 1,053 million in 2001.3
Over the last hundred years the cost of international phone calls fell precipitously, from US$235 for a three-minute call from New York to
London in 1930 to just 35 cents in 1998 (in constant 1990 U.S. dollars).4
With more lines and cheaper rates the volume of international calls continues to rise steadily, from 12.7 billion minutes spent on the phone in
1982 to 127 billion in 2001.5 The Internet is the latest revolutionary
change in global communication. The World Wide Web had just 50 pages
in 1993; by the end of the decade there were 50 million.6 The number
of Internet users went from 25 million in 1995 to 400 million by the end
of 2000. The UN Development Programme (UNDP) predicts this will
rise to 1 billion by 2005.7 Perhaps most remarkable is the increase in the
volume and speed of information flows on the Internet. By 2001 one
Internet cable carried more information in a second than was sent over
the whole Internet in a month in 1997.8
Faster and cheaper transportation facilitates communication as well.
Here too there have been remarkable changes over the past half century.
In 1950 there were 25 million air passengers; by 1996 there were 400
million; by 2000 1.4 billion. Part of the reason for this growth in air
travel is that it is now much cheaper. In constant 1990 U.S. dollars, the
cost fell from $0.68 per passenger mile in 1930 to $0.11 in 1990.9
Globalization is driven, too, by the increasing dominance of capitalism and Western ideologies, which stress the value of global economic
integration. States themselves try to embed these values in global norms
and institutions, in the hope that this will enhance their economic
position in the global economy. A host of nongovernmental and
intergovernmental organizations, as well as the global media and
multinational corporate networks—involving a complex array of both
reinforcing and contradictory pressures—collectively enhance global
linkages. Global economic institutions and norms reflecting these values
encourage further global integration of trade, production, and financial
relationships.
Further, global environmental problems themselves, such as climate
change, ozone depletion, and species extinction, also strengthen global
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consciousness. Because such problems do not respect borders, they are
by definition “global-level” problems that require global solutions. Conferences such as the 1972 UN Conference on the Human Environment
(Stockholm Conference) and the 1992 UN Conference on Environment
and Development (Rio Conference), which focused attention on global
environmental problems, raised the profile of these issues among the
world’s political elites (for details, see chapter 3).
When did globalization begin? We cannot answer this question precisely, because the process is an extension of historical, political, and
socioeconomic processes that started long ago. It is reasonable, however,
to point to the 1960s as the beginning of the rapid intensification of
the process of contemporary globalization. Political scientist Jan Aart
Scholte would agree here, stating that “globalization did not figure continually, comprehensively, intensely, and with rapidly increasing frequency in the lives of a large proportion of humanity until around the
1960s.”10
Economic trends since the 1960s reveal the extent of globalization.
Cross-border financial flows, foreign direct investment, and international
trade have grown phenomenally, as governments have actively removed
barriers to these types of transactions. About US$1.5 trillion in foreign
currency is traded per day, an amount that is over ten times the value of
underlying trade and investment flows, and significantly more than the
average of US$10–20 billion in the 1970s.11 The number of transnational
parent firms has grown from 7,000 in 1970 to over 65,000 today, with
over 850,000 affiliate firms. These firms make up one-tenth of world
gross domestic product (GDP) and one-third of world exports.12 The
value of world merchandise exports was over US$6 trillion in 2000, over
a hundred times the value of US$58 billion in 1948.13
Since the 1960s globalization has to some extent been promoting
greater political, economic, cultural, and technological uniformity across
the globe. Most governments now claim to be democratic14 and many
have introduced political structures similar to the ones in Western Europe
and North America.15 Most governments strive to integrate their domestic economic production into the global financial structure, introducing
policies to foster foreign direct investment and trade, generally with an
underlying goal of promoting higher rates of macroeconomic growth.
A superficial glance at the cities around the world reveals striking
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similarities associated with this economic growth and with globalization:
cars, roads, concrete, and steel. And consumer preferences are converging, with blue jeans, American sitcoms, and McDonald’s just three of the
many possible examples. The process of increasing uniformity, however,
is far from inevitable. Fragmentation of whole countries and decentralization within particular countries are occurring alongside of and as part
of globalization.
While some argue that globalization is an inevitable process, others
argue that it is possible to resist it. Governments have played a role in
fostering it. Similarly they can break global political ties or erect economic barriers. Activist and religious organizations, using some of the
same technologies driving globalization, can disseminate alternative
views in an effort to foster support for an alterative to globalization.16
And groups within particular societies can reassert cultural identities and
gain global support for their movement to do so.
Though globalization is in many ways a unifying force, its effects are
uneven, both across and within countries, triggering great change in
some places and virtually none in others. Some of these changes are positive, bettering people’s everyday lives. But other changes are contributing to greater inequality in some areas (particularly in a relative sense)
as well as to deeper levels of poverty in some areas (particularly in terms
of access to sustainable livelihoods, nutrition, and community wellbeing). Distribution of global income is one indicator. The 1 billion who
live in the rich industrialized countries receive 60 percent of global
income; meanwhile, 3.5 billion in low-income countries receive less than
20 percent of global income. The wealthiest 20 percent of the world
accounts for 86 percent of total private consumption expenditures. This
does not just translate into far more luxury goods for the rich, like paper
and cars. The richest 20 percent consume, too, 45 percent of all meat
and fish. Also, technological research, including medical research, tends
to concentrate on the needs of the wealthy. For example, from 1975 to
1996, of the more than 1,200 new drugs worldwide, only 13 treated
tropical diseases.17
Access to the communication and transportation technologies of globalization is unequal, too. Of all international telephone traffic, 80 percent
originates in the countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, the thirty-member group representing the
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rich industrialized world). The OECD average international call usage is
36.6 minutes per person per year. In sub-Saharan Africa it is only 1
minute per person.18 Countries like Cambodia, Uganda, and Bangladesh
have just 3 telephone mainlines for every 1,000 people, while countries
like Canada, Sweden, the United States, and Denmark have over 600
mainlines per 1,000 people.19 Similar inequalities exist for personal computers and the Internet. Almost 80 percent of all Internet users live
in OECD countries (14 percent of the global population). In 1999
Zimbabwe had 13 personal computers per 1,000 people, Thailand had
22.7 per 1,000 people, and the United States had 680 per 1,000 people.20
In 2000, 54.3 percent of the U.S. population used the Internet, while
only 0.4 percent did in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.21
There is also great inequality in the movement of people. The number
of international tourists rose from 25 million in 1950 to 699 million in
2000. Of these, over half were from Europe; less than 3 percent were
from Africa and less than 1 percent came from South Asia.22 It is
relatively easy, too, for the educated and the rich to immigrate. But it is
now harder for poor people in poor countries who want to immigrate
legally.23 Such differences in access are contributing to a new form of
inequality: the connected and unconnected. Using technologies to
integrate into the global economic system provides numerous opportunities. Life can be tough, however, for those left unconnected—just
look at the recent famines in North Korea and the violent conflict in
the Congo over the past decade. Globalization is, in some ways, a “new
Industrial Revolution” that, according to the UNEP, “could result in
a dangerous polarization between people and countries benefiting
from the system and those that are merely passive recipients of its
effects.”24
Globalization, by its very nature, is altering the underlying processes
of global environmental change. Are the effects of these changes positive
or negative for the overall environmental health of the planet? Before we
examine the diverse range of answers to this question, it is useful to note
that critics of globalization are often referring to economic globalization
rather than to other forms of globalization. Many of the technologies
that have facilitated economic globalization—the computer, for
example—are seen as essential for the creation of global environmental
norms and a global civil society, potential counterbalances to
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globalization that help citizens to “think globally and act locally.” E-mail
and the Internet are also cheap and effective tools of antiglobalization
activists, enabling groups without overarching leadership to organize
global protests from Seattle to Genoa to Bangkok on short notice. Many
of the critics of economic globalization, although certainly not all, are
actually supporters of what might be called social globalization.
Globalization and the Global Environment
The interpretation of the effects of globalization on the globe’s natural
environment evokes polar reactions. The first, reflective of how market
liberals and institutionalists perceive the world, stresses our achievements, our progress over time, and our ability to promote economic
well-being as well as reverse and repair environmental problems with
ingenuity, technology, cooperation, and adaptation. The second, reflective of how bioenvironmentalists and social greens see the earth, emphasizes environmental disasters and human inequality, problems aggravated
and in many cases driven by economic globalization.25 We now sketch
these two broad views of globalization. It should be stressed, though,
that while there is a split at the broad level over whether the process
of globalization is on the whole positive or negative, each worldview
emphasizes different aspects of it.
Global Positive
Market liberals and institutionalists perceive globalization as an engine
of wealth creation. Both argue that the globalization of trade, investment, and finance is pushing up global gross domestic product (GDP—
for a detailed explanation of this measure of growth, see chapter 4) and
global per capita incomes, which they see as essential to finance sustainable development. Over the period 1970–2000, one of heightened
global economic integration, world GDP (in constant 1995 U.S. dollars)
nearly tripled from US$13.4 trillion to US$34.1 trillion.26 The annual
per capita global growth rate from 1980 to 1990 was 1.4 percent; from
1990 to 1998 it was 1.1 percent.27
Market liberals and institutionalists both see globalization as an
overall positive force for the environment because it generates the wealth
necessary to pay for environmental improvements. Market liberals argue
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that such improvements will follow naturally from the functioning of
open and free markets. States and institutions certainly have an important role to perform in terms of making and enforcing environmental
policy, but it should be a minimal and market-friendly one. Globalization, by stressing liberalization of trade, investment, and finance, is also
lowering inefficient trade barriers and state subsidies. This means fewer
market distortions—such as prices that undervalue a natural resource.
It means, too, fewer barriers to corporate investment in developing
countries.
Institutionalists see a somewhat greater role for the state, and also see
a need to build global-level institutions and agreements to more actively
guide economic globalization (which to some extent arise naturally from
the process itself). The goal is to help states, for example, advance to a
higher order of development with as little environmental damage as
possible. The UNEP Global Environment Outlook nicely summarizes the
institutionalist case:
The pursuit of individual wealth on a global economic playing field made level
by universal governance mechanisms to reduce market barriers can . . . open the
way to a new age of affluence for all. If developing country institutions can be
adapted to benefit from the new technologies and the emerging borderless
economy, and if appropriate forms of global governance can be created, the rising
tide of prosperity will lift everyone to new heights of well-being.28

Market liberals and institutionalists stress, too, the need to evaluate
the environmental effects of globalization within a historical perspective.
For them it is particularly important to plot and analyze global trends.
Political scientist Bjørn Lomborg, an outspoken and controversial academic who is perhaps the strongest advocate of understanding the global
environment in terms of global statistics, writes: “Mankind’s lot has actually improved in terms of practically every measurable indicator.” He
warns against relying on “stories” (examples), because this can distort
the analysis of progress, creating either an overly optimistic or pessimistic
assessment. Lomborg continues: “Global figures summarize all the good
stories as well as all the ugly ones, allowing us to evaluate how serious
the over-all situation is.” He further admonishes those who accept data
uncritically, citing examples where scholars have come to accept a
“sweeping statement” as fact when the so-called fact has no statistical
base, instead resulting from “a string of articles, each slightly
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inaccurately referring to its predecessor” (with a far more modest original source). Lomborg argues, too, that some groups, like Greenpeace
and the Worldwatch Institute, have a vested interest in painting a picture
of a world in crisis. It is their job; it justifies their moral and financial
existence.29
Look, say market liberals and institutionalists, at the world at the
beginning of the twentieth century. Back then life was short and full of
hardship and suffering. About a third of the global population faced possible starvation. Infectious diseases like typhoid, tuberculosis, botulism,
and scarlet fever (often spread in contaminated food, milk, and water)
were a leading cause of death. Global life expectancy was a mere 30
years. Even in the United States it was just 47 years, with infant mortality at a rate of 1 in 10.30 Great progress has been made since then, not
coincidentally, market liberals in particular say, as the world has become
more globalized. Food production has surpassed population growth, and
today less than one-fifth of the world’s population is malnourished, compared to 37 percent in 1969–1970.31 Even in the Third World the average
person now consumes 38 percent more calories than in 1961.32 It is now
widely argued that famines that occur today are a result of government
mismanagement, not a shortage of food.33
Vaccines, antibiotics, and better medical care now save millions of
lives. So do refrigeration, pasteurization, and safer food-handling practices. As a result global life expectancy is far higher today—now over 66
years. Steady rises in life expectancy (see figure 2.1) have occurred in
both low- and high-income countries, and there is every reason to expect
these trends will continue. Economist Julian Simon sums up the case:
“The standard of living has risen along with the size of the world’s
population since the beginning of recorded time. There is no convincing
economic reason why these trends toward a better life should not continue indefinitely.”34 Market liberals believe that the process of economic
globalization itself will spread higher standards of living around the
world because of its ability to generate economic growth. Institutionalists see the potential for globalization to raise living standards via
economic growth, but argue that global institutions that promote cooperation on these fronts have been and still are necessary to ensure that
this happens.
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Life expectancy at birth (high-income and low-income countries). Data source:
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Figure 2.2
World population growth. Data source: U.S. Census Bureau.

Progress on the food and health fronts has been accompanied by a
much larger global population, and some see a direct causal link here.
From 1 billion in 1804, world population had doubled by 1927 (123
years later), and jumped to 3 billion by 1960 (33 years later). By 1999
it had doubled again to 6 billion (just 39 years later) (see figure 2.2).
The global population is now well over 6 billion and is making steady
progress toward 7 billion. Most analysts expect it will continue to rise
into the foreseeable future, leveling off at 8–11 billion by 2050. Figure
2.3 provides three population projections for 2050: a low of 7.9 billion,
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Figure 2.3
World population prospects. Data source: Population Division of the
Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the UN Secretariat, 2001.

a middle of 9.3 billion, and a high of 10.9 billion. (The difference is
based on alternative possibilities of future birth and mortality rates.) The
most likely scenario is the middle one. But for market liberals, even the
highest estimate shows that the global community has managed to overcome the threat of exponential population growth.
An earth with 6 billion people, market liberals point out, is not anywhere close to reaching the limits of its capacity. Abundant resources
remain. And waste sinks are far from full. Market liberals assume
humankind will be able to provide a decent standard of living for all well
into the future, provided a free and open global economy is encouraged.
Higher incomes and more modern economies allow for higher levels of
education for the general population and empower women with more
choices. This naturally lowers birth rates. The history of the world’s most
advanced economies in Europe, North America, and Asia since the
Industrial Revolution some 300 years ago demonstrates this conclusively.
Institutionalists are more cautious, recognizing that there may be some
scarcities associated with population growth, but they argue that global
cooperation on improved education, economic development, and family
planning can help address the problem.35
For both institutionalists and market liberals, the global community
has demonstrated it can solve global environmental problems. Biotechnology has, for example, produced crops able to resist insects and diseases as well as grow in dry and inhospitable areas, and both groups see
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this as having great potential for improving global food supplies. Market
liberals argue that these technologies will spread via market mechanisms
and benefit farmers in rich and poor countries alike.36 Institutionalists
have a bit less faith in the global marketplace to spread these benefits
equally. While they see the potential of such crops to address future food
needs, they argue for public funding for intergovernmental research that
focuses on developing bioengineered crops that will benefit the poorest
countries.37
Perhaps the most successful global cooperative effort was the one to
reduce the amount of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) released into the
atmosphere. CFCs were invented in 1928. Production and consumption
rose quickly from the 1950s to the 1970s, mainly for use in aerosols,
refrigerators, insulation, and solvents. In 1974 scientists discovered that
CFCs were drifting into the atmosphere and depleting the ozone layer.
This layer protects us from the harmful effects of ultraviolet sun rays,
which can contribute to skin cancer and cataracts, decrease our immunity to diseases, and make plants less productive. In the decade after
1974 global negotiators worked on a collective response to this problem.
This effort gained momentum in 1985 after a “hole” (really a thinning)
in the ozone layer was discovered over the Antarctic.38 In that year the
global community concluded the Vienna Convention for the Protection
of the Ozone Layer. The 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances That
Deplete the Ozone Layer was adopted within two years and set mandatory targets to reduce the production of CFCs. The Montreal Protocol
entered into force in 1989. Amendments to strengthen the Montreal
Protocol were made in London in 1990, Copenhagen in 1992, Montreal
in 1997, and Beijing in 1999. The result was a significant lowering of
CFC production (see figure 2.4).
The UN Environment Programme (UNEP) predicts that the ozone
layer will repair itself and return to pre-1980 levels by 2050.39 Institutionalists in particular see this as a resounding example of global cooperation to solve an environmental problem. There has been wide
acceptance of the global agreements and strong compliance with them.40
Market liberals also like this example because it demonstrates the
ability of markets to respond to a global environmental problem with
the development of substitutes that are less harmful.
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Figure 2.4
Global CFC production. Data source: Alternative Fluorocarbons Environmental
Acceptability Study: www.afeas.org.

Global Negative
Unlike market liberals and institutionalists, bioenvironmentalists and
social greens see economic globalization as the cause of many of the
world’s environmental and social ills, rather than as its potential savior.
Both bioenvironmentalists and social greens agree with market liberals
and institutionalists that it is driving global macroeconomic growth—
but this growth is driving the overconsumption of natural resources and
the filling of waste sinks. Moreover, economic growth is not enough to
ensure well-being in a society. For bioenvironmentalists economic growth
also partly explains the exponential growth of the global population,
which for them is of primary concern. But social greens reject the bioenvironmentalists’ population argument and focus instead on the way
globalization, in their view, contributes to global economic inequalities
that exacerbate environmental problems.
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens are far more critical of the socalled progress of our so-called creations and advancements in the era
of globalization. The former president of the Nature Conservancy put
this well: “In the end, our society will be defined not only by what we
create, but by what we refuse to destroy.”41 Humans certainly live longer.
And higher incomes and better medicine and sanitation have undoubtedly made the lives of some more comfortable. Yet such data can also
hide disturbing trends. Especially worrying is the steady rise in global
cancer rates, even when adjusting rates for an aging population. Every
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year 6 million people die of cancer. Ten million more are diagnosed with
cancer. Only cardiovascular disease kills more people in industrialized
countries. Scholars like philosopher Peter Wenz believe that the probable causes of higher cancer rates arise from the artificial changes to our
living environments. There seems to be little cancer in traditional societies. One of the most significant causes of cancer in industrial societies
for these scholars is the increasing volume of pesticides in the global
ecosystem. In the United States alone farmers now use over a billion
pounds of pesticides per year, compared with 600 million per year in the
1970s and 50 million per year in the 1940s. Cancer specialists, Wenz
notes, concentrate on finding the “cure” rather than the “cause” of
cancer, partly because uncovering the causes would challenge “our entire
way of life.”42
While market liberals and institutionalists tend to focus on the social
and political history of the last few hundred years, bioenvironmentalists
in particular like to look at the impact of globalization against the background of geological time. The universe is about 15 billion years old.
Earth is about 4.6 billion years old. Modern humans have existed for
just over 100,000 years and civilization for about 10,000 years. Within
this time frame it is clear that humans have become a threat to the planet
in a remarkably short period of geological time. Philosopher Louis
Pojman provides a vivid image of this:
If we compacted the history of the Earth into a movie lasting one year, running
146 years per second, life would not appear until March, multicellular organisms not until November, dinosaurs not until December 13 (lasting until December 26), mammals not until December 15, Homo sapiens (our species) not until
11 minutes before midnight of December 31, and civilization not until one
minute before the movie ended. Yet in a very short time, say less than 200 years,
a mere 0.000002% of Earth’s life, humans have become capable of seriously
altering the entire biosphere. In some respects we have already altered it more
profoundly than it has changed in the past billion years.43

With this outlook on time, bioenvironmentalists argue that we will soon
reach the limits of the earth’s biological capacity to support human life.
For bioenvironmentalists, human population growth is often the most
central part of the problem—for them linked to both economic growth
and globalization. They argue that a much better reflection of population patterns arises when we begin in AD 1 (see figure 2.5). Each year
the global population increases by approximately another 80 million.
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World population: AD 1–2000. Data source: Facing the Future: People and
Planet: www.facingthefuture.org.

Since 1950, an era of rapid globalization, the world’s population has
grown more than it had in all of human history.44 Even accepting the
midrange estimate of population growth in figure 2.3, by the middle of
this century it will exceed 9 billion—another 3 billion people to feed,
clothe, and house. Over 85 percent of these people will live in the poor
countries. Half of the population growth will occur in just six countries:
India (with 21 percent of the total increase), China, Pakistan, Nigeria,
Bangladesh, and Indonesia. Over this time the populations of the fortyeight least developed countries will triple in size, already areas of terrible poverty and hardship.45
Bioenvironmentalists stress that the current rate of population growth
means the planet is increasingly awash with consumers, each demanding a portion of the earth’s resources. One noteworthy indicator of rising
consumption in an age of globalization is the steady increase in the
number of motor vehicles. Every year the world has absorbed another
16 million new vehicles on the road. Passenger cars now account for 15
percent of total global energy use.46 Environmental trends confirm the
disastrous consequences of such consumption. The air in the rich industrialized countries has undoubtedly become less polluted since the 1960s,
but it is now much worse in the developing world—especially in megacities like Tehran, New Delhi, Cairo, Manila, Jakarta, and Beijing. The
planet has absorbed 100,000 new chemicals since 1900.47 Over the twentieth century total carbon dioxide emissions grew twelve times. In the
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Third World more than 90 percent of sewage and 70 percent of industrial waste is still disposed of (untreated) into surface water.48
Global water consumption rose six times from 1900 to 1995.49 Dams,
canals, and diversions now disrupt almost 60 percent of the world’s
largest rivers. Deserts now threaten one-third of the world’s land surface
and the World Health Organization estimates that 1.1 billion people do
not have access to clean water.50 Diseases from bad water—like dysentery and cholera—kill 3 million people each year.51 During the last
century the world lost half of its wetlands. Around 30 percent of the
world’s coral reefs are gone and 18 percent are now at risk. Nearly 70
percent of commercial global marine fish stocks are now overfished or
are at the biological limit. One-fifth of the world’s freshwater fish species
are extinct or endangered. Every day 68 million metric tons of topsoil
washes away. Every day 30–140 species go extinct. The Worldwatch
Institute, in the State of the World 2003, points to the dire state of
global biodiversity, noting that “prominent scientists consider the world
to be in the midst of the biggest wave of animal extinctions since the
dinosaurs disappeared 65 million years ago.”52 The future of global biodiversity under current trends looks bleak. A study by nineteen scientists
published in the journal Nature in 2004 predicts that a temperature rise
from global warming of 0.8°–2.0°C will “commit” 18–35 percent of
animal and plant species “to extinction” by the middle of the twentyfirst century.53 Other factors attributed to global warming—such as
higher concentrations of carbon dioxide—could mean an even higher
rate of extinctions.54
The history of deforestation is typical of the destructive impact of the
global political economy. Almost half of world’s forests are now gone.
Between 1980 and 1995 alone, over 180 million hectares of forest were
lost, mostly in developing countries. That is six times the size of the
Philippines, ten times Cambodia, and sixty-four times the Solomon
Islands. Frontier forests (defined by the World Resources Institute as
large and pristine enough to still retain full biodiversity) are under some
of the greatest pressures. Asia, for example, has lost almost 95 percent.
The Philippines no longer has frontier forests. Vietnam, Laos, Thailand,
and Burma will soon follow. Cambodia has just 10 percent, Malaysia
just 15 percent, Indonesia only 25 percent, and Papua New Guinea only
40 percent.55
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Social greens, too, point to the steady decline in the state of the global
environment in an age of globalization. They agree strongly with bioenvironmentalists that economic growth and overconsumption are serious
threats to the planet. Yet unlike bioenvironmentalists, they do not focus
on population growth as a primary driver of such problems. They point
out that growth in consumption of forest products, food, and water, for
example, far exceeded population growth over the past thirty years.56
Instead, they place their main focus on global inequality and its associated environmental problems—those linked to both overconsumption
among the wealthy and the dispossession of the poor from their traditional lands.
For social greens, economic globalization is the primary cause of
this inequality.57 It is seen as reinforcing neocolonial relationships between rich and poor countries, as well as changing production patterns
in complex ways that have serious environmental implications.58 The
International Forum on Globalization, an international group of activists
and academics opposed to globalization, points out that today’s world
is “in a crisis of such magnitude that it threatens the fabric of civilization and the survival of the species—a world of rapidly growing inequality, erosion of relationships of trust and caring, and failing planetary life
support systems.”59 Life may be easier—and perhaps even better—in sections of the wealthier countries (although not in the slums). But in much
of the developing world it is worse. Since 1972 the number of people
living in extreme poverty (less than US$1 a day) has grown to 1.2 billion
people. Almost half the world’s population (2.8 billion) survives on less
than US$2 per day.
There is not enough food in many countries. In fact, even though
global food production is now higher, in many parts of the world, such
as in Africa, food production has lagged behind population growth over
the last two decades.60 In India, where one-third of the 1 billion people
live in poverty, over half of the children are undernourished. Worldwide,
over 840 million people suffer from chronic malnutrition, which contributes to 60 percent of all childhood deaths.61 And nearly 11 million
children die unnecessarily every year (that is, from preventable and
treatable causes). Of these, 8 million are babies, half of whom die in the
first month of life.62 At the same time, obesity rates are rising fast in
the world’s wealthy countries—in the United States, for example, it went
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from 12 percent of the population in 1991 to 17.9 percent in 1998. The
largest rises in obesity are among 18- to 29-year-olds.63 In 1999 over 60
percent of all adults in the United States were overweight. Obesity and
physical inactivity now account for over 300,000 premature deaths
annually in the United States alone. In late 2001 the U.S. Surgeon
General issued a “call to action” to address the crisis of obesity, claiming “overweight and obesity may soon cause as much preventable disease
and death as cigarette smoking.”64
Great inequality is also seen in the distribution of disease. Infectious
diseases remain the number one cause of death worldwide, accounting for roughly a quarter of total global deaths. Over 13 million people
die each year from diseases like AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis, cholera,
measles, and respiratory diseases, most of these in the developing world.
These high rates of death from such diseases only contribute to further
poverty. In some African countries, life expectancy has fallen, mostly
because of AIDS, malaria, and war. The AIDS pandemic started two
decades ago. Now over 60 million people are infected with HIV, with
numbers rising rapidly especially among the young (half of all new HIV
infections are adolescents). In 2001 AIDS killed 3 million. The UN predicts that 68 million more will die prematurely of AIDS by 2020. Of
these, 55 million will live in sub-Saharan Africa. Already AIDS has
lowered the average life expectancy in this region from 62 to 47 years.
In Botswana, Namibia, and Zimbabwe, life expectancy has dropped
from 60–70 to 38–43 years. In Tanzania, 40 percent of the population
is now dying before the age of 40. Across Africa, there are about 5,500
funerals a day for AIDS victims. UN AIDS has predicted that one in every
five adults in Africa will die of AIDS in the next ten years, destroying
the social fabric of much of Africa.65 The death rates from AIDS are much
higher in the developing world because of that region’s lack of access to
the latest drugs and treatments that are currently available in the rich
industrialized countries.
Social greens argue that this represents unnecessary suffering on the
part of the majority of the planet’s inhabitants. The inequality that has
accompanied economic globalization is the driver not just of poor social
conditions for many, but also of environmental problems. The poor are
put in situations where they are uprooted from their lands and forced to
degrade what lands they can just to make ends meet. And the rich,
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meanwhile, overconsume and contribute to a worsening of industrial
pollution. For these thinkers, it is not surprising that pollution levels may
be falling in rich countries, because globalization has enabled the types
of production that pollute most to migrate to developing countries, in
the form of foreign direct investment. The rising levels of pollution in
the rapidly industrializing developing countries of Southeast Asia and
Latin America are evidence of this, according to social greens.66 This
transfer of environmental degradation from rich to poor countries has
direct and negative impacts on the lives of the world’s poorest people.
The technological solutions offered up by Western science are not a
potential savior for bioenvironmentalists and social greens. The technological transfers of globalization are in fact often a deceptive solution,
the heroin of market liberals and institutionalists, temporarily allowing
societies to deflect a problem into the future or into another ecosystem.
They also have much less faith than institutionalists in the ability of
global institutions to guide globalization to ensure that it does not cause
further environmental problems. Social greens in particular worry that
global organizations and agreements can become props of capitalism, as
is the case with the World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF),
and World Trade Organization (WTO).
Agricultural biotechnology is just one example where social greens and
bioenvironmentalists are skeptical of Western technology and institutions. Critics of genetically altered crops argue that they pose enormous
ecological and health risks—from genetic pollution and erosion, to
potential allergic reactions.67 These crops are also seen as reinforcing
inequalities and as giving power to the transnational corporations that
patent them.68 Global institutions, including the World Bank and the
WTO, have continued to promote these technologies as beneficial,
despite growing concern over their use. Many social greens, however,
still see a need for global institutions, just not the ones we currently have.
The International Forum on Globalization summarizes this position
succinctly:
There is certainly a need for international institutions to facilitate cooperative
exchange and the working through of inevitable competing national interests
toward solutions to global problems. These institutions must, however, be transparent and democratic and support the rights of people, communities and nations
to self-determination. The World Bank, the IMF, and the World Trade Organization violate each of these conditions to such an extent that [we] recommend
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that they be decommissioned and new institutions built under the authority of
a strengthened and reformed United Nations.69

Bioenvironmentalists and social greens also have less confidence in the
value of international regimes to slow or resolve global environmental
problems than other thinkers do. Certainly most would agree that the
global effort to reduce the production of CFCs was successful. But this
was an exceptional case, one that tells us little about our ability to handle
future global environmental crises. The causes and consequences of the
depletion of the ozone layer were relatively straightforward. Skin cancer,
one of the most visible consequences of less ozone, was a particular
worry. In the mid-1980s CFCs were produced by only twenty-one firms
in sixteen countries, and developed countries were responsible for about
88 percent of production. Especially important, by 1988 the chemical
company DuPont, which accounted for one-quarter of global CFC production, had found an affordable substitute to CFCs. The economic cost
of phasing out CFCs was therefore minimal.70
Most global environmental problems, say bioenvironmentalists and
social greens, involve far greater complexities and uncertainties than the
ozone case and will require far greater sacrifices to solve. Take global
warming. The UNEP reports that the mean global surface temperature
has risen by 0.3°–0.6°C in the last 100 years. This may not seem like
much. But it was the largest increase of any century over the last millennium. The problem appears to be getting worse, because the 1990s
was the warmest decade and 1998 the warmest year.71 For bioenvironmentalists, trends like the one in figure 2.6 indicate our failure
to act.
Global warming especially alarms bioenvironmentalists and social
greens, because the three main greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide,
methane, and nitrous oxide) arise from core economic activities (automobile use, electricity generation, factories, agriculture, and deforestation), while the main consequences (rising seas, severe storms, drought,
and desertification) are beyond the lifetimes of politicians and business
leaders—perhaps occurring in 50 to 100 years. And the impacts, when
they are most severe, will be mostly felt by the poor, marginalized peoples
of the world.72 Obviously, lowering greenhouse gas emissions will involve
major changes to global economic production and consumption patterns.
It will require, too, governmental, corporate, and personal sacrifices.
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Figure 2.6
Global CO2 emissions from fossil-fuel burning, cement manufacture, and gas
flare. Data source: Marland, Boden, and Andres 2001.

Substituting CFCs, say these thinkers, is just not a comparable sacrifice
and it is overly naive to believe that it demonstrates that the global community has the collective capacity to act quickly, coherently, and effectively whenever a problem is deemed urgent enough. Any progress on
climate change agreements, rather, is more likely linked in some way to
corporate strategies to break into renewable energy markets.73
Conclusion
This chapter has shown the power of globalization as a force of economic and, at a slower rate, societal and political change. Each worldview brings its own lens to the process, illuminating different
aspects—some more positive, others more negative. Each view thus
brings different insights into the implications of globalization for the
environment.
The market-liberal lens focuses on the benefits of growth and the
power of free markets to foster it. For market liberals globalization is a
force of good, an engine of progress. It promotes efficient production
and trade of goods, diffusing appropriate technologies to areas with
natural labor and resource advantages. It promotes investment that
brings in environmental technologies, critical funds, and better management. This advances the economies toward less destructive activities by
diversifying the sources of economic growth, which in the long run
allows economies to shift away from a heavy reliance on natural resource
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exports. Globalization also means more macroeconomic growth, raising
per capita incomes throughout the world. The higher national per capita
incomes that arise from embracing globalization are creating the
societal and political will to tackle national, and ultimately, global environmental problems. In the long run economic growth extends lives,
improves health care, and raises national environmental standards. Globalization allows for even more wealth. Such wealth will allow for even
more economies to shift away from agricultural and industrial production and toward knowledge-based economies.
The institutionalist lens is sympathetic to the points raised by market
liberals, but focuses more specifically on the international cooperation
necessary to bring those benefits to fruition. Institutionalists agree that
economic growth and free markets can have enormous benefits for the
environment. Yet they argue that globalization should not be seen as a
panacea. The process, like any dynamic force, is producing both positive and negative changes for the global environment. It is good in macroeconomic terms. It is raising global wealth; it is fostering innovation. But
the rewards are not always equitable. At times, globalization seems to
aggravate pockets of environmental degradation and inequality. From an
institutionalist perspective, it is therefore best to guide globalization—to
use institutions and cooperation and intelligence to maximize the economic benefits and minimize the social inequities. This requires strong
national and local governments as well as powerful global organizations.
The communication technologies of globalization are advancing this
cause, by integrating cultures, fostering awareness, and creating global
norms, standards, and sympathies that encourage cooperative efforts to
address national problems like malaria or global problems like climate
change. The globalization of norms, codes of conduct, environmental
markets, environmental organizations, and international law is deepening global environmental governance, adding another layer of control
above national-government regulations.
Bioenvironmentalists look at globalization through a very different
lens. Instead of seeing opportunity in globalization, they focus on the
scarcity it exacerbates. For these thinkers the future is bleak. Globalization props up unsustainable population growth in developing countries,
as the rich drop food and medical supplies into poor countries with population growth rates embedded in a culture of poverty. Globalization is
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also herding populations into overcrowded cities or fragile ecosystems
(like onto land cleared of its rainforests), and turning rural areas into
vast and specialized farms to feed the cities, often in distant lands. At
the same time, the globalization of trade, investment, and financing is
accelerating global economic growth. This creates more output and more
consumption. It creates, too, more opportunities for the rich to overconsume and waste resources, deflecting the ecological impacts of this
consumption overseas or into the global commons. Globalization here is
little more than “eco-apartheid.”74 It is deepening the global culture of
consumption for consumption’s sake. People are losing the sense of
“enough,” as the rising rates of obesity in the developed world show.
Ingenuity and technology can certainly help to mitigate particular problems. Yet technology cannot solve the ecological consequences of globalization. Solutions can only begin to occur once the human species
accepts that it is now beyond its carrying capacity.
Social greens agree with much of the bioenvironmentalist analysis of
the ecological consequences of globalization. Yet their lens focuses much
more on the social injustice arising from globalization than on scarcity
per se. Social greens see globalization as the driving force behind the
spread of global inequality and large-scale capitalism and industrial life,
which for them are core causes and consequences of the global ecological crisis. Inequality and the imposition of industrialism contribute to the
eradication of the rights of indigenous peoples, women, and the poor,
and to the destruction of culture as capitalists reconstruct societies into
new markets and production nodes. These forces are eroding the autonomy of communities and creating a consumer monoculture. Globalization, for many social greens, is little more than ecoimperialism, a process
to siphon off autonomy and knowledge from the local to the global. In
this way globalization is reinforcing patterns of economic, environmental, and social injustice. The globalization of production and trade, moreover, further distances an individual’s ability to perceive the ecological
and social impacts of these behaviors. People are increasingly unable to
see (or at least are able to forget) how their everyday choices damage the
environment or injure workers.
The four worldviews, in short, have markedly different interpretations
of the ecological effects of globalization. Each offers its own unique
insights by focusing on particular aspects of the process. The rest of this
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book will explore the debates between these worldviews in far greater
depth, drawing out subtleties of opinion both within and across the
worldviews. The rather stark characterization of worldviews on globalization in this chapter will, we hope, help to guide you through the
thicket of the more specific, and at times overlapping, arguments in the
remaining chapters. We begin in the next chapter with what all four
worldviews agree is one of the most significant effects of globalization—
the global spread of environmental norms, ideas, and institutions over
the past half century.

3
The Globalization of Environmentalism

What has the global community done to tackle the environmental problems discussed in the previous chapter? While there is a rich history of
formal actions on the part of states to address these problems in the
international arena, we must also remember that the history of global
environmental politics is inextricably tied to contests of ideas: battles of
worldviews and discourses.1 We have seen new environmental ideas and
language enter into mainstream discourse as global awareness rises and
as environmental conditions deteriorate. These views are also affected
by wider developments in the global political economy. Accounts of the
history of global environmental politics, particularly those in the field of
international relations, have focused on environmental diplomacy. Such
studies tend to explain the evolution of environmental discourse primarily in terms of the outcomes of environmental summits, commissions,
agreements, and organizations.2 These political-diplomatic efforts have
certainly been important. But a deeper look at this history reveals that
parallel developments in the global political economy have, directly and
indirectly, often set the wider agendas for these formal discussions, affecting the evolution of environmental ideas. Tracing this history of both
environmental diplomacy and the global economy, then, helps uncover
when and why the various arguments of bioenvironmentalists, institutionalists, market liberals, and social greens first emerged. It also helps
us to better understand the roles of various actors today in global environmental governance.
The first part of this chapter provides a brief history of the globalization of environmentalism over the past half century, highlighting the
connections of this diplomatic, interstate history to events in the global
economy and to the emergence of different perspectives on the global
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environment. The second part of the chapter outlines the various mechanisms of global environmental governance that have been put into place
over this period, and highlights the significance of each in today’s global
environmental discourse.
The Evolution of Global Discourse on Environment and Development
Homo sapiens seem to have had only a marginal environmental impact
until relatively recently (from perhaps 500,000 years ago to 10,000 years
ago). The global population was low and fairly stable, and the main use
of natural resources was for stone, bone, and wooden tools. The shift
from hunting and gathering to settled agriculture that began about
10,000 years ago was a profound turning point in global environmental
history. The global population at this time was probably a mere 10
million or so. The food surpluses from settled agriculture helped populations expand into civilizations (cities). These civilizations, with more
elaborate divisions of labor, in turn became great sources of technological advances. The plow (animal drawn) and the wheel as well as writing
systems and the use of numbers were invented during this time. These
civilizations were also able to extract and use larger and larger amounts
of natural resources—like metals and wood. Not all of them, however,
could manage their natural environments in the long term. For example,
the collapse over 4,000 years ago of Mesopotamia, a land between the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers, was connected to an irrigation system that
poisoned the soil with salt.
Yet it was not until some 300 years ago, with the dawn of the Industrial Revolution, that human activities began to accelerate toward a scale
able to alter the global environment. The worsening impact of the environmental consequences of industrialization—such as the burning of
coal—along with rising populations partly explains the emerging concern
with environmental conditions over the last several centuries. The first
of a series of killer fogs (air pollution from coal burning) struck London
in 1873, killing more than 1,150 people. Overhunting and habitat loss
brought the plains bison of North America to near extinction by the mid1800s. The last passenger pigeon died in a zoo in 1914, a bird that once
migrated through eastern North America in the millions.3 Poor land management was seen as a factor behind the “Dust Bowl” conditions
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(drought, dust storms, and agricultural collapse) in Western Canada and
the United States in the 1930s. By 1950 the world population was over
2.5 billion. The effects of industrialization on the health of these growing
populations were becoming an increasing concern. Smog in London
killed 4,000 people in 1952. A year later 200 died from smog in New
York City. In 1956 scientists officially “discovered” the mercury poisoning of villagers in Minamata, Japan (commonly called the Minamata
disease). The poison came from the local seafood, which had absorbed
methyl mercury dumped into the sea by the Chisso industrial plant. Hundreds eventually died, and hundreds more were born with brain damage
and other birth defects.4
The emergence of environmentalism from the 1700s to the mid-1900s,
then, can be traced in part to environmental turmoil within the industrialized world. It was also, however, tied to the experience of the colonial powers at the time. Extensive economic and political control
characterized European colonies in Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
Other countries, such as the Untied States, exerted economic if not political control in some of the same parts of the world—what some label
economic imperialism. Colonialism and imperialism had enormous environmental consequences, especially as many previously unconnected
areas of the globe became primary sources of raw materials for Western
industrialization. Much of this environmental damage is still evident
today.5 The colonies were also the testing grounds for many Western
environmental ideas, and even today the results of these “tests” continue
to shape global environmental discourse. The primary environmental
goal of many colonial governments was to preserve and better manage
nature and wildlife to maximize its aesthetic and economic value. The
conservationist ideas of this era were certainly “Western” in their origin,
and often administrators from countries like Britain, France, and the
United States simply imposed these views on their colonies. In other cases
environmental ideas first emerged within the colonies as colonial administrators attempted to “better” manage resource extraction and economic development. Only later were these ideas brought back to the
imperial centers.6
Many colonists were horrified at how indigenous peoples treated
nature, believing them ignorant and wasteful. The British and French,
for example, believing indigenous slash-and-burn agriculture (swidden
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farming) was primitive, put in place new bureaucracies to manage
forests.7 The purpose of these bureaucracies was to ensure the colonies
managed the natural environment “efficiently” and “rationally.” Colonial administrators became concerned too with hunting in Africa during
the nineteenth century, as the continent was stripped of much of its
wildlife. In response legislation was enacted to create parks and game
preserves as well as to regulate hunting. The latter was typically denied
to Africans on the grounds that sport hunting was less destructive than
that for livelihood.8
The development and diffusion of Western environmental ideas within
the colonies and from the colonies to the imperial countries can be seen
as a first step in the creation of a more “global” environmental discourse.
Often, colonizers attempted to back these views with the language of
science, developing models like sustainable yield management, with the
purported goal of managing resources seen as fully renewable. Many
scholars have since dubbed this “pseudoscience,” however, arguing that
these views were paternalistic, ideological, and racist.9
Efforts to conserve nature in both the colonies and in the metropole
countries continued into the twentieth century, though the two world
wars and the Great Depression of the 1930s hampered global coordination. The newly formed United Nations took on such efforts shortly after
the end of the Second World War, contributing to the creation of the
International Union for the Protection of Nature in 1948, which was
renamed the International Union for Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources (IUCN) in 1956.10 This organization, which today
comprises 70 states, 100 government agencies, and over 750 nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), was designed to coordinate global
efforts to conserve and preserve nature.11
Silent Spring and the 1960s and Early 1970s
The global economy boomed for nearly 20 years after World War II, ultimately fueling the environmental movement. Concern with the environmental abuses of rapid industrialization gained momentum in the First
World in the 1960s. There were protests against nuclear weapons and
chemical pollution. The World Wildlife Fund (known today as the WWF)
was founded in 1961 to work to preserve global biodiversity. Rachel
Carson’s bestseller Silent Spring (1962) was particularly influential with
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the public. Her message was a powerful one: the increasing use of chemicals, particularly pesticides, was killing nature and wildlife. It told of
a future spring without the songs of birds. The scientific community
lost no time in attacking Carson in the media, accusing her and her
supporters of overstating the case against DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) and other chemicals.12 But the strength and simplicity
of her message endured with the general public, and indeed research
has since shown that her concern over DDT and other synthetic chemicals, many of which are now banned from production and use, was
warranted.
The need to protect nature (so, for example, people could enjoy the
“outdoors”) remained a significant concern for the environmental movement in the First World. But increasing public concern with the effects
of industrial production began to give the movement a new focus. Also
emerging were worries among environmentalists about the cumulative
impact of local problems on the health of the planet. More and more
people began to see the planet as fragile and interconnected, an image
reinforced as pictures of earth from space became more common. For
many, the most memorable picture was the one that became available as
astronauts Neil Armstrong, Michael Collins, and Edwin Aldrin journeyed to the moon in July 1969 (see box 3.1). Even today, the image of
the earth from space—Spaceship Earth with no visible borders and a
common atmosphere and oceans—remains a powerful symbol for global
environmental consciousness.13
Other developments shaped the discourse as well in equally profound
ways. The early 1960s saw rapid economic growth and greater global
integration of trade and investment. Global growth rates were as high
as 5–6 percent in the early to mid-1960s (though this growth was not
evenly distributed among countries or regions).14 The global economic
infrastructure codified by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the
World Bank, and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
all set up at the end of World War II, was widely seen as critical to fostering this growth and integration. Advances in communication and
transportation technologies also contributed to the economic growth in
this period. The wave of decolonization in Asia and Africa from the late
1940s to the late 1960s put many newly independent colonies on the
global stage. Most joined the global economic institutions in an effort to
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Box 3.1
The earth from space

Photograph of the earth on July 16, 1969, taken from Apollo 11 at
180,000 kilometers. It shows most of Africa and the Middle East as well
as parts of Europe and western Asia.
Source: NASA photo ID AS11-36-5355.

promote economic growth. It was a time of optimism, and many countries believed that development (often understood as rapid industrialization and economic growth) would follow automatically from
participation in the global economy.
Yet by the late 1960s and early 1970s many of these “developing”
countries realized that replicating the industrialization in the First World
was far from automatic. Global growth rates had been strong, but the
Third World still lagged far behind the First World in terms of industrialization and industrial exports.15 Critics from developing countries
began to argue that the postwar global economic infrastructure still
reflected colonial and imperial interests. Dependency theorists argued
that the imperial nature of capitalist relations between rich and poor
countries made the kind of industrial development seen in the capitalist
North difficult, if not impossible, to replicate in the South.16 The rich
countries were seen to be dependent on the developing countries for
cheap supplies of raw materials, while the elites in developing countries
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were dependent on capitalist patrons in the rich countries. Other critics
also argued that it was particularly difficult to break out of a cycle of
being mere suppliers of raw materials for overseas production, mainly
because of the difficulty of earning enough money from those exports to
foster industrialization. This was due to a serious problem faced by
developing countries, referred to as “declining terms of trade,” which
occurs when the prices for exports (in this case raw commodities)
are generally low or falling, while prices for imports (in this case industrial goods) are generally high and rising. Under these conditions
earning enough from raw material exports to purchase the capital
equipment necessary to industrialize is extremely difficult. This focus
on unequal terms for rich and poor countries in the global economy has
been a longstanding perspective in international political economy,
and has been important in informing the views of the social greens and
bioenvironmentalists.
Views critical of the inherent inequality of the global economy spread
as global growth rates began to falter in the early 1970s. Rising inflation and a U.S. trade deficit spurred President Richard Nixon in 1971 to
take the U.S. dollar off the gold exchange standard established at Bretton
Woods in 1944. This action only further undermined confidence in the
global economy.17 This precarious global economic situation added to
the growing sense of global interconnectedness, as well as mutual vulnerability. Many environmentalists in the First World began to argue that
because environmental problems and economic performance were intertwined, a single global economy was surely tied to the fate of a single
global environment.
Environmentalism in rich countries at this time began to reflect the
economic theme of mutual (North-South) vulnerability. Books like Paul
Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb (1968) became popular bestsellers.
Ehrlich argued that population growth in the Third World, spurred in
part by its economic predicament, would one day threaten the globe’s
resource base. Inequalities would continue to grow in such a world,
although both the rich and the poor would eventually suffer from
mass starvation, violence, and ecological destruction. He warned: “It is
obvious that we cannot exist unaffected by the fate of our fellows on the
other end of the good ship Earth. If their end of the ship sinks, we shall
at the very least have to put up with the spectacle of their drowning and
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listen to their screams.”18 The book sold 3 million copies and went
through 22 printings in the 3 years following its release. Coming from
a scientific framework and focusing on unsustainable population levels,
Ehrlich was one of the key thinkers in the emerging bioenvironmentalist perspective, which began to gain popularity in industrialized
countries.
Environmental concern continued to rise in the North in the late 1960s
and early 1970s. On November 30, 1969, Gladwin Hill of the New York
Times reported on the situation in the United States: “Rising concern
about the environmental crisis is sweeping the nation’s campuses with
an intensity that may be on its way to eclipsing student discontent over
the war in Vietnam.”19 Twenty million rallied in the United States at the
first Earth Day on April 22, 1970, one of the biggest organized demonstrations in the history of the United States. In that year the U.S.
government established the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Canada followed a year later with a Department of the Environment.
The Canadian group Greenpeace made headlines in the same year when
it sailed toward Amchitka Island, Alaska, to protest against underground
nuclear tests.
Feeding into this rising interest in environmentalism in the North was
another bestselling and controversial book, The Limits to Growth.20 This
book reported in more popular language the findings of a technical study
by a research team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It was
part of a wider project of the Club of Rome, an international research
and policy group. Its conclusions were similar to Ehrlich’s. Using formal
modeling and computers, it simulated future prospects for five major,
interconnected trends: industrialization, human population growth,
natural resource depletion, malnutrition, and pollution. It predicted that
if these trends continued, the earth would reach its limits within 100
years. If allowed, the book argued, “The most probable result will be a
sudden and uncontrollable decline in both population and industrial
capacity.”21 But the authors did not forecast inevitable doom. They felt
it was possible to alter the growth trends to foster sustainability, both
ecologically and economically. In making such arguments, the book was
a key outline of the early bioenvironmentalist views. It sold 12 million
copies and was translated into 37 languages. There were many attacks
on both the work of Ehrlich and the Club of Rome for what were seen
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by many to be exaggerations.22 Donella Meadows, one of the original
authors of Limits to Growth, on reflection, saw such virulent attacks on
her work as inevitable given the dominance of the economic growth paradigm. As she notes, “A book called The Limits to Growth could have
been filled with nothing but blank pages, and some people would still
have thought it was an anticapitalist plot or an anti-Communist or an
anti-Keynesian or an anti–Third World one. They never saw the book
for its cover.”23
The following year saw the publication of another extraordinarily
influential book in the West: E. F. Schumacher’s Small Is Beautiful:
Economics as if People Mattered. This book helped to shape the development of social green thought with its focus on the need for small,
local economies. Schumacher was deeply influenced by Indian anticolonial activist Mahatma Ghandi, whose nonviolent means of protest
in the lead-up to Indian independence in 1947 won him international acclaim. Ghandi also outlined a vision for a free India organized
around self-reliant and self-governing villages, which encouraged local
household-level production, rather than large-scale industrial society.24
Schumacher was also influenced by Buddhism, arguing that a traditional
economist
is used to measuring the “standard of living” by the amount of annual consumption, assuming all the time that a man who consumes more is “better off”
than a man who consumes less. A Buddhist economist would consider this
approach excessively irrational: since consumption is merely a means to human
well-being, the aim should be to obtain the maximum of well-being with the
minimum of consumption. . . . The less toil there is, the more time and strength
is left for artistic creativity. Modern economics, on the other hand, considers consumption to be the sole end and purpose of all economic activity.25

In making these arguments, Schumacher also helped to build the foundation of the field of ecological economics.
These views on population, consumption, and limits to growth in the
1960s and 1970s provided a foundation for the bioenvironmentalist perspective and have been a strong continuing influence in the environmental movement in the North. Though the ecological collapse predicted
by many early bioenvironmentalists did not occur, those in that school
today, like Lester Brown (president and senior researcher, Earth Policy
Institute) and Professor William Rees, continue to argue that population
pressures and limits to growth do exist, and do imperil the future of the
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planet.26 The bioenvironmentalist view of the ecological interdependence
of national economies strengthened the support for global institutions
and agreements as the only viable response to emerging global environmental problems in a highly interdependent world.
Social green thought also began to emerge at this time. Though social
greens agreed with much of the bioenvironmentalists’ arguments regarding consumption and growth, they were critical of the focus on population growth in the South as a cause of environmental harm. This gave
their views more appeal to environmentalists in the developing world.
Social greens also felt that local solutions were superior to global ones,
drawing on the inequality arguments of dependency thinkers as well as
on the visions for a local economy of Ghandi and later Schumacher. The
next section examines global environmental cooperation and institutions
since the early 1970s.
The Stockholm Conference and the 1970s
Debates over the links between the global economy, population growth,
and environmental change on the one hand, and the sense of mutual
interdependence and vulnerability on the other, were at the core of
the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, held in
Stockholm, Sweden, in June 1972. This was the first global-level UN conference on the environment as well as the first world conference on a
single issue. Delegates from 113 governments attended. Canada’s
Maurice Strong was chair (see box 3.2). Three parallel NGO conferences—the Environment Forum (with official UN support), the Peoples
Forum, and Dai Dong—took place alongside the official proceedings.
The conference agenda and outcomes must be seen against the backdrop of the Vietnam War and the Cold War. The United States printed
more and more dollars to finance the Vietnam War, contributing to a rise
in global inflation and overall global economic concerns. Many conference participants feared, given the state of the global economy, that their
governments could not afford the requirements for global environmental protection. The Cold War also directly altered the political climate of
the Stockholm Conference. Russia and the Eastern Bloc countries boycotted the conference because East Germany, not yet a member of the
UN, was not allowed to participate. This was a blow for Strong, who
was keen to ensure the participation of all countries.
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Box 3.2
Maurice Strong
Maurice Strong played an important personal role in the globalization of environmentalism. Born in Canada in 1929, he
started as an entrepreneur and businessman,
working his way up to president of the
Power Corporation of Canada. In 1966 he
became head of Canada’s External Aid
Office (later, the Canadian International
Development Agency). From 1970 to 1972
he was secretary-general of the UN Conference on the Human Environment and became the first executive director
of the UN Environment Programme in 1973. He returned to Canada to
become president of Petro-Canada (1976–1978). In the 1980s he was chair
of the International Energy Development Corporation and the Canada
Development Investment Corporation. In the 1980s he also served as a
member of the World Commission on Environment and Development.
After that he became secretary-general of the 1992 UN Conference on
Environment and Development. In 1992 he again returned to Canada, this
time as chair and CEO of Ontario Hydro, North America’s largest utility
company. In 1995 he was named senior advisor to the president of the
World Bank, and is currently a senior advisor to UN Secretary-General
Kofi Annan on UN reforms.
Source: Strong 2000.

The initial purpose of the conference, announced in 1968 by the UN
General Assembly, was to discuss “problems of the human environment”
and “identify those aspects of it that can only, or best be solved through
international cooperation and agreement.”27 The focus was on environmental problems arising from industrialization, of particular concern to
Northern governments. This was expanded, however, to include broader
development concerns to gain the support of developing countries. The
UN convened a meeting in 1971 in Founex, Switzerland, which brought
together development experts and scientists from the developing world
to discuss the links between environment and development. The Founex
Report on Development and Environment, which is credited with
encouraging wide participation at Stockholm among the developing countries, emphasized the environmental problems linked to poverty in the developing world, arguing that development, including
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industrialization, was necessary to overcome poverty-related environmental degradation.28
The focus of many of the debates at Stockholm, then, was on how to
reconcile the economic development demanded by the South with the
perceived need of the North to protect the global environment.29 The
phrase “the pollution of poverty” was coined at Stockholm as developing countries, reiterating some of the core conclusions of the Founex
Report, argued that the greatest environmental threat was poverty. At
the same time developing countries were skeptical of the North’s environmental agenda, worrying it would deny poorer countries the benefits
of economic growth and industrialization. Brazil, for example, declared
that it had little interest in discussing industrial pollution, which it saw
as a “rich man’s” problem.30 The representative from the Ivory Coast
went as far as to state that the country would welcome more pollution
if this would allow it to industrialize.31 Developing countries further
argued that exploitation by global capitalists was a core reason for their
high levels of poverty in the first place. Global economic institutions were
singled out for pushing them to export raw materials on declining terms
of trade. Many developing countries called for global economic reforms
as part of efforts to solve global environmental problems.
Official conference documents at Stockholm, however, did not reflect
these calls. At most these documents acknowledged the unique problems
of developing countries, but no real remedies were offered.32 The conference produced a Declaration on the Human Environment, which contained 26 principles, an Action Plan for the Human Environment, which
included 109 recommendations, and a Resolution on Institutional and
Financial Arrangements. These measures were “soft” international law—
that is, they did not legally bind the signatory states—yet they did signal
a growing concern among national governments over the global environment. The Stockholm Conference is also credited with the creation
of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). Officially
launched in 1973, UNEP was headquartered in Nairobi, Kenya, and
Maurice Strong was named its first executive director.
The Stockholm outcomes, in particular the UNEP and the demand for
international environmental cooperation, bolstered the views of the institutionalists. Bioenvironmentalists saw the need for legislation to control
individual behavior, and argued for states to rein in both economic and
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population growth. Institutionalists, on the other hand, argued for international legal controls on states to address particular environmental
problems. This view gained considerable legitimacy in the years following Stockholm, reflected in more and more governments entering into an
increasing number of negotiations for “hard law,” or environmental
treaties, which are binding agreements.
The world economy spun into further turmoil in the years shortly after
the Stockholm Conference. Restrictions on oil supplies by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in 1973–1974,
which led to a quadrupling of oil prices, spurred high inflation and low
growth rates worldwide. This then filtered through to prices for all industrial goods produced with energy. Many developing countries were upset
with the impact of this global economic downturn on their levels of debt
and their prospects for industrial development. In 1974 the developing
countries called on the United Nations to create a New International
Economic Order (NIEO). They demanded reforms to counter declining
terms of trade for raw commodity producers, increase voting power for
developing countries in the IMF and World Bank, put controls on
transnational corporations, and relieve foreign debt. A NIEO was at the
center of global negotiations throughout the 1970s, but concrete measures did not get far.33 Nonetheless, these global negotiations reinforced
the sense of global economic interdependence in both the North and
South.
The economic turbulence of the 1970s relegated environmental issues
to the back burner in many countries, especially poorer ones. Yet states
still negotiated important global environmental treaties in this period,
partly as a result of processes set in motion by the Stockholm Conference. These include the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and other Matter (the London Convention,
1972), the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES, 1973), and the Convention for the Prevention of Pollution by Ships (MARPOL, 1973).
Alongside these international diplomatic efforts, there were a growing
number of local environmental movements to protect the environment,
particularly in non-Western countries.34 Many of these movements
stressed the need to address poverty and inequality as a primary
way to improve environmental conditions, seeing livelihoods and the
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environment as inextricably linked. This perspective gave many of these
movements philosophical ties with the social greens. An example was the
Chipko movement, which emerged in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh
in the Himalayas in the early 1970s. This movement was a response to
deforestation linked to increased logging and industrialization, which
stripped local peoples of their livelihoods, leading not only to more environmental damage, but also to higher levels of poverty. The movement,
drawing inspiration from the Ghandian philosophy of promoting local
and small-scale production, sought to resist government allocation of
trees to large industries that denied the poor access to those resources.
This grassroots movement applied direct-action methods, including tree
hugging and protests, with the aim of protecting the forests for smallscale use by locals.35 The Chipko movement was comparatively successful, gaining international recognition and spreading the methods of
resistance to other parts of India.
In an attempt to ensure that states did not forgo environmental management in hard economic times, the IUCN, along with UNEP and the
WWF, issued a joint report on the global environment in 1980, the World
Conservation Strategy.36 The report, a product of three years of collaborative work among these organizations, reflected the Northern environmental agenda of the 1960s and 1970s (drawing on elements of both
bioenvironmentalist and institutionalist ideas). It focused on conservation and resource management on the one hand, and the impact of
population pressures on those resources on the other. The Strategy outlined the goals and targets the world should aim for to preserve ecological processes, genetic diversity, and species and ecosystems. Importantly,
it brought the concept of “sustainability” to the world’s attention. It
came close to integrating development and environment, although the
emphasis was still more on the environment side. Many would later criticize the Strategy for failing to address the necessary changes—economic,
social, and political—to achieve its ambitious goals. The concept of sustainability would, however, shape global discussions on environment and
development in the 1980s.
The Brundtland Report and the 1980s
The 1980s brought more turmoil for Third World economies. A foreign
debt crisis, in which the South is still mired, was first openly acknowl-
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edged in August 1982 when Mexico announced it could not repay its
international debts. While other developing countries followed Mexico
into a debt crisis in the early 1980s, First World economies began to
recover. This relatively strong performance in the North bolstered the
global spread of the values and neoliberal economic ideologies of Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher in Britain and President Ronald Reagan in
the United States. Neoliberal economic prescriptions at this time called
for deregulation, stressing the need for free and open markets as the best
way to organize an economy. Neoliberalism advocated liberalization
of trade, investment, and financial policies as a way of integrating
the global economy, and—it was presumed—of stimulating economic
growth. The spread of neoliberal economic thinking in the early 1980s
strengthened support for the market-liberal view of the environment,
which saw these policies as compatible with environmental protection,
as discussed later.
Policies shifted around the world over the course of the 1980s and
1990s to reflect the ascendancy of neoliberal economic thought. While
the global economy was widely seen in the 1970s as at least partly
responsible for the South’s weak economic growth, by the 1980s there
was a shift toward the view that global economic integration into free
markets was the best path to enhance economic growth. In other words,
elites increasingly perceived the domestic failure to open economies as
the reason for the economic troubles in developing countries, rather than
pointing to a failure of the global economy to provide equal benefits.
Institutions like the World Bank and IMF were seen as critical sources
of support for the transition to globally integrated free-market
economies. The Third World debt crisis was viewed as a crucial test for
the neoliberal economic policies of these institutions. In return for emergency loans, the IMF and the World Bank required developing countries
to implement economic reforms, commonly known as “structural adjustment.” These reforms included liberalization of trade, investment, and
exchange-rate policies, devaluation of currencies, government spending
cutbacks, and privatization of public enterprises.37
The rise of neoliberalism and the realization of the severity of the Third
World debt crisis shaped the work of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED). The UN General Assembly established this commission in 1984 to examine the relationship between the
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environment and global economic development. It is commonly known
as the Brundtland Commission, after its chair, Norway’s prime minister
Gro Harlem Brundtland (see box 3.3). Its report, Our Common Future,
published in 1987, went further than any official international document
to provide a new definition of development with the environment at its
core. The report, too, was careful to set its analysis in the context of the
global political economy.
The Brundtland Report changed the discourse of global environmentalism. The commission tried to chart a middle ground between the
North and the South, and between market-liberal and institutionalist
views on growth on the one hand, and social green and bioenvironmentalist views on the other. It proposed a global development and environment strategy designed to be palatable to all. It did not see further
economic growth and industrialization as necessarily harmful to the enviBox 3.3
Gro Harlem Brundtland
Gro Harlem Brundtland was born in Norway
in 1939. Her career is replete with accomplishments. She began as a medical doctor, like
her father before her. As a young doctor and
mother she won a scholarship to the Harvard
School of Public Health, where she earned a
Master of Public Health degree. In 1965 she
returned to Norway and, while raising a
family, worked on children’s health issues at
the Ministry of Health. But she was drawn to
politics, having joined the Norwegian Labour
Movement at just 7 years of age. In 1974 she was appointed Minister of
the Environment. Seven years later, at 41, she became the youngest and
first female prime minister of Norway (as head of the Labour Party). She
would go on over a decade-and-a-half period to win three elections and
hold onto the prime ministership for about 10 years. Global recognition
came as chair of the 1983–1987 World Commission on Environment and
Development, where she was instrumental in the creation of the concept
of sustainable development as well as the consensus for the 1992 Rio
Summit. From 1998 to 2003 she was director-general of the World Health
Organization, where she helped to push for a more active and innovative
global role for the WHO.
Source: Summarized from the WHO website: www.who.ch.
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ronment, and thus did not foresee any necessary “limits” to growth. At
the same time, it argued, very much in line with Third World sentiments
at Stockholm, that poverty harmed the environment as much as industrialization. This poverty was in large part due to the place of developing economies within the global structure. The best way to move
forward, the report contended, was to promote economic growth—not
the kind of growth seen in the 1960s and 1970s, however, but environmentally sustainable growth. With this recommendation, the report
popularized the term sustainable development, which it defined as
development that “meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”38 This definition of development did not pose a fundamental challenge to the neoliberal economic ideology of the time, because it did not suggest a need to
slow the pursuit of economic growth or to slow the process of global
economic integration.
Other recommendations in the Brundtland Report in some ways
reflected the 1970s NIEO agenda. It called for the transfer of environmental technologies and economic assistance so developing countries
could afford to pursue sustainable development and economic growth.
Other recommendations included calls for states to control population
growth, promote education, ensure food security, conserve energy,
promote urban sustainability, and develop cleaner industrial technologies. The report challenged some neoliberal economic views—for
example, by calling for redistributive measures between rich and poor
countries—but the dominance of the neoliberal economic agenda at the
time ensured that the global community focused on the fully acceptable
compromise of sustainable development.39 The Brundtland definition of
sustainable development is now part of mainstream international and
national policies and rhetoric. It has not, though, altered the fundamental dominance of neoclassical economics.40 In fact, some would argue
that the Brundtland Commission’s real legacy was to create a concept
that secures the hegemony of a coalition of the moderate market-liberal
and institutionalist views of environmental management within the
global community.
Alongside the work of the Brundtland Commission, the world continued to negotiate global environmental treaties. These were generally
in direct response to urgent environmental problems (often generating
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considerable media attention). These include the 1985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer and the 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer (see chapter 2), as
well the 1989 Basel Convention on the Transboundary Movement of
Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal. The Basel Convention arose in
response to the revelations in the mid-1980s of hazardous waste being
shipped from rich to poor countries for disposal, raising both ecological
and ethical concerns.41
Equally important to the diplomatic evolution of environmental discourse in the 1980s were developments in local and national-level environmental movements around the world (many of which began in the
1970s). Three examples are noted here. The West German Green Party,
one of whose founding members was Petra Kelly (see box 3.4), was
instrumental in putting environmental issues on the German and broader
European political agenda in the 1980s. The National Council of Rubber
Tappers, a Brazilian NGO, was founded by Chico Mendes (see box 3.5)
in 1985 to defend the livelihoods of rubber tappers threatened by
deforestation. The Greenbelt Movement in Kenya was established in
the 1980s by Wangari Maathai (see box 3.6) as a grassroots women’s
Box 3.4
Petra Kelly
Petra Kelly, born in 1947, was one of the
cofounders of the German Green Party in 1979.
She became one of the national chairpersons of
the German Green Party in the early 1980s, and
gained international recognition at this time as
a spokesperson for the causes of the Green
Party. Kelly was elected to the German parliament in 1983, one of twenty-eight Green MPs
elected that year. She authored a number of
books and spoke widely on issues like ecology,
peace, feminism, and human rights. Kelly
received the Right Livelihood Award (known as the alternative Nobel
Prize) in 1982. Tragically, she was killed in 1992, the exact circumstances
of which remain unclear.
Source: Summarized from the Right
www.rightlivelihood.se/recip/kelly.htm.

Livelihood

Award

website:
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Box 3.5
Chico Mendes
Chico Mendes (Francisco Alves Mendes Filho)
was born in 1944 in the western Brazilian
Amazon. Mendes was the son of a poor rubber
tapper and himself took up the profession at the
age of 9. His efforts to organize rubber tappers
to resist nonviolently the destruction of the
forests in the Amazon from excessive logging
gained international support in the 1970s and
1980s. Mendes founded the National Council of Rubber Tappers in 1985
to further support this cause. The son of a cattle rancher assassinated
Mendes in 1988. The subsequent global furor over his death is said to
have influenced Brazil’s decision to offer to host the 1992 Earth Summit.
Source: Summarized from Events in the Life of Chico Mendes, on the
Environmental Defense Fund website: http://legacy.environmentaldefense.org/programs/international/chico/chicotimeline.html.

Box 3.6
Wangari Maatthai
Wangari Maatthai, born in Kenya in 1940, was
trained in biology and veterinary science and
became a professor at the University of Nairobi
in the 1970s. Active in the National Council of
Women of Kenya from 1976, Maathai went on
to chair that organization from 1981 to 1987.
As chair she founded the Greenbelt Movement,
an organization to promote grassroots action
for the environment as a means of improving
women’s lives. The Greenbelt Movement
focused on tree planting and by 1993 had
planted over 20 million trees. The movement
has been credited with raising environmental awareness in Kenya, gaining
global recognition for its achievements. In 1984 Maathai won the Right
Livelihood Award for her work with the Greenbelt Movement.
Source: Summarized from the Right Livelihood
www.rightlivelihood.se/recip/maathai.htm.
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organization committed to environmental conservation through the
planting of trees.
The Earth Summit and the 1990s
In 1989 the UN General Assembly, following the recommendations of
the Brundtland Report, passed a resolution to hold another world conference on the environment, the UN Conference on the Environment and
Development (UNCED), to be held in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Significant backdrops to UNCED, popularly known as the Earth
Summit, included the ongoing debt crisis in the Third World, the collapse of the Eastern Bloc, and the accelerating pace of economic globalization. Politicians at this time saw green politics as a popular issue, and
the axis at the global level for politics of this nature had shifted from
East-West to North-South.
The Earth Summit was held on the twentieth anniversary of the Stockholm Conference. The secretary general of the meeting was Maurice
Strong, who, as we saw earlier, organized the conference in Stockholm.
The Rio Earth Summit was the largest UN conference to date, with 179
countries participating and more than 110 heads of state attending.
There were 2,400 nongovernmental representatives as well as another
17,000 in a parallel NGO forum. The recommendations in the Brundtland Report dominated discussions at Rio, especially the notion of sustainable development. Governments at the conference found it politically
easy to adhere to the Rio goals of promoting more growth with more
environmental protection. Who would deny these goals when presented
as mutually compatible?
Many developing countries, however, worried about taking on additional environmental commitments without concrete assurances of economic assistance to fund environmentally sustainable growth. Debates
over financial transfers for sustainable development split along NorthSouth lines. Developing countries felt strongly that industrialized countries should foot most of the extra costs of “green growth,” and that this
should be over and above current levels of assistance. Donors, on the
other hand, were reluctant to take on further financial commitments.42
Related to this theme, developing countries also wanted to ensure receipt
of environmental technologies without extra cost, as well as to ensure
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that industrialized countries would not be able to use environmental regulations to restrict developing-country exports.
What, then, were the main outcomes of the Rio conference? Perhaps
most importantly it put environment and development on the agendas
of global leaders. It reaffirmed, too, the Brundtland view that more
growth will bring a better environment, an idea supported by both the
market liberals and the institutionalists. Participating governments
adopted and signed the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, a set of twenty-seven principles outlining the rights and responsibilities of states regarding the promotion of environment and
development. These principles included far more of the South’s concerns
about the right to development than did the Declaration on the Human
Environment adopted at Stockholm 20 years earlier. Agenda 21, a 300page action program to promote sustainable development, was also
adopted. The majority of the text of Agenda 21 was negotiated at four
separate preparatory committee meetings (PrepComs) in the two and a
half years prior to the Earth Summit, and only the last 15 percent was
finalized in Rio.43 The conference also adopted a nonbinding Statement
of Forest Principles to promote the sustainable management of tropical,
temperate, and boreal forests. It was a compromise document, because
it proved impossible to reach agreement on a legally binding forest
treaty.44 The conference also opened two legally binding conventions for
signature: the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the
Convention on Biological Diversity. Further, the conference established
the UN Commission on Sustainable Development to monitor and evaluate the progress on meeting the Rio objectives. Negotiations also began
at Rio on a treaty on desertification.45 Finally, Rio was a “trigger” for
the restructuring of the Global Environment Facility (GEF), set up to
finance efforts in developing countries to protect the global environment
(see chapter 7).46 These global cooperative agreements were very much
products of institutionalist influence at the conference.
There were some conspicuous failures at Rio, too. The estimated
annual cost to implement Agenda 21 globally was US$625 billion, yet
relatively little was pledged at Rio. Moreover, the developed countries
were asked to cover just US$125 billion.47 This amount is roughly equal
to 0.7 percent of their total gross national product (GNP), a theoretical
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target the UN set for development assistance back in the 1970s, and one
that most donors have never been close to reaching. In total GEF had
only allocated US$4 billion in grants by 2003, although in August 2002,
donors pledged another US$3 billion to fund GEF over the next four
years.48
Many NGO participants at Rio were skeptical of the official agenda.
The focus on Brundtland-style solutions, in particular the promotion of
economic growth and industrialization as compatible with sustainability, was widely criticized.49 Social green critics, many of whom were at
Rio with more radical NGOs such as Greenpeace and the Third World
Network, argued the world community was ignoring the environmental
consequences of economic globalization—inequality, industrialization,
economic growth, and overconsumption—at its peril. Despite a record
number of NGOs in attendance at the global conference, many felt that
industry had far more influence on the official agenda, partly because of
the close ties to Maurice Strong and industry’s funding of the event.50 A
number of critics saw Rio as entrenching a “managerial” approach to
solving environmental problems from above, while paying inadequate
attention to local solutions from below.51 These social green critics saw
the nod to the role of the poor, women, and indigenous peoples in the
official Rio documents as woefully inadequate.
The social green critics integrated some of the bioenvironmentalist
concerns with economic growth and overconsumption into their analysis, but did not include a focus on population growth and resource availability. Rather, they stressed the need to reduce global economic
inequalities and shift toward more local solutions that genuinely help
those most affected by global economic change: women, the poor, and
indigenous peoples.52 It was at Rio that such thought began to fully
enter the international diplomatic dialogue on global environmental
management.
Despite the critiques and the failure to attract significant extra financing to support the goal of implementing sustainable development, most
analysts agree that UNCED did achieve some notable successes, especially in terms of raising environmental awareness among the general
public in both the North and South. Five years later a special session of
the UN General Assembly, known as the Earth Summit +5, reviewed
global progress with the implementation of Agenda 21. The conclusions
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were largely disappointing: the world had not met most of the Agenda
21 goals. Earth Summit +5 failed to inject new enthusiasm into reaching them.53
Johannesburg and Beyond
Economic globalization accelerated in the years following the Rio Earth
Summit. Trade and investment as a proportion of the economies of both
rich and poor countries grew markedly. The General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) concluded the Uruguay Round of trade negotiations in 1994, and the World Trade Organization (WTO) was established in 1995. The WTO has more power to enforce decisions in dispute
settlement than the previous procedure under the GATT did, and many
viewed this as a prioritization of trade goals above others in the global
arena.54 Economic inequalities have grown since Rio as well, in the view
of some a direct result of globalization.55 A global coalition of nongovernmental forces emerged in the late 1990s to oppose globalization.
These groups began to protest at global economic meetings, such as the
annual meetings of the IMF, World Bank, and WTO. The largest and
most significant was at the Seattle ministerial meeting of the WTO in
late 1999. Antiglobalization protesters rallied against the environmental
and social fallout from globalization, blaming global economic institutions for aggravating inequalities.56 The WTO failed to begin a new
round of trade negotiations at Seattle. The WTO finally launched the
Doha Round of trade negotiations in the fall of 2001, at WTO meetings
held in Doha, Qatar.
The antiglobalization sentiment of activists, as well as the steadfast
support for globalization among governments and international economic institutions, were continually in the background during the preparations for the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development
(WSSD), held in Johannesburg, South Africa, 10 years after the Rio
Earth Summit (commonly called Rio +10). The goal was to evaluate the
progress toward the Rio goals and set concrete targets to improve implementation. It also aimed to build on the International Conference on
Financing and Development, held in March 2002 in Monterrey, Mexico,
as well as to develop a strategy to implement the UN’s Millennium Development Goals.57 The WSSD was the biggest UN meeting ever. Over 180
nations and 100 heads of state attended. There were over 10,000 dele-
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gates, 8,000 civil-society representatives (i.e., representing nongovernmental interests), 4,000 members of the press, and countless numbers of
ordinary citizens. The secretary general was Nitin Desai, an Indian diplomat with the UN who served as deputy secretary general of UNCED
under Maurice Strong, and who continued to work at the UN at the
undersecretary general level on policy coordination and sustainable
development.58
Much like Rio and Stockholm, the conference adopted official documents about the need for global sustainability as well as a plan for implementation. These are the Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable
Development, which outlines both the challenges and general commitments for the global community, and the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation, an action plan for implementing these goals. Negotiations for
these documents began long before the meeting, yet one-quarter of the
text was still in dispute at the start of the conference. One of the most
contentious issues, as was the case in Rio, was financing. But new and
equally difficult items were added at Johannesburg: globalization’s role
in sustainable development, as well as timetables and specific targets for
meeting goals.59 In the end, the Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable
Development was somewhat different from previous global declarations
on environment and development. Economic inequality was recognized
as a major problem not only in terms of justice and human well-being,
but also in terms of global security. And globalization was mentioned as
a new challenge for achieving sustainable development.60
The Plan of Action, a sixty-five-page document, was much less ambitious than Rio’s Agenda 21 and largely restated the areas where more
action was needed to meet the Rio goals, as well as other previously
agreed-on goals such as the Millennium Development Goals and development financing goals.61 The Plan of Action did include a few more specific goals and targets, focusing on several main priorities, such as water,
agriculture, energy, health, and biodiversity. The Commission on Sustainable Development, created after Rio, was reaffirmed as the agency
that would monitor progress on this implementation.
The conference also highlighted and promoted a new instrument for
implementing sustainable development. These are public-private agreements (dubbed “Type II”—“Type I” being government to government)
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between governments, NGOs, and business. These are voluntary agreements that involve stakeholders directly. The aim is to encourage the
transfer of funds and technology to areas of critical need. Several
hundred such partnerships were identified prior to and during the
Summit.62 Greenpeace, for example, announced a partnership with the
World Business Council for Sustainable Development to promote action
to mitigate climate change. This focus on public-private partnerships
gave the Johannesburg Summit a greater focus on the role of business in
promoting sustainable development than either Stockholm or Rio had.
The Plan of Action mentions the need to promote corporate accountability and responsibility, and the Johannesburg Declaration stresses the
duty of business to promote sustainable development.
Was Johannesburg a success? Many business participants saw the
outcome as constructive and realistic. Many nongovernmental participants were disappointed with the “weak” targets and timetables, noting
that the conference added little to global efforts to enhance sustainability.63 New targets were set on access to clean water and sanitation, as
well as on halting depletion of fish stocks, but beyond these, not much
new was added in terms of global commitments. The debate over the
role of corporate globalization was divided, with industry and most governments on the one hand seeing it as positive, and many environmental and development NGOs on the other seeing it as negative. In the end
the official documents make bland and noncommittal statements about
the importance of this issue without offering guidance on how to
proceed.
Some argue that the Johannesburg Summit highlights the waning
impact of environmentalism in global discourse.64 Part of the reason that
many of the debates at the WSSD did not make much progress was the
clash of diverse views on the causes and consequences of global environmental change. Social greens and bioenvironmentalists were able to
present their cases much more effectively than in previous global environmental meetings. This raised tough issues at the negotiating table,
such as globalization, corporate accountability, exhaustible resources,
and consumption. Yet the overall dominance of the views of market liberals and institutionalists in the official proceedings ensured that such
“talk” did not result in concrete targets or plans of action. The UN,
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partly because Johannesburg disappointed so many, is planning to focus
more on implementation and yearly reviews of progress, rather than on
holding another large environmental summit anytime soon.
Global Environmental Governance
The global discourse on environment and development shapes, and is
shaped by, institutions and policies—from global to local, and public to
private. The history of global environmental discourse and diplomacy,
as presented in the first part of this chapter, highlights the fact that over
time there have been significant changes to the key actors. In today’s
world, not just states, but also international institutions, firms, markets,
NGOs, communities, and individuals shape global environmental governance.65 These actors also employ an increasingly diverse range of
policy tools. Thus, it is hardly surprising that we see a wide range of
views on how to best pursue global environmental protection. Here, to
provide a more comprehensive view of the globalization of environmentalism, we provide a brief discussion of states, regimes, NGOs, and
corporations in the context of emerging patterns of global environmental governance. We add a deeper understanding of the impact of these
actors on global environmental management throughout the rest of the
book.
States
States are at the core of global environmental governance. This is natural
given that sovereignty, consisting of both rights and duties, is the guiding
principle of international politics. The Treaty of Westphalia, signed in
1648, gave a state supreme authority to act within its territory. Foreign
powers could not dictate what states can and cannot do within their
borders. At the same time, to preserve these sovereign rights, states are
obliged to respect the sovereignty of other states as well as protect their
own citizens. States, as a glance at the wars of the last 350 years shows,
do not always respect the sovereignty of other states. Nor do states
always protect their citizens. Nevertheless, all states have guarded their
sovereign rights with vigor and resolve, a fundamental feature of global
environmental politics.66
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There are obvious tensions between the sovereign-state system and the
natural environment. Perhaps the most visible is that environmental
problems commonly spill across the political boundaries of states. The
actions needed to manage the global environment—to act in the interests
of the planet—may well clash with state interests. This partly explains
the global community’s struggle to deal with problems like climate
change. But if the sovereign-state system grants states the right to control
activities within their borders, what are their duties toward other states
if their activities damage the environments of other states or the global
commons? Principle 21 of the Stockholm Declaration addresses this question, declaring that states do have a right to exploit their own resources
or pollute their own environments, but only so long as this does not affect
other states directly.67 It is, however, difficult to prove that the actions of
one state harm the environment of another state (or states) or the global
commons. Can it be proven, for example, that deforestation in Costa
Rica harms the United States because it decreases the global capacity to
sink carbon dioxide? And who is to blame: the Costa Rican government,
Costa Rican cattle ranchers, or the consumers of steaks and hamburgers?68 Because of this difficulty of proof, in practice little beyond moral
pressure tends to be applied to hold states to this principle.
A second tension between the sovereign-state system and the natural
environment is the tendency for environmental problems to develop over
a long period of time. The existence of some problems, such as depletion of the ozone layer by CFCs, took years not just to discover, but also
to prove with enough certainty to convince states to act. Environmental
problems also tend to be circular and dynamic in nature. They rarely
have a single cause, and efforts to deal with one part of an environmental
problem can easily create new problems in the future. This long-term
and circular nature of environmental problems contrasts sharply with
the short-term and results-oriented political lives of those in power in
democratic nations. It is naturally difficult for politicians to gain the
funding and support for long-term action with political cycles typically
lasting 5 years or less.69
Many recognize the contradictions and tensions of the state system for
effective global environmental management. Most assume it is unrealistic, perhaps even counterproductive, to try to replace it (with, for
example, a federal world government). Instead, virtually every state
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has now created an environment department with national and global
responsibilities. States have embraced economic globalization, which
strengthens the power of the global market to transfer environmental
funds and technology across state borders (although, as we have seen,
many argue that this also transfers more environmental harms across
borders). States have passed the authority for some environmental issues
to global institutions. And finally, states have relinquished some sovereign rights by signing onto hundreds of global environmental agreements. States still dominate global environmental governance. But, as the
next section shows, international institutions and regimes have grown in
importance.
International Institutions/Regimes
Since Stockholm, global institutions have become increasingly responsible for global environmental protection. The UNEP is a catalyst for
global action among states as well as other actors to mitigate specific
environmental problems.70 It does this by supporting research on and
negotiation of new international environmental agreements.71 Other
arms of the UN also promote sustainable development. The Commission
on Sustainable Development monitors the implementation of Agenda 21
as well as other internationally declared environmental goals and
targets.72 The UN Development Programme (UNDP), the World Health
Organization (WHO), the World Bank, and the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), just to mention a few, have also—if in a less direct
fashion—shaped global environmental management. Table 3.1 outlines
some of the key international organizations that influence global environment and development governance. In addition, many of the Regional
Commissions of the UN have devised and implemented environmental
strategies. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has adopted and applied legally binding regulations on
the environment. A few of the many intergovernmental groups that consider environmental policies and strategies include the Group of 8, the
African Ministerial Conference on the Environment, the Council of Arab
Ministers Responsible for the Environment, and the European Union
Environment Ministers.73
International environmental regimes encompass established rules of
international cooperation, either through a formal international treaty
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or agreement, or through a less formal set of rules and norms (established practices that states generally adhere to).74 States have signed and
ratified a remarkable number of global environmental agreements
between the Stockholm and Rio conferences (see table 3.2). In 1972 there
were only a couple of dozen multilateral environmental treaties, whereas
today there are several hundred.75
Are these agreements and regimes working? Chapter 2 showed that
some, such as the ones to solve depletion of the ozone layer, have been
reasonably successful. At a minimum the secretariats to the conventions
are able to disseminate critical information as well as influence a state’s
level of concern about an environmental issue. Through aid and training the secretariats also help to raise the national capacity of developing
countries struggling to comply with global agreements. Many observers,
however, remain skeptical of the value of international agreements—
arguing that many do not in fact alter state and corporate behavior.76
States that do not sign or ratify are not bound by a treaty, creating
obvious problems of free riders (a general drawback of international
law). It is exceedingly difficult to design effective agreements and enforce
compliance.77 It is also becoming increasingly tricky to coordinate the
plethora of sometimes overlapping institutional arrangements for global
environmental management.78 It is, moreover, often unclear that full
compliance with a treaty will automatically improve environmental conditions (a point commonly made about the Kyoto Protocol).
Nongovernmental Organizations and Activist Groups
We define NGOs as organizations that are autonomous from governments, and are generally nonprofit (thus excluding corporations), though
the lines are not always clear. International NGOs can include a wide
variety of types of groups, such as large transnational organizations (like
Greenpeace or Friends of the Earth International), regional groups (like
the Third World Network), and local and grassroots groups and international networking groups that facilitate coordination of such groups
(like the International Rivers Network and the many local NGOs around
the world networked with it), as well as research institutes (like the International Institute for Sustainable Development, or the Worldwatch Institute). Some of these groups have significant budgets. The budget of
Greenpeace (including national offices) was close to US$150 million in

Voting rules

Each member of the General Assembly has one vote; decisions are
made by a two-thirds majority of the members present and voting.1

Governing Council is composed of 58 members of the UN elected
by the UN General Assembly for 3-year terms, taking into account
the principle of equitable regional representation. Decisions are
adopted by majority of members present and voting.3

The Executive Board of UNDP, consisting of 36 members, is
elected by the Economic and Social Council for 3-year terms. Since
1994, decisions have always been adopted by consensus.5

Voting power for members includes “membership votes” (identical
for all members) plus additional votes based on shares of Bank
stock held. Voting power equals a member’s votes expressed as a
percentage of the total number of votes held by all shareholders.7

Council consists of 32 member “constituencies”; 16 are represented
by developing country members (6 each from Africa and Asia, 4
from Latin America), 14 by developed countries, and 2 by nations
with transitional economies. Decisions are made by consensus;
when this is not possible, voting is done by “double-majority” (a
majority of participating countries plus 60% donor support).9

Organization

United Nations

United Nations
Environment
Programme

United Nations
Development
Programme

World Bank

Global
Environment
Facility

Table 3.1
Intergovernmental organizations: Voting rules and revenue sources

Funds from 32 donor nations are committed every 4
years in the “GEF Replenishment” process.10

20% of member subscriptions (“subscribed shares”) of
authorized capital stock in the Bank; guarantee
commissions and interest on loans made by the Bank;
buying and selling of securities in which the Bank has
invested (including borrowing the currency of any
member).8

Donor support, principally from members of the OECD
DAC, plus local resources provided by host
governments and reimbursement for services provided
by the program.6

The costs of servicing the Governing Council and
providing the small secretariat are borne by the regular
budget of the United Nations. The Environment Fund
provides financing for environmental programs;
altogether 154 countries have made at least one
voluntary contribution.4

Member contributions, as apportioned by the General
Assembly.2

Revenue source
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Follows GATT (1947) consensus model: decisions are adopted if
no member present formally objects. When voting is required, each
member has one vote.13 Common practice is the “Green Room
meeting,” where the chairperson of a negotiating group consults
privately with delegations, either individually or in groups, in an
attempt to forge a compromise.14

World Trade
Organization

Member contributions, established according to a
formula based on their share of international trade;
management of trust funds contributed by members;
rental fees and sales of WTO print and electronic
publications.15

Quota subscriptions from each member country, assigned
based on its relative size in the world economy.12

1. & 2. Charter of the United Nations, Art. 18, Sec. 1 & 2, and Art. 18. Available at www.un.org/aboutun/charter.
3. Rules of the Governing Council. Available at www.unep.org/Documents/Default.asp?DocumentID=77&ArticleID=1157.
4. Financing of UNEP: Regular Budget. Available at www.unep.org/rmu/html/fund_regular.htm. And Financing of UNEP: Environment Fund.
Available at www.unep.org/rmu/html/fund_environment.htm.
5. Executive Board of UNDP and UNFPA. Available at www.undp.org/execbrd/pdf/eb-overview.PDF.
6. UNDP budget estimates for the biennium 2004–2005. Available at www.undp.org/execbrd/pdf/dp03–28e.pdf.
7. World Bank Board of Directors: Voting Powers. Available at http://web.worldbank.org.
8. IBRD Art. IV, Sections 4 and 5 and Art. II, Section 5. Available at http://web.worldbank.org.
9. GEF, Handbook of International Cooperation on Environment and Development. Available at www.greenyearbook.org/igo/gef.htm.
10. GEF, Replenishment. Available at www.gefweb.org/Replenishment/replenishment.html.
11. & 12. IMF Quotas: A Factsheet. Available at www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/quotas.htm.
13. WTO: Module 1 FAQs. Available at www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/eol/e/wto01/wto1_51.htm#note3.
14. Understanding the WTO: The Organization. Available at www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org1_e.htm.
15. WTO Secretariat Budget for 2003. Available at www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/secre_e/budget03_e.htm.

Voting power determined by quota, based on relative size in the
world economy.11

International
Monetary
Fund
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1989

1991

1992

1992

1992

1992

1954 International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution of the Sea by Oil is adopted. 71 parties;
entered into force in 1958.

1972 United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment is convened in Stockholm.
Stockholm Declaration is adopted.

1972 Convention on the Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping of Waste and Other
Matter (London Dumping Convention) is
adopted. 80 parties; entered into force in 1975.

1973 International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) is adopted. 125
parties; entered into force in 1983.

1973 Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species (CITES) is adopted. 162 parties; entered
into force in 1975.

1973 Creation of the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP).

Creation of the United Nations Commission on
Sustainable Development (CSD). 53 members.

United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity is
adopted. 187 parties; entered into force in 1993.

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change is adopted. 188 parties; entered into force in
1994.

United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development is convened in Rio de Janeiro. Agenda 21
and Rio Declaration are adopted.

Establishment of the Global Environment Facility
(GEF). 176 member countries.

The Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary
Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal is
adopted. 158 parties; entered into force in 1992.

Table 3.2
Chronology of international environmental cooperation (summary of major initiatives)
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1994

1997

1998

2000

2001

2002

1979 Convention on Long Range Transboundary Air
Pollution is adopted. 49 parties; entered into
force in 1983.

1979 Convention on the Conservation of Migratory
Species of Wild Animals is adopted. 84 parties;
entered into force in 1983.

1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea is adopted. 142 parties; entered into force in
1994.

1985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the
Ozone Layer is adopted. 185 parties; entered
into force in 1988.

1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete
the Ozone Layer is adopted. 184 parties; entered
into force in 1989.

1987 The Brundtland Report is published.

World Summit on Sustainable Development held in
Johannesburg. Johannesburg Declaration and Plan of
Implementation are adopted.

Stockholm Convention for the Elimination of the
Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) is adopted.
43 parties; entered into force in 2004.

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety is adopted. 51 parties;
entered into force in 2003.

The Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed
Consent procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals
and Pesticides in International Trade is adopted.
56 parties; entered into force in 2004.

Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change is adopted. 120
parties; not yet in force.

International Convention to Combat Desertification is
adopted. 187 parties; entered into force in 1996.
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2001. The budget of the WWF (including national organizations) in
2000–2001 was around US$350 million. This compares favorably to the
UNEP’s budget in 2001 of about US$120 million.79
There has been, as with international environmental agreements, a significant increase in the number of international NGOs over the past few
decades. In 1990 there were 6,126 NGOs with some international characteristics. This jumped to 23,135 in 1996 and to 43,958 by the year
2000.80 To some extent this explosion of participation of civil society—
on issues ranging from protection of the environment, to the rights of
minorities and indigenous peoples, to the fair treatment of women—is
evidence of a growing skepticism toward the efficacy of states in the
current global political economy.81 Environmental NGOs increasingly
participate in the negotiation processes for international environmental
treaties. Some have gained UN accreditation through the Economic and
Social Council (today about 1,000), but others are let in as observers
(just about anyone who asks can attend). This participation of NGOs in
the UN treaty process goes back to the formation of the UN—NGOs
were recognized in 1948 as important actors that states could officially
consult. NGOs cannot vote in formal UN settings or in environmental
treaty negotiations/Conferences of the Parties. But sometimes they are
included on national delegations. And sometimes they are able to address
the plenary sessions as well as most of the smaller negotiating meetings
and workshops where state officials generally hammer out details.
International environmental NGOs can have particular advantages
that help them influence global agreements.82 They can develop specialized knowledge and expertise on specific issues, which they can then use
to challenge mainstream scientific assumptions. Many state delegates do
not have particular expertise, and in such cases NGO interpretations can
be very important in shaping states’ positions. Accreditation also allows
some international environmental NGOs to gain direct access to global
decision-making processes.83 In addition, these NGOs sometimes form
alliances with governments (especially those of developing countries),
and help them with scientific data and negotiations. For example, in
the hazardous-waste-trade negotiations, Greenpeace formed a strong
alliance with G-77 countries to push for a waste-trade ban.84 In fulfilling these roles, environmental NGOs enhance the transparency of
dominant actors—that is, the states, international organizations, and
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corporations—although it is important to point out that NGOs can also
suffer from bias and opaque procedures. In negotiations wealthier
Northern NGOs may also dominate NGOs from the South. Other actors
can co-opt NGOs at times, and their presence at negotiations may simply
“legitimate” a state-based treaty process.
Another important role of environmental NGOs is to educate and raise
global environmental consciousness, even transforming global culture.85
Daring stunts can capture global media attention and help make complex
scientific issues accessible to ordinary people. Greenpeace was able to
change the prevailing image of whaling from that of a heroic battle to a
perception of the slaughter of the innocent.86 NGOs can influence other
nonstate actors, such as corporations. They can empower and help alleviate poverty in local communities in the South. And they can help translate local concerns into the global language of treaties and financial
assistance.87
Nongovernmental participation in shaping global environmental politics also encompasses efforts by groups and movements that may not
focus exclusively on the environment, but that do have an interest in particular environmental issues in their broader agenda. These include many
indigenous peoples’ organizations, which actively participate in global
negotiations and dialogue on environmental issues that affect them. The
Inuit Circumpolar Conference, for example, was instrumental in efforts
to bring about a global treaty on POPs (the Stockholm Convention on
Persistent Organic Pollutants).88
The emergence of Green parties has also influenced environmental
governance nationally as well as globally. The West German Green Party,
as mentioned earlier, was a national political party that aimed to further
goals of a number of social movements, including obviously the environment, but also civil rights, peace, and women’s rights. The success of
this party in the 1980s inspired the development of national Green
parties first in other European countries and then throughout the world.
Though they are national political parties, they are linked through an
international network with a Global Green Charter.89
Corporations
Firms have also increased their role and influence in the global environmental arena in recent years, in part as a response to the enhanced role
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of environmental NGOs. Both business advocacy groups, such as the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and the World Business
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), and individual transnational corporations (TNCs), like DuPont and Monsanto, have been
actively engaged in global discussions on the environment and
development.
Like environmental NGOs, corporate actors also play a diplomatic
role in an effort to enhance interstate cooperation on environmental
issues. Lobbying before state delegations head to international environmental negotiations has enabled firms to influence governmental positions from behind the scenes.90 Business actors have also increasingly
begun to lobby at the international level as well, through industry associations and industry representatives with observer status at global environmental meetings. The presence of these actors at global negotiations
is now routine—for example, during negotiations on the waste trade,
climate change, ozone depletion, biosafety, and persistent organic pollutants. Business actors make fewer public interventions than environmental NGOs do (for example, in plenary sessions and smaller meetings),
but they are active in the corridors, lobbying and shaping the positions
of states. Business representatives also end up on national delegations.
This trend can be seen in both positive and negative lights. Market liberals and institutionalists argue that business groups should take part in
negotiating treaties that will affect them directly, because this will ensure
greater compliance later. Critics, in particular social greens, argue that
the increasing influence of corporate environmental lobbyists means
international environmental law favors economic goals over environmental ones.
Corporate actors also influence global environmental governance
through other international forums as well. Firms have helped to shape
private forms of global environmental governance, such as industry-set
voluntary codes of environmental conduct at both the national and international levels.91 TNCs also exert influence in more diffuse ways, such
as through their role in the global discourse over defining key terms, such
as sustainable development,92 and through their economic weight, which
influences state decisions in an indirect way.93 We expand on these key
themes in more detail in chapter 6.
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Conclusion
The globalization of environmentalism should be seen as a complex and
fluid process with no neat beginning, middle, or end point. Undeniably
important were groundbreaking publications like Silent Spring, The
Population Bomb, The Limits to Growth, Small Is Beautiful, the Founex
Report, and the Brundtland Report. So were the watershed global conferences at Stockholm, Rio, and Johannesburg. So were the hundreds of
international environmental agreements on issues like ozone depletion,
hazardous waste, climate change, and desertification. And so were the
emergence of local and global activist groups around the world. These
developments all took place in a broader political and economic context.
To fully understand the rise of sustainable development and the current
structures and norms (i.e., established practices and understandings) of
environmental governance, we have argued that it is equally critical to
examine the broader trends in the global political economy. Global economic shifts—in the generation and distribution of wealth—have been
key in influencing the evolution of perspectives not just on the economy
but also on the relationship between the global economy and the environment.
Globalization and the global interaction of states, institutions, firms,
markets, communities, and individuals will continue to shape and
reshape global environmental governance for decades to come. As in the
past, the arguments of market liberals, institutionalists, bioenvironmentalists, and social greens will continue to swirl around each other. The
result of the globalization of environmentalism has to some extent split
the current international debate over how to best manage the global environment into two broad coalitions: on the one side, market liberals and
institutionalists calling for more effective implementation of sustainable
development; on the other side, bioenvironmentalists and social greens
calling for a new global political economy built on the principle of ecological and social sustainability. For now, however, the dominance of the
“Brundtland compromise” of “sustainable development” gives institutionalists and market liberals the upper hand in the global community.
Many NGO and activist groups that draw more from social green and
bioenvironmentalist thought will no doubt continue to be highly critical
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of this compromise, especially the assumption that economic growth
can (and should) continue indefinitely. It is important, however, to
avoid oversimplifying the cases for and against sustainable development,
because there are distinct differences in assumptions, arguments, and
solutions across the four worldviews. The next chapter explores in detail
the different assumptions and arguments about the global ecological consequences of economic growth.

4
Economic Growth in a World of Wealth
and Poverty

Does wealth lead to better or worse environmental conditions? Does
poverty lead to ecological neglect as people struggle to survive, or do the
poor place less of a burden on the environment than the rich? There are
no easy answers to these questions. They are intensely debated, and the
conclusions one reaches will depend very much on one’s worldview. The
question of economic growth is at the core of most of the debates over
the global economy and the environment, because it is intricately tied to
debates over wealth and poverty and their relationship to the quality of
the natural environment. This chapter examines these debates in detail,
thus providing a foundation for understanding the debates about the
other global economic issues we discuss later in this book, such as trade,
investment, and aid.
Debates over growth at first glance appear to be polarized into two
camps, much like the debate on globalization: those who see growth
as a positive force for the environment, primarily market liberals and
institutionalists; and those who view growth as largely negative,
primarily bioenvironmentalists and social greens. But when we look carefully at how each group examines the questions of poverty, wealth, and
population in relation to one another, and in relation to economic
growth, we see that the debate is more complex than a simple two-camp
split.
Wealth and Poverty for Market Liberals and Institutionalists
The rate of economic growth is a core measure of a country’s economic
performance. Typically it is measured by the rate of growth of the gross
national product (GNP) or gross domestic product (GDP) (see box 4.1),
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Trillions (US$ constant 1995)

which, with UN support, became standard measures for “development”
in national income accounting after World War II. A rise in GNP or GDP
implies growth of industrial production and in turn growth of consumption. This in effect means that more consumption equals development, as more needs and wants are met, which presumably betters the
lives of ordinary people. The loose correlation between high economic
growth and indicators such as life expectancy, health, and literacy adds
statistical weight to this view. Global economic institutions such as the
World Bank and International Monetary Fund, both of which tend to
hold market-liberal outlooks on environmental issues, rely heavily on
GNP and GDP figures to rank countries’ economic performance.
Assessed with these measures, the global economy has performed well
over the past 50 years. Global GDP has jumped from US$7.8 trillion in
1960 to US$35 trillion in 2002 (in constant 1995 dollars; see figure 4.1).
Global GDP per capita has grown from approximately US$2,600 to
US$5,600 in that same period (see figure 4.2). These global figures,
however, hide some noteworthy variations across regions. East Asia’s
GDP grew from US$135 billion in 1960 to US$1.9 trillion in 2002 (with
average annual growth rates well over 5 percent), while Latin America’s
GDP grew from US$430 billion to US$2 trillion over that same period.
Meanwhile sub-Saharan Africa only went from US$106 billion to
US$395 billion, and South Asia from US$105 billion to US$681 billion
(in constant 1995 U.S. dollars).1
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Figure 4.1
Global GDP. Data source: World Bank World Development Indicators:
www.worldbank.org/data.
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Figure 4.2
Growth in global GDP per capita. Data source: World Bank World Development
Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data.

Some institutionalists have tried to push the global community to recognize the limitations of relying on total global GDP and global GDP
per capita as the sole measures of development. Since 1990 the UN
Development Programme’s Human Development Index (HDI) has challenged the simple GDP measures, trying to create a more holistic assessment of economic performance and development. The 2001 Human
Development report explains the idea of human development:
Human development is about much more than the rise or fall of national
incomes. It is about creating an environment in which people can develop their
full potential and lead productive, creative lives in accord with their needs and
interests. People are the real wealth of nations. Development is thus about
expanding the choices people have to lead lives that they value. And it is thus
about much more than economic growth, which is only a means—if a very
important one—of enlarging people’s choices.2

The HDI ranks countries based on their performance on a range of
indicators: life expectancy at birth, educational attainment (including
literacy rate), and GDP per capita (see box 4.1). The HDI rankings are
different from simple GDP per capita rankings (see figures 4.3 and 4.4),
though the differences are not dramatic. The media reports these rankings widely and countries like Canada and Australia have prided themselves on consistently high rankings. The HDI rankings have helped to
expand the mainstream analysis of economic performance somewhat,
and over 120 countries now publish national human development
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Box 4.1
Measures of economic development

Gross National Product (GNP), Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
and Gross National Income (GNI)
GNP and GDP are the most widely used indicators of economic growth.
GNP measures the total monetary value of all goods and services produced
by a country’s resources, regardless of where production takes place. GDP
measures the total monetary value of goods and services produced within
a country’s territory. So what is the difference between these measures?
To be more precise, GNP measures the value of goods and services produced by a country’s citizens or nationals, whether or not they live in that
country. The example of the accounting of a Japanese auto plant in the
United States will help to illustrate the differences between GDP and GNP.
Presuming most of the workers are American, U.S. GNP only includes the
part of the value of production that accrued to American workers—that
is, the employees’ wages are part of GNP but the profits are not (they are
counted in Japan’s GNP). For GDP a transnational corporation’s income
is counted in the country where the income was generated. In the above
example all of the value of the plant’s production is included in the U.S.
GDP and none is included in the Japanese GDP.
Both indicators give a rough idea of a country’s economic activity. Nevertheless, over the past decade or so most countries have switched from
GNP to GDP, partly because the UN has tried to standardize economic
accounting across countries (the UN’s System of National Accounts uses
GDP). GDP per capita is now the most common measure of “development” or “progress,” since this captures the amount of wealth available
per person in a country.1 The switch to GDP as a measure of national
income did result in some major shifts in that TNC income is now wholly
counted in the country in which the production takes place, raising the
GDP of some countries that are host to a large number of TNCs.
Some organizations, such as the World Bank, have replaced the use of
the term GNP with GNI. GNI is the income of the sectors that produced
the goods and services measured in GNP, and so by definition it is identical to GNP in value, though technically it is a measure of income rather
than production.

Human Development Index (HDI)
HDI is a measure of development that ranks countries according to their
performance on indicators linked to longevity, knowledge, and income.
Life expectancy at birth is the indicator used for measuring longevity. Educational attainment is the knowledge indicator, and includes a two-thirds
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Box 4.1
(continued)
weight to the adult literacy ratio and a one-third weight to primary, secondary, and tertiary enrollment ratios. Income is measured in real GDP
per capita. This is determined by counting income up to US$5,000 at full
value, and after $5,000 its value diminishes in the index. In this way the
GDP per capita is adjusted for its real value (i.e., what it can purchase)
rather than being assessed at official exchange rates. HDI then measures
the human condition in a broader sense than does income alone. It is
widely accepted among development thinkers and practitioners as a valid
measure of development, even though GNP/GDP measures are still predominant.

HDI ranking

1. We are grateful to Torben Drewes for his comments on this section.
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Figure 4.3
HDI and GDP, 2001, top ten HDI-ranked nations. Data source: UNDP, 2003;
World Bank World Development Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data.

reports. Nevertheless, GNP and GDP figures still tend to dominate
national and global economic policymaking.
There are, then, some mild differences among market liberals and institutionalists on how best to measure development. But both draw on neoclassical economics to address questions of the implications of economic
growth. For neoclassical economists, growth within an economy occurs
through the functioning of the market. The economy is seen as a circular flow system. That is, there is a closed loop between firms and households in the wider macroeconomy. Firms produce goods and services,
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Figure 4.4
HDI and GDP, 2001, bottom ten HDI-ranked nations. Data source: UNDP,
2003; World Bank World Development Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data.

and households (consisting of consumers) consume them. These same
households in turn make the means of production (labor in the form of
workers and capital in the form of investment) available to the firms
again. The firms continue the flow through the circle by producing more
goods and services, and the flow moves forward indefinitely. The macroeconomy is thus seen as self-sustaining. Economic growth occurs as more
goods and services are produced. In this way the overall economy is
thought to be capable of growing indefinitely (see figure 4.5).
How does the natural environment fit into this circular flow
system that generates growth? The macroeconomy is seen as an allencompassing system, within which everything else is a part, including
the ecosystem. This model does not factor in the natural environment as
part of the circular flow between firms and households. Rather it assumes
the natural environment is static and infinitely available. Resources are
thus not a crucial factor of production, because growth is seen to occur
primarily as a result of inputs of capital and labor.
Neoclassical economics primarily views environmental problems as
arising from a type of market failure known as negative externalities.
Market failure broadly refers to specific instances where markets on their
own do not allocate resources efficiently. A negative externality is a situation where the market does not account for the impact of an economic
activity on those not directly engaged in that activity. Pollution is widely
regarded as a negative externality. Though there may be cleaner production processes that do not pollute, often firms choose the less clean
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Figure 4.5
The economy as a circular flow system. Source: Adapted from Dornbusch,
Fischer, and Sparks 1993, 28.

methods because they are cheaper to adopt. This situation then represents a failure of the market to operate efficiently, since all the costs of
production (i.e., the cost of production plus the costs of pollution) are
not fully accounted for. In this case, the health and cleanup costs of the
pollution are “externalized” because they are not borne by the firm, but
by governments and the general public.
Often negative externalities occur because environmental costs do not
receive a sufficient monetary value. In a free-market system most neoclassical economists see negative externalities as relatively rare and in
cases where they do occur, they are assumed to be reversible with proper
regulation, taxes, or other economic tools. This view of the natural environment in neoclassical economics is not surprising, given that the field
emerged in the nineteenth century, a time of frontier economies, where
natural resources and sinks for pollution seemed limitless.
Natural Resources and Sinks Need Not Be a Constraint
Today market liberals and institutionalists still largely accept the foundational principles of neoclassical economics. Yet, over the past 30 years,
many have modified the parameters, seeing pollution as a serious
problem, and accepting that certain natural resources are finite. This
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challenges the neoclassical assumption that environmental harm is a rare
market failure. Economic policies must therefore account for externalities to ensure effective environmental management, particularly for
problems like air pollution and deforestation. These thinkers note, for
example, that firms commonly pollute the atmosphere without penalty
or full cost (individuals, governments, and the global commons often
absorb the cost). They point out, too, that firms regularly obtain logging
licenses with only a token charge for the environmental or social value
of the original forest ecosystem (which explains why tropical wood is so
inexpensive, despite the threat deforestation poses to much of the globe’s
biodiversity).
The subfield of environmental economics, which emerged in the 1970s,
specifically seeks to address market failures and negative externalities
related to natural resources and pollution. It works to price natural
resources and sinks more accurately to avoid market failures, and to
bring them more effectively into the circular flow system.3 Environmental economists seek to correct environmental externalities through proper
tax levels as well as other economic incentives, such as user fees. Taxes,
for example, could be levied against polluters as a disincentive to pollute. User fees, such as charges for garbage collection or for access to
protected areas, can provide the state with revenues with which it can
address environmental problems. Environmental economics assumes that
such market failures are a key source of unsustainable development, yet
importantly these failures are correctable. While this approach has contributed to more elaborate models to account for environmental change
and scarcity, many of the original tenets of neoclassical economics
remain.
There is still a widespread assumption, for example, that as resources
and sinks become genuinely scarce, prices for them will rise, which in
turn will foster the ingenuity to find alternatives. This could involve new
resources to replace the scarce ones, producing goods with less resources
or waste, or discovering new ways to manage pollution, including the
use of taxes and other market mechanisms. This view still places
great faith in the ability of humans to use existing resources more
efficiently (by improving technology), to manage existing resources
effectively through environmental policy, or to discover “new” resources
to drive economic growth. Economist Julian Simon, challenging the
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bioenvironmentalist view of resource scarcity, argued that “the supply
of natural resources is not finite in any economic sense, which is one
reason why their cost can continue to fall indefinitely.” For him, with
current and future knowledge “we and our descendants can manipulate
the elements in such fashion that we can have all the raw materials that
we desire at prices ever smaller relative to other goods and to our total
incomes.”4
The depletion of natural resources and the filling of waste sinks, then,
may pose some environmental and economic problems for market liberals and institutionalists. Yet from their standpoint, with the aid of ingenuity and appropriate policies and institutions, these should not be acute
constraints on economic growth and the accumulation of wealth. Market
liberals place faith in individuals and firms to come up with solutions to
scarcity. Institutionalists stress the need to foster such ingenuity through
government and institutional efforts. The implication is the same for
both, however: there is no need whatsoever to abandon the growth-based
model of development. Growth can and must go on indefinitely for the
sake of humanity as well as for the sake of the global environment.
Growth just needs to be made more efficient and less polluting. Pricing
resources and sinks properly can ensure that this occurs.
Growth Brings a Cleaner Environment: The Environmental Kuznets
Curve
How, then, does steady economic growth ensure a cleaner future? The
answer, say market liberals and institutionalists, is best illustrated with
the environmental Kuznets curve (or EKC, also known as the invertedU curve).5 This EKC shows that economic growth will sometimes harm
the environment in the short run. This occurs because of inefficiencies,
inappropriate policies, insufficient funds, weak state capacity, and low
political and societal will. Yet in the long run this growth will improve
environmental conditions (once per capita income reaches a high enough
level).
Research on the relationship between pollution intensity and per
capita income by economists Gene Grossman and Alan Krueger and the
World Bank in the early 1990s sparked a great deal of interest in the
environmental Kuznets curve.6 This research shows that as a country
develops and industrializes, emissions of certain pollutants—such as
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sulfur oxides, suspended particulates (smog), and lead—increase along
with GNP growth. In other words, growth and pollution are coupled.
Pollution rises mainly because of an emphasis on industrialization,
growth, and income generation, at the expense of pollution controls. Yet,
when per capita income gets high enough (in the past between US$5,000
and US$8,000), the link decouples as economic changes, societal pressure, and state capacity converge to raise environmental standards. At
that point emissions of these pollutants begin to fall (see figure 4.6 for
an example of a hypothetical EKC).
A classic case of this relationship is Japan. After World War II, economic growth soared in Japan, resulting in an economic growth rate of
10.9 percent from 1950 to 1955, 8.7 percent from 1955 to 1960, 9.7
percent from 1960 to 1965, and 12.2 percent from 1965 to 1970.7 Such
rapid growth left Japan severely polluted by the 1960s.8 The notorious
mercury-poisoning case in the city of Minamata illustrates these
appalling conditions. In the 1950s and 1960s many people in and around
Minamata contracted a mysterious neurological disease. The cause,
scientists eventually discovered, was exposure to methylmercury compound, which the Chisso industrial plant had discharged in factory effluent upriver from Minamata. The mercury had worked its way up the
food chain until humans ingested it in seafood. Public outcry over the

Figure 4.6
The environmental Kuznets curve.
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Minamata disease contributed to rising citizen protests in Japan in the
1960s and 1970s over the environmental consequences of rapid industrial growth. In a relatively short time government and business cooperated to improve environmental policy and practice. By the end of the
1970s, Japan’s environmental regulations had become among the most
stringent in the world, and the environment was already much cleaner.9
Today, given Japan’s population density and small land mass, it is
arguably one of the world’s best-managed environments.
Most of the research on the long-term correlation between economic
growth and improvements to environmental quality has concentrated on
pollutants. Some studies have found, in addition, that the EKC holds for
certain natural resources—such as a study of deforestation and national
income in Asia, Latin America, and Africa.10 The World Bank has also
determined that the proportion of the urban population without adequate sanitation and safe water supplies drops as income rises in a crosssection of countries.11 The World Bank qualifies these findings by adding
that with respect to some indicators—such as municipal waste and
carbon dioxide emissions—problems rise along with income. These
caveats, however, have in no way undermined the belief among market
liberals and many institutionalists that growth is good for overall
environmental conditions.
Why do pollution levels and other types of environmental problems
begin to decline as income rises? Intuitively one might think that because
production and consumption rise along with income, pollution levels
should rise too. Yet significant counterforces account for the inverted-U
relationship between growth and environmental quality.12 As an
economy grows and people become richer, structural shifts can occur in
the economy, such as a shift toward service- and information-based
industries, which are less resource intensive and less polluting. At the
same time societal concern over environmental issues (especially health
problems) tends to rise as wealth brings education, communication
technologies, and higher expectations. People begin to demand stronger
government regulations to protect the environment, and are willing to
pay the taxes to see these brought into being. Markets and governments
push firms to develop pollution-control technologies, thus reducing
emissions. There is also greater demand from consumers for “green”
products as disposable income rises.
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Most market liberals and institutionalists who support the EKC
hypothesis do not, however, argue that countries should blindly pursue
economic growth without environmental policies and only clean up after
this becomes affordable. The EKC simply points to the value of economic
growth for long-term environmental management. Growth itself, while
it can create problems at certain points along a country’s growth trajectory, does not always have to do so, especially if environmental measures are put into place early on.13 Policymakers aware of this relationship
can strive to “tunnel” through the EKC and reach higher levels of growth
without doing any more harm than necessary to the environment.14 Then
economic growth in later stages can sustain an even cleaner environment.
Market liberals also advocate market-oriented measures to promote
environmental efficiencies to reduce the size of the peak in the curve, in
particular clarification of property rights and reduction of market distortions (discussed later). Institutionalists focus much more on the need
for international cooperation to help developing countries obtain necessary technologies to enable them to reduce the environmental impact
of their economic growth. With such measures, growth can be turned
into a positive force. On the other hand, both market liberals and
institutionalists argue, slow growth or lack of growth can result in
considerable environmental damage—possibly even more than rapid
growth can.
Slow Growth and Lack of Growth
Slow growth, according to market liberals and institutionalists, does not
allow for a future with better environmental conditions—just more of
the same, or in some instances, cycles of increasingly weak economic
growth and environmental collapses. In rich countries it limits government and corporate investments in cleaner technologies. It is an even
greater problem for developing countries, because it keeps them on the
wrong side of the critical point on the EKC where environmental
improvements begin to occur naturally (and therefore efforts to reduce
poverty tend to override environmental spending).
Slow growth reinforces the vicious cycle between poverty and environmental degradation, often the most serious barrier to achieving sustainability in the developing world.15 Market liberals in particular focus
on the environmental impacts of poverty. Institutionalists put more stress
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on how population growth interacts with poverty and environmental
degradation (and call for better institutions to support family planning).
The nexus between poverty, population growth, and environmental
degradation produces a self-reinforcing downward spiral from which it
is difficult to break out.
In both versions of this vicious cycle, the poor are seen as agents as
well as victims of environmental degradation. They often have no choice
but to overuse the land and overharvest resources around them for food
and shelter. They must act to satisfy short-term needs even if this works
against their long-term interests. The poor, then, are forced into decisions with short time horizons. How can we expect them to preserve
natural resources for future generations?16
It is common for market liberals and institutionalists to link poverty
with environmental degradation when analyzing rural and agricultural
settlements in developing countries. The UN Development Programme
(UNDP) calculates that “at least 500 million of the world’s poorest
people live in ecologically marginal areas,” and many poor people in the
developing world farm ecologically fragile land.17 Often the poor have
few options except to cultivate unsuitable land, which leads to soil
erosion, land degradation, and deforestation. Growing populations in
these areas reduce fallow periods as well, quickening the pace of soil
degradation and deforestation.18 Often the children of farmers struggle
to get increasing yields on ever-smaller patches of land. Sometimes the
situation is made worse because powerful elites (perhaps descendants of
colonizers) control the most productive land. Sometimes it is made worse
as settlers leave overpopulated areas to occupy “empty” land (usually
small numbers of indigenous peoples actually reside in these areas). Some
governments have even promoted such disastrous internal migration.
Indonesia under former President Suharto (1965/7–1998), for example,
implemented a Transmigration Program to move poor residents from the
overcrowded island of Java to the outer islands (such as Kalimantan).
Few of these people had the knowledge to farm these ecologically fragile
outer islands. Many agricultural sites failed to produce adequate yields.
The sites also upset the natural balance of local forest ecosystems, contributing to soil erosion as well as exposing and drying out large areas
of peat moss. Appalling fires have swept through these areas (fueled in
part by forests logged and degraded by firms linked to Suharto’s family
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and cronies). The worst so far were in 1997–1998, when fires lit by plantation firms to clear land cheaply swept out of control and scorched 5–10
million hectares of land (including 1 million hectares of peat). The peat
fires alone released 150 million tons of carbon into the atmosphere.19
Klaus Topfer, then executive director of the UN Environment Programme
(UNEP), described these fires “as one of the worst environmental disasters of the last decade of the century.”20
Market liberals and institutionalists, then, point to the poor as critical forces contributing to environmental problems. They also recognize,
however, that the poor, without the means of avoiding the impacts, suffer
the most from environmental degradation. The poor are more vulnerable to bad water and poor sanitation. They often live closest to the
sources of pollution in urban centers. And they rely on types of fuel, such
as wood and charcoal, that produce poor air quality in their own homes.
This all feeds back to make the poor even poorer as productivity
declines—a situation that in turn further accelerates the destructive
impact of the poor on the environment.21 In this way poverty and environmental degradation are mutually reinforcing, as depicted in figure
4.7. A World Bank report on economic adjustment in Africa illustrates
this poverty-population-environment analysis:

Figure 4.7
The vicious cycle of poverty and environmental degradation.
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The poor are both victims and the agents of damage to the environment. Because
the poor—especially poor women—tend to have access only to the more environmentally fragile resources, they often suffer high productivity declines because
of soil degradation or the loss of tree cover. And because they are poor, they may
have little recourse but to extract what they can from the resources available to
them. The high fertility rates of poor households further strain the natural
resource base.22

The poverty-environment spiral, argue market liberals and institutionalists, occurs for many reasons. Market liberals focus on inadequate
economic growth and insecure property rights as the key causes of
poverty, while institutionalists tend to stress the role of weak government services. Weak economic growth in part arises because of insufficient domestic integration into global markets. Insecure property rights,
especially in cases where arrangements for commonly-held property
(common property regimes, or CPRs) break down into chaos and open
access, create strong incentives for the poor to overexploit local
resources. Insecure property rights also leave the poor without land title
and therefore less able to obtain credit in times of need. Women in
particular are often shut out of credit systems because of weak property
rights in many poor countries. Inadequate government services, such as
education, are also unevenly distributed among the poor, with women
often being denied equal access—conditions that perpetuate unsustainable resource use.23 Multilateral and bilateral aid programs to promote
“women in development” are now common. An underlying purpose of
these programs is generally to promote sustainable development.
Both market liberals and institutionalists emphasize the need to alleviate poverty to end the spiral of poverty and environmental degradation. For market liberals this requires the integration of poor countries
into the global marketplace—that is, countries need to liberalize trade,
deregulate “overmanaged” industries, and improve the investment
climate for transnational firms. To carry out these measures, governments must accept global standards (private property, customs, banking,
taxation, environmental regulations, and so on) as well as eliminate
corruption and ineptitude. Only then can these countries reduce poverty
levels and move toward a future with better environmental conditions.
Institutionalists agree to some extent with this prescription, although
they place even more emphasis on the need to build the capacity of local
and national governments to manage the integration into the global
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economy. Institutionalists focus more, too, on population and gender
measures, such as improving access to credit for women and making
more effective family planning available.
Market Distortions, Inefficiencies, and Weak Institutions
Market liberals in particular see market distortions as a serious problem
for the natural environment. Market distortions are perversions of free
markets causing a social or environmental outcome that is suboptimal.
These distortions create inefficient use of resources and sinks, with negative outcomes for both society and the environment.
Government subsidies to promote economic growth in certain sectors
or to diversify the economy are one of the most common examples of
market distortions. Governments may provide financial support (in the
form of payments, tax breaks, and so on) to certain sectors as a way to
encourage investment and improve their international competitiveness.24
Many industrialized countries, for example, subsidize the mining and
logging sectors by charging what many consider to be below-market
prices for the rights to extract these resources. The United States and
Europe Union countries also use a variety of support instruments to subsidize their agricultural sectors, such as direct payments and cheap credit,
to encourage food production and exports. Developing countries often
subsidize certain sectors as well, most commonly as a strategy to move
away from an economy with a heavy reliance on a few unprocessed
natural resource exports (like bananas, gold, or logs) and toward one
where domestic firms process these natural resources before export
(which adds economic value and creates jobs). Energy subsidies are
common too in the developing world as a means of promoting this kind
of industrialization.
Market liberals argue that even though the ultimate goal of such subsidies may seem sound and sensible, they ultimately contribute to wasteful and inefficient domestic industries that overconsume local resources
and pollute local ecosystems. Artificially low prices of timber, minerals,
oil, or agricultural chemicals encourage overuse and waste, leading to
environmental degradation and inefficient markets. Subsidies, too, can
undercut incentives to upgrade environmental technologies. This is
common, for example, with fuel subsidies that weaken incentives to use
more fuel-efficient technologies. While market liberals most often make
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this point, it should be noted that bioenvironmentalists, social greens,
and institutionalists all tend to agree that governments should eliminate
subsidies with negative environmental implications. The market liberals,
though, are against most forms of subsidies on the grounds that they
are inefficient, whereas the other groups are more open to them as
tools—for example, to promote cleaner production or to pursue other
goals.
Both market liberals and institutionalists have begun to promote the
notion of sustainable consumption to encapsulate the environmental
drawbacks of inefficient production and consumption. This concept is
often formulated so as to incorporate both the dematerialization of
production and the optimization of consumption. Some refer to this as
“ecoefficiency”25 and “cleaner production,” concepts that involve decoupling higher production and consumption levels from their negative
impact on the natural environment. The idea is that such practices are
not only good for the environment, but also more efficient and thus
improve the profitability of firms as well. Business, here, is seen as an
environmental leader, as the pursuit of profits becomes the pursuit of
more efficient use of the environment. The notion of sustainable consumption seems to be gaining strength. The OECD, for example, now
has a research program on sustainable consumption.26
How, then, does the global community achieve sustainable consumption? Market liberals argue for market-based measures that encourage
cleaner technologies, such as sensible taxes, transparent and equitable
user fees, and tradable permits. Also, governments need to eliminate subsidies that encourage individuals and firms to use outdated and unclean
technologies. If such changes take place, market liberals argue, the free
market is the best way to develop and disseminate green technologies,
via global corporations.
Institutionalists argue that greater global cooperation—for example,
global standardization of reasonable environmental laws, environmental
certification programs, government support, and global environmental
regimes—is necessary to assist with the spread of cleaner production and
sustainable consumption. The global community needs to raise awareness so more individuals begin to demand greener products. International
institutions such as the UNEP can help promote such sustainable consumption. So can international agreements that help to reduce the use
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and impact of certain industrial and natural resource inputs. Governments can provide financial support for research, development, and dissemination of green technologies. Finally, green aid can help to transfer
cleaner technologies to developing countries.27
Critiques: Bioenvironmentalists and Social Greens
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens are highly critical of mainstream
neoclassical economics, particularly the emphasis on “economic growth”
and GNP/GDP as measures of human well-being. Growth, in fact, is not
a source of better environmental conditions, but a source of environmental degradation at all income levels. Academics known as ecological
economists have developed some of the most compelling critiques. Many
of these arguments began to emerge in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
and were part of a broader global questioning of the environmental
implications of the global political economy (see chapter 3). Ecological
economists, who tend to fall into the category of either bioenvironmentalist or social green, reject many of the assumptions and principles of
the neoclassical economic model and propose an alternative model.
Because it is based on different assumptions, ecological economics is very
different from the “environmental economics” discussed earlier, because
the latter incorporates environmental concerns into what is more or
less a neoclassical economic framework. Perhaps the most significant
assumption of ecological economics is that the environment is not a
subsystem of the macroeconomy, but rather that the economy is a
subsystem of the natural environment or ecosystem (see figure 4.8).
Framing the economy-environment relationship in this way has profound implications for how ecological economists analyze the causes of,
and solutions for, global environmental change. The model highlights
the biological “limits” to economic growth—that is, the view that the
earth is a finite resource. How soon will we reach these limits? For some
ecological economists we are already beyond them. For others we are
plummeting closer by the day. We now examine these arguments more
closely.
Problems with GDP/GNP as a Measure of Development
Social greens and bioenvironmentalists both argue that GNP and GDP
are generally poor measures of development and of the human condi-
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Figure 4.8
The economy as a subsystem of the ecosystem. When viewed as a subsystem of
the ecosystem, economic growth eventually comes up against the earth’s natural
limits on resources and sinks. Source: Adapted from Daly 1996, 49.

tion. GNP and GDP only count things that go through the market—that
is, goods or services that involve an exchange of money. A great deal of
work that enhances the quality of life does not go through the market,
however, and thus is not counted in GNP or GDP figures. This includes,
for example, work that is done in the home, such as housekeeping and
childcare, and volunteer community work. Social greens in particular
stress that much of this work is done by women, and that GNP and GDP
figures seriously undervalue women’s work.28 The way national wealth
is measured also undervalues subsistence farming, even though in some
parts of the world this is the primary source of food. Linked to this critique is the fact that markets often ignore or underprice environmental
goods and services, like fresh sources of water or clean air. These either
do not enter the calculation of GNP/GDP at accurate prices, or do not
enter it at all.29
At the same time, GNP and GDP do count things that we may consider “negatives” for the human condition, such as industrial pollution
and resource extraction. Some argue that GNP and GDP should subtract
such costs.30 Similarly, these measures count spending on services to
deal with human catastrophes,31 like cleaning up after an environmental
disaster (such as the Exxon Valdez oil spill) or terrorist attack (such as
the World Trade Center attack on September 11, 2001), simply because
these efforts do go through the market. GNP also tells us little about
things that are not easy to quantify, such as the state of the natural
environment or human rights. Nor does it tell us much about income
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distribution. While most mainstream economists do admit that GNP is
a simplified and far-from-perfect measure of human well-being, they
nonetheless continue to use it.32
The UNDP’s human development index (HDI) tries to address some
of these critiques by incorporating education and health indicators, but
because the main HDI index does not include environmental quality and
still includes economic growth as a major component, many social greens
and bioenvironmentalists see it as an inadequate measure of development. They would like to see governments react to changes in ecological measures with the same vigor as with economic and social ones. Yet
environmental policymaking has no comparable measures today. Many
scholars and research institutes have proposed ecological indicators in
the last decade or so, but so far none have gained much ground among
policymakers. (Chapter 8 discusses these indicators in more detail.)
Limited Natural Resources and Sinks
We noted previously that neoclassical economists do not see economies
as part of ecosystems, but rather ecosystems as part of the economy.
Because they view the world this way, they do not see resources as being
necessarily finite in an economic sense, a position reinforced by the
steady decline in the prices of natural resources in real terms (box 4.2
summarizes the now-notorious bet between Julian Simon and Paul
Ehrlich over the scarcity and prices of the globe’s natural resources).
These assumptions have been challenged from many angles, including by
ecological economists who have drawn on the laws of thermodynamics
(in particular the “entropy law”) to illuminate the link between
economies and the ecosystems (see box 4.3 and figure 4.9).
These thinkers, many of whom closely adhere to the bioenvironmentalist perspective, use the laws of thermodynamics to show that the
notion of perpetual growth, promoted by market liberals, is erroneous
because unlimited growth is physically impossible. By linking economics to the physical sciences, these thinkers have opened an entirely new
way of viewing economic processes. For them, the economy is bound by
the energy and matter physically available to fuel the production of consumer goods, and to absorb the waste products associated with those
goods. In other words, there is a physical basis for scarcity, not just an
economic one.33 They argue that unless we recognize the very tangible
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Box 4.2
The Simon-Ehrlich wager
In 1980 the economist Julian Simon and the ecologist Paul Ehrlich made
a 10-year bet on the direction of natural resource prices. Ehrlich chose five
metals—chromium, copper, nickel, tin, and tungsten—worth US$1,000
(US$200 of each metal). The wager was simple: If, after adjusting for inflation, the market price of these metals in 1990 was more than US$1,000,
Ehrlich would win (because this would demonstrate growing scarcity). If
the total was less than US$1,000, Simon would win, because this would
confirm the economic infinity of the resources, since new substitutes and
technologies kept prices low. The loser had to pay the winner the total difference in the 1990 inflation-adjusted prices. Ehrlich seemed confident at
the beginning: “Simon is wrong about the economics of mineral resources.
. . . The trough-like pattern long predicted for mineral resource prices has
now shown up. . . . I and my colleagues, John P. Holdren . . . and John
Harte [Berkeley physicists] . . . jointly accept Simon’s astonishing offer
before other greedy people jump in.”1
Simon turned out to be the more astute gambler, however, and by 1990
the market prices of all five metals were below the 1980 levels (in real
terms). The price of the nickel and copper were only down to US$193 and
US$163 respectively, but chrome had fallen to US$120, tungsten to US$86,
and tin to US$56. Ehrlich and his colleagues paid Simon a sum of
US$576.07. Reporter John Tierney asked Ehrlich: “Is there a lesson here
for the future?”
“Absolutely not,” Ehrlich answered. “I still think the price of those
metals will go up eventually, but that’s a minor point. The resource that
worries me most is the declining capacity of our planet to buffer itself
against human impacts. Look at the new problems that have come up, the
ozone hole, acid rain, global warming. . . . If we get climate change and
let the ecological systems keep running downhill, we could have a gigantic population crash.”
When Tierney told Simon of Ehrlich’s response, he was quick to retort:
“So Ehrlich is talking about a population crash. That sounds an even
better way to make money. I’ll give him heavy odds on that one.”2
1. Ehrlich 1981, 46.
2. Tierney 1990. Also see Simon 1996; Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1996.
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Box 4.3
Entropy and ecological economics
The pioneer ecological economist Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen first outlined the relevance of entropy to the field of economics.1 Entropy is the
amount of usable energy or matter in an isolated system. High entropy
means the energy or matter is not very useful, whereas low-entropy energy
or matter is useful and can perform work. The second law of thermodynamics, also known as the entropy law, states that the amount of usable
energy and matter decreases in an isolated system as work is performed.
In other words, when energy or matter is transformed to make a product,
its entropy increases, making it less useful.
The earth provides us with some forms of low-entropy energy—that is,
energy that is easily usable by humans to perform work. Ecological economists view the earth as a closed system (i.e., one that energy flows through
while matter cycles within), and argue that the functioning of the current
global economy neglects the implications of the second law of thermodynamics.2 In this view of economics, nature provides the earth with a flow
of low-entropy energy (in the form of solar energy) and a set stock of lowentropy nonrenewable energy (e.g., from terrestrial sources, such as fossil
fuels). Modern economies tend to exhaust the terrestrial stock of lowentropy energy. When we use this natural resource–based energy to make
products, or burn it as fuel, referred to as “throughput,” we end up with
less useful, high-entropy energy, such as carbon dioxide, that is disbursed
into the atmosphere.
Ecological economists like Herman Daly argue, following GeorgescuRoegen, that the more we use up low-entropy energy to support the functioning of our modern economy, the more high-entropy waste energy we
are left with. The sun still provides a limited flow of low-entropy energy
and will do so for the foreseeable future. Humans have more control over
the flow rates of the use of low-entropy terrestrial stocks of energy. Daly
argues that we are using these terrestrial stocks of low-entropy energy far
too quickly, and that once these run out it will be extremely difficult to
reorganize the economy to run on the available flow of solar energy. He
uses a similar line of reasoning to argue that we are using our terrestrial
stock of low-entropy matter (nonrenewable resources, such as minerals)
and our flow of low-entropy matter (renewable resources, such as timber,
that rely on the sun for replenishment) at a rate that is out of line with
the earth’s capacity to replace them.3 In other words, there is too much
physical “throughput” in the economy. The importance of entropy is illustrated in the entropy hourglass, illustrated in figure 4.9.
1. Georgescu-Roegen 1971.
2. Georgescu-Roegen 1993; Costanza et al. 1997, 56–59.
3. Daly 1996, 29–30, 193–98.
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Figure 4.9
Entropy hourglass. Source: Georgescu-Roegen, as depicted in Daly 1996, 29.

and real physical limits of nature and learn to live within them, we will
overstep the ecological bounds of the planet. Some fear we are already
beyond those bounds.34
Because the global political economy fails to account for these limits,
it fails to send signals when resources are being used in an “unsustainable” manner. Thus, directly counter to Simon’s argument discussed in
the first part of this chapter, for ecological economists prices are not a
good determinant of the availability of resources. For them, the discovery of new resources will not solve this inherent defect in the global political economy. All it does is to substitute the use of one limited resource
for another. Terrestrial stocks of natural resources are still finite, and the
flow of solar energy and renewable resources is limited at any given time
as well. Such limits imply that market failures are a much greater
problem than most economists acknowledge—that is, negative externalities that result in pollution and resource exhaustion are inherent in economic growth, and are not a rare occurrence that a few market-oriented
mechanisms can fix.35
Market liberals and institutionalists have not spent a great deal of time
directly engaging with these ideas. Ecological economist Herman Daly,
whose work is devoted to promoting the idea of the physical limits of
economic growth, worked as a senior economist in the World Bank’s
Environment Department from the late 1980s to the mid-1990s. Though
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the World Bank focused much more on environmental issues during his
tenure (see chapter 7), Daly eventually left that institution, many speculating that in part it was because the Bank was not taking his ideas seriously enough.36
Critique of the Environmental Kuznets Curve
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens are both highly critical of the
notion that growth eventually improves environmental conditions, as
illustrated by the EKC. Many of these thinkers have raised concerns with
respect to the methodology used to determine the EKC.37 Many argue,
too, that the connection made between growth and pollution levels as a
general indicator of environmental quality is too simplistic, and therefore that relying on the EKC to guide policy is inappropriate.
There are many specific criticisms. First, the research on environmental Kuznets curves only applies to a limited range of pollutants and
resources. It does not apply, for example, to CO2 emissions, which
continue to rise with economic growth.38 Moreover, it is insufficient to
simply plot a decline in the emissions of specific pollutants as income
rises. It is entirely possible that higher emissions of other pollutants in
the same economy may simply be accounting for this decline. For
instance, sulfur dioxide emissions may decline with a switch away from
coal-fired power plants, but other types of emissions may rise, such as
nuclear waste from nuclear-fueled plants. If the current population does
not bear the environmental costs of such emissions, as is the case with
nuclear waste, it is less likely that a rise in income will result in lower
emissions of those pollutants.39
Similarly, a decline of particular pollutants in one country may occur
because these have been shifted to other, often poorer countries. Japan,
for example, partly in an effort to improve domestic environmental
conditions, has transferred dirty industries to the developing countries
in Asia and the Pacific.40 Much of the initial data on the EKC was from
OECD countries. It is not clear what would happen to the relationship
between income and environmental quality if we took a global perspective. We do know, however, that as certain types of environmentally
harmful production decline in rich countries, they have tended to
increase in poor countries.41 Economic globalization, critics of the EKC
argue, makes pollution displacement to poorer countries even more
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likely.42 Accounting for displacement is critical. Global pollution levels
may continue to rise even as levels fall in some wealthier countries.43
Critics of the EKC note further that it ignores the feedback from environmental degradation. In other words, it assumes that environmental
degradation does not harm future growth.44 Yet some forms of pollution
are cumulative (CO2, CFCs, and nuclear waste) and some degradation
is permanent (biodiversity and species loss). This sort of environmental
harm can and does create negative feedback, holding back future growth.
If this is the case, it may be possible for a country to get “stuck” along
the curve, never experiencing the decline in pollution that the EKC
predicts.45
Poverty as a Scapegoat for Environmental Degradation
Social greens and bioenvironmentalists do not deny that poverty and
environmental degradation are linked. However, they see that linkage
as being far more complex than market liberals and institutionalists
portray.46 They argue that if we look more deeply and differentiate
between various types of poverty, it becomes clear that this relationship
is far from straightforward and varies with the type of poverty a particular community is experiencing.47 While many bioenvironmentalists
acknowledge this important point, it is the social greens who have
focused most on debunking the idea that the poor are responsible for
environmental degradation. Rather than asking simply why the poor
degrade the environment, social greens in particular ask why the poor
are poor in the first place.
For social greens, it is not poverty itself that causes environmental
degradation. Instead, it is the inequalities of the global economy that
marginalize people and put them into precarious situations that sometimes, but not always, result in environmentally damaging outcomes.48
For these thinkers, when there is significant environmental damage
among the poor, it is a result of development itself, rather than the lack
of it.49 For social greens, then, it is not the poor farmer that is responsible for the loss of biodiversity in the developing world; it is the spread
of industrial agriculture. Small traditional farmers plant many varieties
of seeds in their fields, whereas modern farming practices tend to
rely on monocultures, creating much more vulnerability, risk, and soil
degradation.50
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It is impossible, then, to fully understand the poverty-environment
linkage until we first put poverty into its broader context, and ask how
national and global policies and economic relationships impact poverty
at the local level. Social greens in particular argue that we need to look
beneath the surface in each specific case of environmental degradation
amidst poverty.51 In other words, rather than blaming the poor, we must
examine the forces that pushed the poor onto marginal lands in the first
place, and ask whether these are the forces responsible for environmental degradation.52
Often, social greens argue, one of the main forces that push the poor
onto marginal lands is the process of “enclosure”—or privatization of
lands once held in common-property regimes (CPRs). CPRs can be quite
sustainable property arrangements, drawing on local community
knowledge and longstanding mechanisms of control.53 These thinkers
frequently point out that the so-called tragedy of the commons described by the bioenvironmentalist Garrett Hardin is in fact a tragedy of
open-access regimes, which are quite different from commons regimes.54
They argue that CPRs are often mistaken for open-access systems, and
unnecessarily attacked as “unenvironmental.”
Social greens see enclosure as part of a long historical process whereby
more powerful actors, including states and corporations, have taken over
control of the commons. The powerful actors in the global economy in
particular have tended to confiscate the property rights of the poor (especially women and indigenous peoples), pushing them onto marginal
lands and into a fragile existence. Minorities whose lands have been
seized have then often been the target of state violence to repress their
resistance.55
Many social greens view enclosure as an outgrowth of the global
spread of capitalism. This process has enabled transnational corporations or local elites to occupy the best lands for timber or export-crop
production, which in turn creates pockets of poverty with severe
environmental problems (like soil erosion and falling agricultural yields).
Indigenous and women’s knowledge is the latest enclosure of the
commons. In this case, powerful actors are claiming peoples’ knowledge
of their local environments—for example, the medicinal value of
seeds and plants—as their private property in the form of patents.56
Activist-scholar Vandana Shiva, for instance, argues forcefully that
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commoditizing and privatizing such knowledge leaves many of the
world’s poor even poorer. Few, if any, locals benefit from this process; in
some cases, locals can even lose the right to “use” their own knowledge.57
The agricultural practices of the poor, many social greens note too, are
(or once were) fully sustainable. One example is shifting cultivation,
where farmers move from one plot to another after several years of cultivation, often burning the new plots to clear them. Market liberals, mirroring colonial attitudes in developing countries, conclude that this type
of farming creates excessive deforestation and soil degradation in poor
countries. Institutionalists and some bioenvironmentalists add that population pressures often exacerbate this problem, or at least make this
once-sustainable practice unsustainable. Social greens stress, however,
that this type of cultivation is still generally more ecological than industrial monoculture agriculture, resulting in richer soil for the crops with
fewer weeds, and acting to prevent more serious and devastating fires.58
Blaming the poor and population pressures in these cases might be easy,
because their global voice is weak, but for social greens it is ethically and
ecologically wrong.
A further point made, in particular in the social green literature on
the poverty-and-environment linkage, is that the poor in many cases
are environmental activists and environmental protectors.59 The poor are
often women and indigenous peoples who have been forced off their
ancestral lands by state and global political and economic processes.
They may lack material wealth, but they have a rich wealth in local
knowledge—much of which is centered on practices that preserve the
environment in the long run. Their marginalization, however, often
deprives them of the opportunities to follow these practices.60
There has in fact been a rise in ecological resistance movements
particularly in the developing world, mainly made up of the poor who
are passionate about the environment. In many cases these activists are
women whose access to resources is most threatened by industrial development. The movements in India against the Narmada Dam (discussed
in chapter 7) and the Chipko movement, the Greenbelt Movement in
Kenya, and the rubber tappers’ movement in Brazil (discussed in chapter
3) are some important examples of this type of grassroots resistance.61
Such activists see themselves as fighting against outside forces that
contribute to environmental degradation. Political scientist Robin Broad
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argues that when the poor rely on the environment to survive, when there
is a sense of permanence on their land, and when civil society is highly
organized, environmental activism is likely to be strong among the poor.
Those without land rights, or who have been forced off their own ancestral land and onto other land, and where political regimes are repressive,
are less likely to become environmental activists.62
Policies that flow from this analysis center on the notion of regaining
community control of the commons. For this reason most social greens
are highly skeptical of the market-liberal view that we need to have
clearer property rights, and in particular private property and land title,
for the poor. Social greens call for a reordering of the global economy
toward a more local one. As stressed by The Ecologist, this involves
“pushing for an erosion of enclosers’ power, so that capital flows around
the world can be reduced, local control increased, consumption cut, and
markets limited.”63
Wealth and Overconsumption
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens see environmental problems associated with extremes of wealth and poverty as closely related to one
another. They argue that the globalization of the world economy is one
of the main drivers leading to ever more skewed income and consumption inequalities. They are critical of the market-liberal and institutionalist view that more globalization will raise all boats, because to them
the finiteness of resources dictates a zero-sum equation. Wolfgang Sachs,
a leading social green scholar and activist, puts it like this: “In a closed
space with finite resources the underconsumption of one party is the
necessary condition for the overconsumption of the other party. . . . The
rising tide, before lifting all the boats, is likely to burst through the
banks.”64
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens both argue that growing
consumption, itself tightly linked to economic growth, is devastating the
planet. The world has seen a fourfold increase in energy consumption
since 1950.65 Consumption doubled in real terms from 1973 to 1998
(global consumption expenditures were US$24 trillion in 1998).66
Manufactured products make up a growing proportion of this rising
consumption. Rich countries have much higher rates of per capita private
consumption (around US$16,000 in 1995) than developing countries do
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(only US$300 in much of the developing world). Africa’s consumption
has actually declined in the past 20 years, while it has risen just about
everywhere else. Industrialized countries, though only accounting for 15
percent of global population, are responsible for 76 percent of global
consumption expenditure.67 This disparity remains even though consumption is rising faster in developing countries than in industrialized
countries.
This skewed distribution of consumption also has unequal impacts on
the use of natural resources—both nonrenewable and renewable. The
United States alone, with only 5 percent of the world’s population, consumes 30 percent of the world’s resources.68 The rich primarily benefit
from this use of resources, yet the environmental costs are spread widely.
There are, for example, severe problems with oil drilling to sustain the
global industrial system. As reserves dwindle, the net is cast ever wider,
and more and more investment is making its way into the developing
world (see chapter 6 for further details). The global trade in timber and
minerals also primarily affects the developing world, while most of the
resources end up in industrialized countries.
One way of demonstrating this inequality in consumption and its
impact on resources and sinks is ecological-footprint analysis. William
Rees and Mathis Wackernagel developed this approach as an accounting
tool to measure the sustainability of average lifestyles. It translates human
consumption of food, housing, transportation, and consumer goods and
services into hectares of productive land. This allows for individuals and
states to compare their ecological footprint on the planet—a vivid way
for a person to imagine his or her ecological impact on the sustainability
of life on earth.69 Ecological footprints vary enormously by region. For
example, the ecological footprint of an average person in Africa is 1.36
(e.g., for Burundi it is 0.48; Ethiopia, 0.78; Mozambique, 0.47), while
the average ecological footprint of an American is 9.7, a Canadian
8.84, and an Australian 7.58.70 It would require four planet earths for
everyone in the world to reach present U.S. levels of consumption.71
The centrality of the concept of inequality to social green and bioenvironmentalist thought goes back to the environmental movement in the
late 1960s and early 1970s. As chapter 3 discussed, at Stockholm the
environmental movement and developing countries pushed the theme of
inequality. More recently, social greens in particular have pinpointed
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globalization as a key driver of inequality, which in turn exacerbates the
process of environmental degradation. The antiglobalization movement,
which includes many social green thinkers, has also taken up this line
of argumentation. This critique of globalization has been bolstered by
academic studies on the left that pinpoint globalization as a major
contributor to global economic inequality.72
Bioenvironmentalists tend to emphasize both overconsumption in the
rich world and population growth in the developing world, because both
contribute to growing global consumption.73 They are particularly
concerned with consumption rates per person, and on this front the
industrialized world tends to take the most criticism. According to
leading environmental analyst Norman Myers, “The main responsibility
for grand scale consumption lies with the rich; not only do they consume
a disproportionate quantity of resources, but they have more opportunity to modify their lifestyles than people struggling to raise themselves
out of poverty.”74
This line of analysis is inspired by the IPAT formula outlined by Paul
Ehrlich and John Holdren in the early 1970s. This formula, I = P ¥ A ¥
T, postulates that environmental impact is a product of population
multiplied by affluence (consumption per person) and technology (which
affects the amount of resources and wastes required to produce each unit
of consumption). Though the formula is simple, Ehrlich and Holdren felt
that it got to the root of the environmental problem, and showed how
inextricable each factor was from the others. While in the early 1970s
most bioenvironmentalists focused on population growth in the developing world as a core stress on the global ecosystem, today many worry
more that increasing global trade will harmonize consumption rates
upward, with developing countries eventually consuming at the rate of
the developed countries (all within the context of an increasing global
population).75
Most social greens sharply criticize the inclusion of population in the
discussion of consumption, in favor of an analysis more squarely focused
on the rich world’s consumption patterns.76 They stress the political use
of population in much of the mainstream analysis. As The Ecologist
notes:
The “population issue” is being used politically to control groups of people who
are considered a threat by those who have benefited from enclosure. Moreover,
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“population control” is being used to enclose women further: it takes away their
power to determine how many children they have and to choose a method of
regulating births which they control and which does not threaten their health.77

For them, then, it is dangerous to focus on the question of population,
particularly in the developing world, because it disempowers women,
who make up the majority of the world’s poor. Instead, they focus
squarely on the rich world’s consumption patterns, and also actively
defend the right of all women to have control over their own bodies.78
On the question of consumption, both social greens and bioenvironmentalists point to what they call the problem of “overconsumption.”
As the rich get richer and consume more, they inflict more damage on
the natural environment than is necessary. This is because much of their
consumption is based on wants and not needs. Luxury goods that are
far beyond what is necessary are seen to be proliferating. For many in
the rich industrialized world, shopping has become a pastime rather than
a necessity, creating or exacerbating a culture of consumption.79 The
growing presence of sports utility vehicles (SUVs) in urban centers in
North America over the past decade, just as incomes were rising, is a
case in point. Often equipped with four-wheel drive and truck engines
for traveling on rough terrain, they are not really necessary for city
driving conditions.
This overconsumption by the rich is exhausting energy supplies and
contributing to “overpollution” and “overgeneration of wastes.” This is
true of both corporate and individual consumption.80 People now buy
more things and throw more things away than in the past. This arises
partly because products like computers become obsolete in just a few
years, partly because engineers intentionally design some products to last
for a short time, and partly because an increasing number of people now
“enjoy” replacing their possessions (a trend reinforced by advertising).
Consumption in rich countries has continued to rise at an increasing
pace over the last 200 years. So far, contend many social greens and
bioenvironmentalists, these countries have managed to skirt the natural
limits of resources by acquiring resources from other parts of the world.81
In the past this was done mainly through colonialism and migration to
new lands. Today it is done through international trade, foreign direct
investment, and foreign aid. A country’s “ecological shadow” refers to
its aggregate environmental impact in other parts of the world to feed
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domestic consumption and avoid domestic environmental problems.82
Globalization is increasing the reach and size of ecological shadows,
shifting the environmental burden from consumption far beyond the
borders of rich countries, and allowing the rich to consume ever more
without suffering any of the consequences of hitting ecological limits.
The “bigness” of the global economy supports the lengthening of supply
and disposal chains for consumer products. This “distances” consumption from extraction and production83 and from its final resting place as
waste,84 making the environmental implications of consumption harder
for consumers to comprehend and act on. One example is computers.
The production and disposal of computers involve toxic metals and
plastics. The hazardous part of computer production commonly occurs
in developing countries. Developed countries also commonly export
computer waste to developing countries for recycling.85
Why does this trend occur? Social greens argue in particular that the
privileged position the rich countries hold in the current international
political economy has enabled them to continue their high per capita
consumption of natural resources by buying up the developing world’s
resources at cheap prices, which contributes to both poverty and environmental degradation. The ideology of growth and industrialization,
part and parcel of capitalism, is blamed for contributing to the dominance of the industrialized countries and transnational corporations in
an increasingly global economy in ways that weaken the power of the
poor countries to resist the environmental degradation inflicted on
them.86 This situation is seen as part of a longer historical trend. In the
past the rich countries extracted resources from colonies; today they do
so through the process of economic globalization. Both eras are similar;
involving uneven development and uneven distribution of environmental degradation, with the poor suffering the most.87
The wealthy, argue social greens and bioenvironmentalists, must
curtail consumption. There is no other reasonable and fair option.
Bioenvironmentalists stress the need to lower total global consumption.
This will require the rich countries to lower consumption, but equally
important for many bioenvironmentalists is the need for the poor countries to control population growth. In making this recommendation, they
are not that far from the suggestions of institutionalists who stress sustainable consumption and population management, discussed in the first
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part of this chapter, even though they arrived at this point along a different path. Social greens emphasize the need to reduce consumption
inequities—that is, lower consumption among the wealthy, so more are
getting what they need (sufficiency), rather than a few getting what they
want (gluttony). It is critical, too, that local communities incorporating
the views of women and indigenous peoples maintain control of local
resources and do not relinquish this control to transnational corporations. This will require not just more individual responsibility for environmental management, but also broader political and economic changes
to reward less consumptive, more local economies.88
Conclusion
This chapter demonstrates the complexity of the ecological debates over
the impacts of economic growth, poverty, and wealth. There is no doubt
a major fault line on the question of economic growth, with a coalition
of social greens and bioenvironmentalists on the critical side, and a
coalition of market liberals and institutionalists on the other. A deeper
look has revealed, however, that on other issues different coalitions have
emerged. On a few points there is even common ground among all of
the views.
On the main question of economic growth and whether it is positive
or negative for the environment, market liberals and institutionalists
both advocate a pro-growth strategy with the aim of reducing poverty
and raising revenues to pay for environmental improvements. Market
liberals stress that promotion of a free market is the best way to foster
growth, because price signals should encourage innovation and greater
efficiency in resource use. Alternatives to oil, for example, will develop
when prices dictate, a process already underway with alternatives like
solar and wind power. Market tools—such as ecotaxes, user fees, and
tradable resource rights—can help to address distortions and market failures. This does not mean that all environmental regulations are bad, just
that, whenever possible, market approaches tend to create a better
long-term environmental-management structure. Institutionalists are
much more cautious about leaving everything to the free market. They
want to see policies and structures that help economies tunnel through
the EKC—in other words, more active policies to better weather the
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inevitable pollution en route to the cleaner world of wealth and
prosperity. One such policy is rooted in the idea of sustainable
consumption.
A coalition of bioenvironmentalists and social greens on the other
hand argue that economic growth directly harms the environment. It is
not going to lift the poor out of poverty, but rather, given the current
structure of the global economy, will merely exacerbate inequalities.
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens call for a total rethink of consumption and growth and nature. They both agree that this requires that
the physical “throughput” in the economy does not outpace the supply
of renewable and nonrenewable natural resources. It is still possible to
provide for a “good life” for present and future generations. But doing
so will require slowing the physical aspects of “growth” based on
resource use to sustainable levels. This does not necessarily mean “zero
economic growth,” but it would mean a radical cutback. Social greens
take the point further by calling for a redistribution of global economic
resources and a refocus on local-community development instead of
emphasizing economic growth per se. For them, there are many ways to
work toward this broader concept of development, including local economic trading systems, reinstatement of common property regimes in the
developing world, and tight restrictions on transnational corporations
and trade.
On other issues, such as the relationship of population to poverty and
environmental degradation, we see a different convergence of arguments
among the worldviews. Bioenvironmentalists remain particularly concerned with population growth, viewing it as intricately tied to consumption and economic growth. Institutionalists share many of these
concerns, seeing population growth as tightly tied to the vicious cycle of
poverty and environmental degradation. Thus, both feel that policy
initiatives to promote sustainability should incorporate some sort of
population-control measures. On the other hand, social greens view the
inclusion of population in the discussion of consumption and growth as
dangerous, because often it becomes a political tool to control women
and the poor. For different reasons, market liberals also do not focus
much on the links between population growth and the environment. For
them, resource scarcity is not a pressing environmental issue. Therefore
neither is the number of humans.
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This examination of the debates over growth, poverty, and wealth
shows, too, a convergence of all views on some points. This includes
most prominently the idea of reducing environmentally harmful subsidies and the promotion of green taxes. While environmental economists
(many of whom adhere to market-liberal or institutionalist views) have
proposed many of these ideas, ecological economists (many of whom
adhere to bioenvironmentalist or social green views) embrace them, too.
The Green Party in many countries, for example, has called for a “tax
shift” toward environmentally sound taxes.89 The different groups we
have been surveying have arrived at this policy prescription using different assumptions and arguments. Social greens and bioenvironmentalists, for example, are skeptical of growth in general and see the tax shift
as a way to slow down especially ecologically destructive growth. Market
liberals see growth as environmentally positive, and efficient growth, fostered by a reduction in subsidies and green taxes, as even more positive.
Institutionalists see these tools as a way for institutions such as the state
to enhance their capacity to promote environmentally sound growth.
This chapter has shown, then, that when it comes to these particular
debates each worldview has its own unique take and the coalitions are
not the same on all issues. The next chapter on trade further demonstrates the value of comparing the particular arguments and assumptions
of each worldview.

5
Global Trade and the Environment

Is global trade saving the planet? Or destroying it? There are cogent arguments for both positions.1 Market liberals see a free flow of goods around
the world as a positive environmental force. From this perspective, global
trade has many benefits. Free trade, through the logic of comparative
advantage, creates global wealth and prosperity. It is efficient, avoiding
waste and duplication. It also provides less industrialized regions of the
world with advanced technologies and goods in exchange for relatively
simple products (like minerals or timber). Global trade allows a country
with a comparative ecological and labor advantage in, say, forest management, to develop a viable economy around timber exports. The
ensuing societal wealth then enables citizens to purchase imports (like
cars and computers), many of which would be well beyond the capacity
of the country to manufacture (or, at best, terribly inefficient to do so).
There is, moreover, little choice for poorer countries in an era of globalization, because restricting trade only leads to hardship and greater
inequalities. Instead, states, indeed the entire global community, need
to liberalize trade as much as possible. Free-trade institutions like the
World Trade Organization (WTO) and regional trade agreements like
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) are therefore
critical to the health of the planet, because these are helping to remove
the inefficiencies and market distortions that lie behind many
environmental problems.
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens challenge the logic and evidence behind these market-liberal arguments. Bioenvironmentalists see
global trade (along with free-trade agreements) as a root cause of the
global environmental crisis. The apparent wealth that seems to arise from
free international trade in fact arises from the shortsighted exploitation
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of nature. Free trade externalizes environmental and social costs—that
is, the prices of traded goods do not reflect their full environmental and
social value (e.g., the price of a hardwood board does not reflect the
value of a tree as a home for birds or a sink for carbon). Often, the price
of products ignores, too, the environmental cost of the production
process—for example, water and air pollution from a factory. In addition, global trade distances the point of manufacturing from the point
of consumption, which leaves consumers less able or willing to accept
the environmental consequences of their personal consumption habits.
Like bioenvironmentalists, social greens also see trade as a root cause
of global environmental problems. They agree with the points raised
by bioenvironmentalists, but also stress the ways that trade exploits
peoples and locales in unfair and unequal ways, resulting in uneven distribution of environmental and social problems. In particular, social
greens argue that the global trading system contributes to the exploitation of developing countries (with respect to both workers and local
environments).
Institutionalists take somewhat of a middle ground between these two
broad positions on trade. On the one hand, they agree with the broad
market-liberal view that trade can enhance prosperity, generate efficiencies, and result in higher overall capacity to manage environmental
affairs. Yet institutionalists add that it is critical to manage trade judiciously. They argue that there are some cases—for example, trade in
endangered species, hazardous wastes, and dangerous chemicals—where
governments can and should control trade in order to protect the environment. For institutionalists, then, free-trade agreements need environmental clauses, and in some cases global environmental regimes need to
override trade agreements. The key for institutionalists is for states to
coordinate and cooperate on these issues. Following a brief overview of
some basic data on globalization and trade, this chapter examines these
three schools of thought on trade and the environment. To explore these
arguments further in the context of real-world trade issues, the chapter
then considers specific trade agreements, including the World Trade
Organization as a global example, as well as several regional trade
agreements.
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Globalization and Trade
The process of economic globalization over the last 50 years, as we
explained in chapter 2, has contributed to a sharp rise in the value and
volume of global exports of goods and services (see figures 5.1 and 5.2).
World trade as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) has also
steadily grown from 25 percent in 1960 to 58 percent in 2001 (see figure
5.3). This high proportion of global GDP that is accounted for by trade
indicates the growing importance of trade in the world economy. Indeed,
from 1950 to 2001 global exports of goods rose twenty-fold.2 The value
of world merchandise exports was over US$6 trillion in 2002, dwarfing
the value in 1948 (US$58 billion).3 Much of this trade is between developed states, which accounted for three-quarters of world merchandise
trade in 1996.4
While trade has grown remarkably on a global scale, there are still
wide differences between and within regions (see figure 5.4). Western
Europe (41 percent), Asia (23 percent), and North America (20 percent)
together account for 84 percent of global trade in merchandise.5 Latin
America accounts for just 6 percent of global merchandise trade, Central
and Eastern Europe and CIS states together just 5 percent, the Middle
East just 3 percent, and Africa a mere 2 percent. There are equally wide
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World exports of goods and services. Data source: World Bank World Development Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data.
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World trade (percent of GDP). Data source: World Bank World Development
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differences over the value of trade for national economies within regions.
In Africa, for instance, Rwanda’s trade in goods and services accounts
for 6 percent of its GDP, whereas in Equatorial Guinea trade accounts
for 97 percent of GDP.6 As the example of Equatorial Guinea shows,
although Africa’s proportion of total global trade is small, some
economies rely heavily on trade and are thus quite vulnerable to market
fluctuations.
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Figure 5.4
Percentage of global trade, by region (imports plus exports). Data source: World
Trade Organization Trade Statistics: www.wto.org/english/res-e/statis-e/statise.htm. WTO, 2003.

Trade’s Impact on the Environment: Three Schools of Thought
Trade Is Ultimately Good for the Environment
Most mainstream economists assume that in the long run the globalization of trade will enhance, rather than hinder, global environmental management. A few, like Columbia University professor Jagdish Bhagwati,
have actively challenged the environmental critics of global trade.7 These
supporters, at a general level, accept the neoliberal economic assumption
that trade promotes economic growth, and that economic growth in turn
is crucial for preserving and managing the natural environment (for
details, see chapter 4). The promotion of trade for market liberals is
closely tied to this growth argument. But there are also more specific
arguments as to why trade and environmental goals are mutually supportive. Trade, according to market liberals, enhances efficiency and
diffuses cleaner technologies and standards. Each of these, in turn, promotes better environmental conditions. The efficiency from trade is based
on the economic theory of comparative advantage (see box 5.1). This
theory states that global welfare will rise (because of efficiency gains) if
countries specialize in the products that they are relatively better at producing compared to other products, and then engage in trade with one
another.
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Box 5.1
Absolute and comparative advantage
The neoclassical economic assumption of the logical benefits of trade is
grounded in two theories of advantage: absolute and comparative.
Absolute advantage suggests that if country A is able to produce a good
(e.g., wheat) more cheaply than country B can produce it (perhaps for ecological, labor, technological, or societal reasons), and if country B is able
to produce a different good (e.g., cloth) at a lower cost than country A
can produce it, it is in the financial and material interests of both countries to specialize in the good they have the absolute advantage in producing and then trade these goods with each other.1 In this case, then, both
countries will have more of both goods (wheat and cloth) if they specialize their production in the product they have the absolute advantage in
and engage in trade.
The theory of comparative advantage, first formalized in numerical
terms by David Ricardo in 1817,2 is consistent with absolute advantage,
but applies another layer of logic that expands the instances when trade
is beneficial. Imagine that country A has no absolute production advantage over country B in any product. Country B then produces both cloth
and wheat more cheaply than country A can produce those goods. Under
the theory of absolute advantage it does not seem logical for the countries
to trade. Yet, as Ricardo shows, by thinking in terms of comparative
advantage, trade is still logical, and indeed enhances the welfare of both
countries. Ricardo (and many others since) demonstrated that if countries
specialize in the goods that they themselves are comparatively best at producing (i.e., the products that they are relatively more efficient at producing compared to other goods), there will still be gains from trade.
To continue our example, if country A specializes in the good that it is
relatively more efficient at producing (e.g., it is relatively better at producing wheat than it is at producing cloth), and then country A trades
with country B for the product that country A is relatively less efficient at
producing (in this case cloth), total productive output will still rise. This
holds even though country B is absolutely more efficient than country A
at making both cloth and wheat. This specialization and trade will create
efficiencies, which in turn will increase the output of both products. And
the competition among traders with similar or identical comparative
advantages may foster further innovation and efficiencies.
1. Adam Smith (1776) outlines some of the most influential logic of trade.
2. Ricardo 1817. John Stuart Mill’s 1848 work Principles of Political
Economy ensured that comparative advantage would become central to
the field of international political economy.
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Though the theory of comparative advantage was not originally tied
to global environmental management, today market liberals regularly
note the environmental benefits of the efficiency gains from specialization. More efficient production optimizes the use of resources in the
production process, meaning the world gets more goods using fewer
resources.8 More efficiency means more production per unit of inputs,
which in theory should improve economic growth and raise per capita
incomes. Higher incomes, market liberals argue, lead citizens to demand
a cleaner environment (see chapter 4). More resources mean that
more can be spent to preserve the environment as well as to enforce
environmental regulations. Market liberals do not deny that rising production may initially harm the environment. The specialization needed
to pursue comparative advantage may in fact result in some countries
specializing in dirty industries. And if production rises faster than efficiency gains, pollution may also rise,9 although often the increase in societal demand for a cleaner environment from higher incomes counteracts
this. The key issue for market liberals is how the money is spent. As the
WTO notes in a report on the linkages between trade and the environment, “The income gain associated with trade could in principle pay for
the necessary abatement costs and still leave an economic surplus.”10
More global trade, contend market liberals, generates other efficiencies
beneficial to the environment as well. Trade policies that distort markets
(such as tariffs, quotas, and export subsidies) can create situations where
natural resources do not reflect real scarcity, which in turn drives overuse
and overconsumption. Trade liberalization aims to remove these distortions and is thus needed to correct the underpricing of resources.
Liberalization also diffuses more environmentally friendly production
processes, because firms that produce goods behind trade barriers that
protect them from competition have less incentive to adopt cleaner
technologies.11 The World Bank sums up this position well: “Liberalized
trade fosters greater efficiency and higher productivity and may actually
reduce pollution by encouraging the growth of less-polluting industries
and the adoption and diffusion of cleaner technologies.”12
Market liberals argue further that countries with more liberal trade
policies are more likely to adopt higher environmental standards so as
to better compete in markets with higher standards. The U.S. General
Accounting Office found, for example, that U.S. standards for pesticide
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regulations are often taken into account by countries seeking to export
agricultural products to the United States.13 Another example is Mexico
since NAFTA was signed. Evidence shows that environmental regulations
in Mexico are now more stringent.14
For these reasons market liberals see the use of trade tools—such as
sanctions (restrictions on trade to pursue other objectives)—to advance
environmental goals as counterproductive. The fear is that such tactics
could encourage countries to erect trade barriers under the guise of environmental protection. Bhagwati gives the example of the Ontario–United
States “beer war” over a 10-cent-a-can tax on beer, which Ontario
claimed was intended to discourage littering. The United States argued
that the tax was discriminatory, because it was not levied on juice and
soup cans and was borne disproportionately by the United States, since
U.S. exporters supplied most of the canned beer for Ontario. The result
was not a better environment in Ontario, but straightforward trade protection for Canadian producers of bottled beer.15
Partly to avoid discriminatory protectionism, market liberals are skeptical of the use of a precautionary principle that would enable countries
to restrict trade in the absence of full scientific information on the
grounds that an activity may harm the environment. Market liberals, for
example, oppose the European Union’s 1998–2004 moratorium on the
import of genetically modified organisms (GMOs), seeing the use of the
precautionary principle in this case as little more than governments protecting domestic markets. Interfering with trade, for market liberals, is
rarely, if ever, the best tool to address environmental problems. “Trade
sanctions are at best crude weapons,” trade specialists Michael
Weinstein and Steve Charnovitz argue, “and environmentalists should
reconsider their enthusiasm for them.”16 For market liberals what is
needed is sound environmental policy that zeros in on the source of the
problem: indirect approaches through trade are inevitably inefficient and
can even worsen environmental problems. Government bans on raw-log
exports (to force exporters to process logs at home), for example, have
made forest management worse in many countries. In Indonesia such a
ban in the 1980s and 1990s allowed firms to export huge quantities of
sawnwood and plywood, which wasteful and inefficient domestic firms
processed with little regard for sustainable management.17
Certain market liberals go so far as to say that some countries have a
higher capacity to absorb pollution than others, and that this is part of
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their natural comparative advantage.18 The WTO notes that the existence
of differing ecological conditions means that different national standards
are bound to develop. It further notes that “even if ecological conditions
were identical, international variations in standards may be desirable in
order to reflect differences in income and ability to pay for environmental
quality.”19 For market liberals, the use of trade sanctions to force a single,
harmonized set of global environmental regulations would therefore
destroy some of the natural advantages in some of the world’s poorest
regions. This would lower global welfare and ultimately hurt the natural
environment.
In short, market liberals do not see free trade as a source of environmental problems. Instead, they argue that free trade brings efficiencies
and growth. It reduces wasteful use of resources. It provides firms and
governments with the funds to adopt or require environmental technologies. And it raises environmental standards in developing countries.
Governments must address environmental problems with proper policies
and incentives, and restricting trade does not create these policies and
incentives. Critics of market liberalism, as we will see in the next section,
have challenged all of these arguments, in many cases reaching the opposite conclusions.
Trade Is Bad for the Environment
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens are both skeptical of global free
trade. In a nutshell, they associate many environmental problems with
global free trade: the large scale and rate of economic growth under a
free-trade regime; the unequal and unfair effects of the export-import
synergies between the rich industrialized and poor developing countries;
the hidden environmental and social costs of free trade; and the
“dumbing down” of environmental standards.
Like market liberals, many bioenvironmentalists and social greens see
global free trade as a potential catalyst for further global economic
growth. But for bioenvironmentalists and social greens, the world, as we
saw in chapters 2 through 4, cannot sustain such growth. A global-freetrade regime may well make production more “efficient,” but such rapid
and ever-upward growth will inevitably outstrip any gains in efficiency,
so that the net impact on the natural environment is negative. This is
referred to as the scale effect, where efficiency gains themselves can result
in the use of even more resources. This can occur because more efficient
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production can lower consumer prices, which in turn can raise demand.
The consumer in such cases may become thoughtless and wasteful (in
effect thinking of the product as having little real value). The classic
example is paper—supplies are plentiful and cheap. How many of us
print stacks of papers we never read? How many of us would do that if
each sheet of paper was worth a bottle of wine? Demand for a product
may also simply outpace any potential efficiency gains. Cars, for
example, are far more fuel efficient now than they were three decades
ago, yet there are so many now that the total amount of resource use is
much higher. The expansive nature of international trade is so closely
tied to the growth of consumption that the ecological impact of the sheer
increase in volumes far exceeds any potential efficiency gains that derive
from more trade.20
Social greens in particular add that global “free” trade does not benefit
all trading partners equally. The original theories of the benefits of trade
under conditions of absolute and comparative advantage assume that
goods, but not capital or labor, are mobile. This may have made sense
when the theories were first postulated several hundred years ago. But
this premise, social greens argue, is no longer valid. Capital is highly
mobile in today’s world, which fundamentally alters the relationship
between trade and welfare, as well as trade and the environment.21 Today,
specialization for trade concentrates pollution in production zones—
and usually it is developing countries that absorb most of the environmental costs of free trade by producing the most polluting items, while
rich countries enjoy the benefits of those products. Moreover, global trade
merely delays the inevitable limits to growth by distributing environmental costs worldwide, allowing some countries to consume far beyond
the carrying capacity of their natural environment, at the same time
using up the carrying capacity of other countries. “Free trade,” ecological economist Herman Daly argues, “allows the ecological burden to be
spread more evenly across the globe, thereby buying time before facing
up to limits, but at the cost of eventually having to face the problem
simultaneously and globally rather than sequentially and nationally.”22
Production for export in the developing world tends to rely heavily
either on the unsustainable use of local natural resources or on dirty and
unsafe factories (relying on cheap labor). Plantations of coffee, groundnut, and palm oil (for cooking oils and margarine) in Latin America,
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Africa, and the Asia-Pacific region show the environmental harm of
export-oriented crops.23 Forestry, fishing, and mining in these regions
highlight the ecological damage of large-scale natural resource extraction for export.24 Across the developing world, textile and electronics factories pollute the environment with mass production of cheap goods for
consumers in wealthy countries.25 Trade, in other words, allows countries to import or export carrying capacity, so the rich may live beyond
their carrying capacity, while the poor live well under it. Some, as the
previous chapter mentions, refer to this as part of a country’s ecological
shadow;26 others call this “distancing.”27 Such trade in effect casts ecological harm from consumers onto countries that are net exporters
of natural resources or pollution-intensive goods (or both). When the
shadow cast is long and the distance is great (either in geographic or
mental terms), there is little ecological feedback to the consuming
countries.
There are other innate drawbacks of too much trade. The prices of
goods and services in a free-trade regime often do not reflect the true
environmental and social costs of production. This problem generally
begins with the extraction of natural resources. The market value of an
old-growth tree, for example, primarily reflects the cost of access to the
forests (perhaps a tax or flat fee), along with the cost of harvesting and
transportation to the mill. The tree (now a log) is sold to a mill for a
“profit” when the buyer’s price is higher than the total monetary costs
for the logger. Yet little, if any, effort is made by governments to assign
a monetary value to the hundreds of years it took for the tree to grow.
Or to the aesthetic or ecological value of the tree in a forest. Or to the
global environmental value of the tree as a store and absorber of carbon
dioxide. Instead, the tree is worth what the government of the day sees
as its financial value to the people of the nation-state. In many cases it
is worth almost nothing. In fact, getting it out of the forest and into “production” for the international market creates jobs as well as income and
spurs economic growth, and most governments merely assign a token fee
for access. The stumpage value—or the total state fees for a tree in the
forest—has been, for example, typically less than 1 percent of the consumer price in the Asia-Pacific region.28 Accounting for the “true value”
of timber would create a very different trading structure, one in which
few, if any, old-growth trees would ever enter into world trade.29
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The externalization of the environmental costs of traded goods does
not end here, but continues throughout the production process (from
extraction to the exporter to the importer to the factory floor to the retail
outlet). The price a consumer pays, for example, generally does not
include the full costs of transportation. This occurs partly because
governments tend to subsidize energy inputs (in a bid to spur growth
and industrialization), and partly because energy sources themselves (like
oil and coal) generally do not reflect the full environmental costs (e.g.,
the climatic effects of the release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere).30 The underpricing of the transportation of goods over long distances—via ships, trucks, or airplanes—encourages more trade, and the
end result is more fuel use, greenhouse gas emissions, and smog.31 Moreover, even if properly priced, the transportation effects of trade will cause
significant environmental disruptions.32
Critics further argue that trade puts downward pressure on environmental standards. This occurs because countries, in a bid to reduce costs
to become more competitive in international markets, sometimes lower
or at least fail to strengthen environmental regulations as well as enforcement.33 Some refer to this as the “race to the bottom.”34 Others point
out that many countries appear “stuck at the bottom.”35 Critics argue
that weak regulations and enforcement in order to gain a competitive
edge simply encourages firms to externalize environmental costs. Many
critics further argue that the global environmental standards that trade
agreements rely on may be less strict than the domestic standards of
the original signatories, thus pushing down environmental regulations in
advanced economies. For example, Codex Alimentarius—a UN commission that sets global food-safety standards for trade—adopted standards for pesticides in the 1990s that were 42 percent lower than the
standards of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration. The Codex standards allowed farmers
to spray fifty times more DDT on peaches and bananas than the U.S.
standards allowed.36
Social greens in particular argue further that most global trade agreements, even ones with environmental clauses, prioritize economic concerns over ecological ones, partly because corporate interests—
sometimes through firms and sometimes though states agencies—wield so
much power over the agendas and negotiations.37 A study by the activist
group Public Citizen, for example, found that trade advisory panels in
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the United States in the early 1990s were dominated by industry players,
many of which had either been fined for environmental infractions or had
lobbied to defeat environmental laws within the United States.38
In view of the numerous problems associated with trade, many social
greens and bioenvironmentalists argue that it is perfectly legitimate—
indeed, it is often necessary—for states and global institutions to restrict
trade to achieve environmental goals. Trade sanctions (or the threat
of sanctions), for instance, can be an effective (and nonviolent) way to
punish states that duck global environmental standards to “free ride” on
the global benefits of higher environmental standards in other countries.
These thinkers stress that the only way to achieve a sustainable economy
is to limit international free trade and its associated growth.39
Moreover, both bioenvironmentalists and social greens support the use
of the precautionary principle in trade agreements to prevent future environmental harm.40 Waiting for full scientific consensus before taking
action, they argue, will often, if not always, mean the action is too late
to prevent serious (and perhaps irreparable) ecological damage. DDT is
a good example. In 1948, Paul Müller of Switzerland was awarded the
Nobel Prize in medicine and physiology for his 1939 discovery that DDT
was a potent insecticide. Since then it has saved millions of lives, killing
mosquitoes that spread malaria and lice that transfer typhus. Yet DDT,
scientists learned in the decades after Müller’s Nobel Prize, slowly builds
up in the fatty tissues of animals (partly because it is chemically stable
and is soluble in fat). It is also relatively toxic for fish. The dangerous
ecological and health side effects led the United States to ban DDT in
1972. Today, over thirty countries ban or greatly restrict the use of this
substance. Other countries, however, still use it as an insecticide for agriculture and disease management, and the international community is just
beginning to develop global mechanisms to control the production and
trade of DDT with the signing of the 2001 Stockholm Convention on
Persistent Organic Pollutants (in force as of 2004; see chapter 3).
The Stockholm Convention does not ban DDT. Under the rules Parties
can notify the Secretariat and then use DDT for disease control until
other cost-effective and environmentally friendly chemicals can replace
it. DDT, we now know with scientific certainty, damages the liver as well
as the nervous and reproductive systems; it is also a probable cause of
cancer. Yet long delays and political compromises, and the lack of funds
for research on alternative means of disease control, have meant that
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DDT still enters the atmosphere, and will continue to contaminate
water systems and food chains for years to come. As a result, infants
throughout the world will continue to consume DDT through breast
milk. And children and adults throughout the world will continue to
consume DDT through local fish and shellfish as well as food imports
from countries contaminated with (or still using) DDT.41
Managed Trade Can Be Good for the Environment
Arguments over whether trade is good or bad for the environment dominated the initial debate over trade and the environment throughout most
of the early 1990s. A compromise position, along the lines of institutionalist thought, garnered increasing support after the Rio Earth
Summit in 1992. The Summit went to great pains to emphasize that free
trade and environmental protection were not in conflict. Principle 12 of
the Rio Declaration, for example, says that “states should cooperate to
promote a supportive and open international economic system” and that
“trade policy measures for environmental purposes should not constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or disguised
restriction on international trade.” Further, Agenda 21 states that “the
international economy should provide a supportive international climate
for achieving environment and development goals by . . . promoting sustainable development through trade liberalization.”42
Advocates of “managed trade” accept the broad claims of market liberals with respect to the environment.43 But they qualify those claims.
They argue that international trade need not be any more harmful to the
environment than regional or local trade. Each kind of trade involves a
mixture of benefits and problems. States are no doubt tempted to weaken
environmental standards in order to gain a competitive advantage in
trade, yet global agreements can largely resolve this drawback of free
trade.44 Global cooperation, in other words, is an effective mediating
force that can produce positive outcomes for both trade and the environment.45 Such cooperation is in fact essential because efficient trade
requires healthy environments, while healthy environments (at least in
an era of globalization) will degrade and collapse without trade (a glance
at the environment of North Korea confirms this).
Sometimes, institutionalists argue, global agreements warrant trade
measures, on occasion even trade sanctions. Obvious cases include the
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need to control the global trade in hazardous wastes and dangerous
chemicals (such as persistent organic pollutants, ozone-depleting
substances, and banned chemical pesticides). Yet the global community
should only rely on such measures in clear instances of environmental
harm resulting from trade. At the same time, institutionalists argue
that it is important to liberalize trade to improve global environmental
management. The elimination of subsidies on pesticides and fuels is an
example of how liberalization of trade can help promote cleaner
environments.46
Furthermore, global cooperation can create green markets—that is,
markets where the prices throughout a trade chain better reflect the full
environmental and social costs. This can lower consumption and increase
the amount of funds available for sustainable management. Global
ecolabels for products from “sustainable sources” or with “sustainable
production processes,” for example, can encourage consumers (as well
as perhaps wholesalers and retailers) to voluntarily pay more for a
product that does less damage to the global environment. The market
growth of timber certified as sustainable and coffee labeled as organic
or fair trade suggest the potential here for win-win trading arrangements.
The nonprofit Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), founded in 1993 to
promote better forest management, is an example of an organization
designed to construct a green market. Its members include environmental NGOs, forest industries, indigenous and community groups, and
timber-certification bodies. The FSC accredits and monitors national certifying agencies. Its logo on a wood product is meant to signal to the
consumer that “the product comes from a well-managed forest.”47
Institutionalists who back managed trade also tend to advocate a
limited use of the precautionary principle. While they do see the potential for those states wishing to protect domestic industries to abuse this
principle, they also believe there are some instances where precaution is
warranted.48 They also support the “polluter-pays principle” (PPP). This
principle states that the polluter should bear the full cost of pollution
prevention and control, “without public subsidy, as means of encouraging the internalisation in the price of goods of the full costs of pollution
abatement.”49 Often, government taxation schemes as well as subsidies
to promote domestic industry relieve consumers of the burden of
paying for the costs of cleanup, or for the long-term harm to the global
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atmosphere by production at, say, a smokestack factory. In such cases,
governments may need to consider restrictions (such as tariffs or even
bans) on the import of polluting goods, or on goods produced
with considerable environmental harm.50 Firms and governments could
then take the profits from such tariffs and cost internalization and
invest them in sustainable production methods—or perhaps, more radically, use these funds to compensate countries for past environmental
degradation.51
Proponents of managed trade see the greening of international trade
agreements as one of the most constructive and practical ways to move
toward both a richer and a cleaner world. And they argue that such
agreements should coordinate with international environmental agreements in ways that produce win-win situations.
Greening of International Trade Agreements?
Theoretical differences over the environmental merits and demerits of
trade continue to influence international debates and negotiations. At the
same time, however, much of this debate now takes place in the context
of real-world trading arrangements, many of which now explicitly
address environmental management. This section explores these debates
through a detailed case study of the WTO as well as discussion of several
regional trade agreements, including NAFTA, the European Union (EU),
and the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC).
The WTO: Principles of Trade
The World Trade Organization, founded in 1995, evolved out of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The GATT was established in 1947 as a global trade agreement that aimed to achieve freer
trade. It was founded on the neoclassical economic assumption that free
trade will improve global welfare, following on the ideas of David
Ricardo (see box 5.1). The principles of the GATT are still in force today
under the rubric of the WTO. One of the key principles is the mostfavored-nation (MFN) principle, which requires each GATT signatory to
accord to all other GATT signatories the same trading conditions as it
accords to its “most favored nation.” Signatories must also provide socalled national treatment to other GATT signatories. This requires them
to treat “like products” the same regardless of the country of origin or
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the process of production. The GATT also calls for a general reduction
in the level of tariffs and an elimination of quantitative restrictions on
trade. The GATT secretariat was an interim body to oversee the trade
agreement.
The GATT was periodically renegotiated through eight trade
“rounds.” The 1986 Uruguay Round, completed in late 1994, created
the WTO as a permanent body to oversee global trade rules. The WTO
adopted the rules negotiated under the GATT (which deals with trade in
goods), as well as a number of other agreements, including the Trade
Related Intellectual Property Rights Agreement (TRIPS Agreement), the
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS Agreement), the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Agreement), the Agreement
on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Agreement), and the Agreement on Agriculture (AoA), which were all negotiated as part of the Uruguay Round. The WTO also created a Dispute
Settlement Body and adopted a dispute-resolution process that is compulsory and binding, properties that the GATT dispute-resolution
process lacked.52 A permanent Appellate Body to hear appeals to WTO
dispute-panel decisions was also created. Countries found in violation of
the WTO rules do not have to remove the offensive trade restriction if
they are willing to compensate complainants by allowing them to apply
retaliatory trade sanctions.
Following the failed attempt to launch a new round of trade negotiations under the WTO in Seattle in late 1999 (see chapter 3), a new round
was finally launched in 2001 in Doha, Qatar (referred to as the Doha
Round).53 Talks are ongoing, though negotiations at the WTO ministerial meeting held at Cancún, Mexico, in September 2003 collapsed due
to disagreements between industrial and developing countries over a
number of issues, including most prominently revisions to the Agreement
on Agriculture. Today 146 countries are members of the WTO, and
GATT/WTO trade rules now cover over 90 percent of world trade.54
WTO members pledge to obey the provisions of the WTO agreements.
If one country believes another country has violated these provisions
(resulting in a negative impact on the first country), it turns to the dispute
panel for a ruling.
The GATT was created well before major concerns arose over the state
of the global environment. It therefore contains few direct references to
the environment. The preamble to the WTO does mention the need to
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pursue sustainable development, making it somewhat more progressive
than the original GATT agreement. But the GATT is still the main trade
agreement for goods under the WTO. The main article in the GATT that
appears to potentially accommodate environmental concerns is Article
XX (see box 5.2). This article sets out cases eligible for exceptions to the
GATT rules. It is not terribly clear, however, on whether exceptions are
allowed for environmental reasons.
Article XX allows exceptions to the GATT rules to protect human,
animal, or plant life or health, or to ensure conservation of natural
resources. Yet even these exceptions are qualified. If a country uses trade
restrictions to protect the health of humans, animals, or plants under
XX(b), such measures must be considered necessary. That is, if other
measures that do not restrict trade are available, then trade restrictions
are not seen as necessary. If a country restricts trade to conserve
exhaustible natural resources under XX(g), such measures must relate
strictly to natural resource depletion, and domestic restrictions must also
be instituted at the same time. That is, if a country restricts trade, it must
simultaneously impose domestic restrictions.55 Moreover, any trade
measures under this article cannot be arbitrary or unjustifiable, as stated
in the introductory paragraph (referred to as the chapeau).
More broadly, Article XX does not cover global environmental concerns very well. Many environmental problems do not fit into its narrow
terms, such as global warming or dumping at sea, and thus do not qualify
for exceptions to GATT rules. Measures seeking to protect natural
Box 5.2
GATT article XX (general exceptions clause of the GATT)
Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner
which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised
restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption of enforcement by any contracting part of
measures: . . .
b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health; . . .
g) relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such
measures are made effective in conjunction with restrictions on
domestic production or consumption.
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resources outside of the restricting country’s border also are not
allowed—that is, the trade measures cannot be extrajurisdictional or unilateral, and can only apply to natural resource depletion or animal, plant,
or human health in the country imposing the measure. That said, more
recent dispute-panel decisions have broadened the scope of WTO exceptions somewhat (as discussed later).
Furthermore, the national-treatment rules of the WTO stipulate that
countries cannot restrict trade based on the country of origin or on how
goods are produced. This in effect means that countries cannot discriminate against products based on production and processing methods
(PPMs) if the products are otherwise identical. Article XX only reinforces
this. Countries can only restrict trade based on what is produced—that
is, on the material composition of the products. This occurs because
WTO trade rules call for no discrimination between “like products,”
where like products are those that are similar in their physical qualities,
regardless of whether the method of production was clean or dirty. But
these rules do allow countries to impose restrictions because of physical
characteristics of products, such as the chemical content, product emissions levels, and the like.56
Article XX and Environment Disputes at the GATT/WTO
Given the potential ambiguity of GATT/WTO rules for environmental
protection, and given the stringent conditions that must be met, it is not
surprising that to date, there have been a number of environment-related
trade disputes at the GATT/WTO (see table 5.1). Some countries have
cited Article XX as a rationale to justify trade restrictions for environmental reasons, but these have nearly all been ruled as GATT-illegal. The
Tuna-Dolphin cases of 1991 and 1994 are two of the best known of the
trade-environment disputes at the GATT/WTO. In the 1991 dispute,
Mexico complained that the U.S. Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA) called for an embargo against imported tuna from countries
that could not prove that their fishing methods did not harm dolphins.
The GATT panel decided against the United States, and in favor of
Mexico. The United States tried to justify its action based on GATT
Article XX(b), by arguing that its actions were “necessary” to protect
human or animal life; it also relied on Article XX(g), by claiming that it
undertook the measures to conserve natural resources. Specifically, the
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European
Union and
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Sept. 3, 1991
(report date)

June 16, 1994
(report date)
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Table 5.1
Key GATT/WTO environmental dispute-resolution panels

U.S. extended
embargo (above) to
“intermediary”
countries handling
the tuna en route to
the U.S.

U.S. placed embargo
on imports of tuna
that did not meet
dolphin-protection
standards set out in
U.S. law. U.S. also
required tuna
products to be
labeled “dolphinsafe.”

Issue

1994 panel report upheld
some findings of the first
“tuna” panel and modified
others. U.S. claimed
insufficient time to complete
its studies; therefore no
consensus to adopt the report,
a requirement under the old
GATT system.

GATT panel ruled against U.S.
embargo. Labeling was
permitted if targeting domestic
and foreign producers. Report
circulated but not adopted.
Mexico and the U.S. held
bilateral consultations aimed
at agreement outside GATT.
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Venezuela

U.S.

India,
Malaysia,
Pakistan,
Philippines,
and Thailand

Jan. 23, 1995

Jan. 31, 1996

Oct. 14, 1996

U.S.

European
Union

U.S.

Goods: general
exceptions of
GATT Article
XX

Agreement on the
Application of
Sanitary and
Phytosanitary
Measures (SPS
Agreement)

Goods: general
exceptions of
GATT Article
XX

U.S. ban on shrimp
caught in nets
without
“turtle-excluding
devices” (applies
equally to domestic
and foreign
producers).

EU ban on
hormone-treated
beef (applies equally
to European farmers
and foreign
producers).

1990 amendment to
the U.S. Clean Air
Act applied stricter
rules on the
chemical
characteristics of
imported gasoline
than it did for
domestically refined
gasoline.

WTO panel found U.S.
regulations in violation of
trade rules. An appeals panel
upheld the decision, but on
narrower grounds that the
U.S. regulations had been
applied in a discriminatory
fashion.

A WTO panel ruled against
the EU ban.

WTO panel and Appellate
Body decided that U.S. rules
were “discriminatory.”
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Canada

U.S., Canada,
and Argentina

Date filed

June 3, 1998

May 20, 2003

European
Union

France

Government
being
challenged

Agreement on the
Application of
Sanitary and
Phytosanitary
Measures (SPS)
Agreement

Agreement on
Technical Barriers
to Trade (TBT
Agreement)

Relevant
provision

EU moratorium on
approval of
genetically modified
foods and seeds.

French embargo on
imports of asbestos
and asbestoscontaining
products.

Issue

Source: WTO website: www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/envir_e/edis00_e.htm.

Government(s)
requesting
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Table 5.1
(continued)

Pending.

Panel and Appellate Body
rejected Canada’s challenge
(WTO agreements support
members’ ability to protect
human health and safety at
the level of protection they
deem appropriate).
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United States argued that the regulation of non-product-related PPMs—
in this case tuna fishing that was harmful to dolphins—outside of its own
territory was necessary to protect dolphins. The GATT panel did not
fully accept this argument, and ruled that Article XX was not applicable in this case. The U.S. actions were seen as unilateral and extrajurisdictional (i.e., application of national laws outside the United States)
such that they discriminated against “like products,” thus violating the
national-treatment clause of GATT.57 Moreover, the panel pointed out
that the United States could have pursued less trade-restrictive, multilateral efforts to reduce dolphin kill. It did say dolphin-safe labels were
allowed, however.58
Various interpretations of the ruling have been put forward. Some have
argued that the way the MMPA operated was flawed and thus went
against GATT rules. In particular, it determined permissible dolphin
kill based on what U.S. fishermen had achieved that same season, something Mexican fishermen could not know in advance. Yet many were
critical of the GATT ruling against “extraterritoriality,” which was
viewed as artificial and inappropriate to contemporary cross-border environmental problems.59 In the second Tuna-Dolphin dispute of 1994 the
European Union challenged the secondary embargo imposed by the
United States on tuna from third-party sellers that did not meet U.S.
regulations. The GATT dispute panel again ruled against the United
States, claiming that the application of the MMPA in this case was unilateral and arbitrary, and thus did not qualify for an exemption under
Article XX.
The WTO has ruled on other environment-related disputes as well. In
1996 Brazil and Venezuela complained to the WTO that U.S. laws on
gasoline cleanliness discriminated against gasoline imports from these
countries. In this case, a 1990 amendment to the U.S. Clean Air Act
required refiners to clean up fuel relative to 1990 baseline standards,
starting in 1995. The law stipulated that domestic refineries could use
their own baseline from 1990, but that foreign refineries had to clean up
their fuel exports to the United States relative to average 1990 U.S. gasoline quality. Brazil and Venezuela won this dispute, and as a result the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency had to revise its laws on gasoline
cleanliness. The WTO panel ruled that, although in principle Article
XX(g) covered the standards of the Clean Air Act since these aimed to
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protect exhaustible resources, the way the United States set up and
applied these baselines constituted unjustifiable discrimination. Specifically, it said that the United States could have been less discriminatory
to foreign refiners by applying the same rules for baselines for both
domestic and foreign firms.60 Again, environmental activists interpreted
this ruling as being “antienvironmental.” Others argued, however,
that the U.S. law was plainly discriminatory, and that the WTO did
not rule against environmental protection but rather against a
discriminatory law.
Environmental groups also saw the 1996 Shrimp–Sea Turtle case as
proof the approach of the WTO was antienvironmental. In this case,
Thailand, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, and India all complained
about a U.S. law discriminating against imports of shrimp that did
not use turtle-excluding devices in their nets, which U.S. law requires.
These countries claimed they were taking other measures to protect
turtles. The United States tried to claim an exemption to WTO rules
under Article XX. The WTO dispute panel ruled, again, that the U.S.
requirement that other countries observe its domestic laws was not legal
under WTO rules. This behavior was deemed to be discriminatory
toward a product based on its production methods, and ineligible for
exemption under Article XX because it was a unilateral measure. The
United States appealed the case, and the Appellate Body altered the ruling
somewhat. It ruled that in principle Article XX could cover the U.S.
measures, but it added that these were nevertheless applied in an unjustified and arbitrary manner because it assumed that all countries could
meet the requirements of the U.S. law equally.61 The Appellate Body also
ruled that the United States did not make enough effort to negotiate a
sea-turtle conservation agreement with the complaining countries. The
WTO prefers multilateral efforts to deal with such problems, not
unilateral measures.
These rulings appear to put trade ahead of the environment. But some
argue that a closer inspection shows that the WTO is in fact accommodating many environmental concerns.62 In the case of the Shrimp–Sea
Turtle-ruling, the decision that the U.S. measures in principle could be
taken under Article XX(g), provided they were not applied in an unjustified and arbitrary manner, was very different from the Tuna-Dolphin
ruling, which held that the measures to protect dolphins were not
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allowed at all under Article XX because they applied outside the jurisdiction of the United States. This ruling also indicates that the WTO is
somewhat tolerant of the idea of discrimination based on production and
processing methods.63
Other WTO Agreements and the Environment
A number of the other agreements under the WTO from the Uruguay
Round also mention the environment in one way or another.64 The Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS
Agreement) relates to food safety and human, animal, and plant health
and safety regulations. The purpose of this agreement is to ensure that
states do not adopt safety measures that create unfair obstacles to trade.
The agreement includes exceptions that allow a country to adopt an SPS
measure in order to protect the environment, as well block trade for a
limited period of time in the case of scientific uncertainty. In these cases,
measures must be subjected to risk assessment and scientific verification.
This has been interpreted as a very limited use of the precautionary principle at the WTO. The WTO encourages countries to harmonize their
SPS standards or to adopt internationally recognized standards, such as
those developed by the Codex Alimentarius Commission of the Food and
Agriculture Organization and World Health Organization. However,
countries are allowed to have more stringent measures than those set by
the Codex. SPS measures also must meet other criteria, in particular that
they not be applied in an arbitrary or unjustified way.
Several disputes have been brought forward to the WTO claiming violation of the SPS Agreement. In 1996 the United States and Canada, for
example, challenged the ban by the European Union on imports of beef
treated with hormones. The WTO dispute panel ruled against the
Europeans on the grounds that the ban was not based on a valid risk
assessment.65 Though the European Union lost this case, it maintained
the ban and faced the trade sanctions the WTO allows as retaliation for
violating the agreement. The European Union’s 1998 moratorium on the
import of GMOs was undertaken on the grounds that the moratorium
was justified under the SPS Agreement, with the European Union declaring that the ban on the import of such products was temporary while
it conducted scientific assessments. The United States, Canada, and
Argentina initiated a challenge to the European Union at the WTO in
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May 2003.66 This prompted the European Union to pass tough new laws
on the labeling of GMOs in July 2003. This enabled the European Union
to lift its moratorium on the import of GMOs in 2004. It is not clear,
however, that the complainants will drop the challenge, because they
are arguing that the new laws are equally unjustified under the SPS
Agreement.
The Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Agreement),
which seeks to ensure that countries do not use technical regulations and
standards to block trade, also allows for countries to adopt technical
regulations to protect human, animal, or plant life or health, or the environment. Again, these rules are subject to qualifications. In this case, such
measures must be transparent and nondiscriminatory. Like the SPS
Agreement, the TBT Agreement encourages countries to harmonize standards or to adopt internationally set standards where they exist, but
again allows for exceptions where necessary. One dispute has been
brought to the WTO that relates to the TBT Agreement and the environment. This is the Canadian challenge against the European Union
regarding a French law banning the import of asbestos and asbestos
products. Initially, the dispute panel ruled that the ban was not a technical regulation under the TBT Agreement and that it was allowed under
Article XX(b) of the GATT. Following an appeal by Canada, however,
the Appellate Body ruled that it was indeed a technical regulation, but
nevertheless it upheld the ruling that the ban was allowed under Article
XX(b).67
The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS Agreement) also
incorporates an article similar to Article XX of the GATT, which allows
for exemptions if necessary to protect human, animal, or plant life or
health, but not relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural
resources. But again, such measures must not be arbitrary or unjustifiable. The Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights Agreement (TRIPS
Agreement)—which sets rules on intellectual property, such as patents
and copyright, and on trade—also has significant environmental implications. It calls on countries to make patents available for inventions—
involving both products and processes. This includes microorganisms
and biological processes for the production of plants or animals. Plant
varieties should be given protection either by patents or by an effective
sui generis (designed for a specific purpose) system. But it allows WTO
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members to exclude from patentability any inventions that may endanger the environment, provided it can be shown that doing so is necessary for environmental protection. Finally, the Agreement on Agriculture
(AoA), which seeks to reduce subsidies on agriculture, allows countries
to continue to subsidize agriculture in ways that do not distort trade
(such subsidies are referred to as the “green box”). Included in the subsidies allowed under the agreement are those that relate to protection of
the environment, though these must be part of clearly defined government environmental or conservation programs. No environmentally
related challenges have yet been brought forward regarding the AoA,
TRIPS, or GATS.
The Committee on Trade and Environment and Potential MEA-Trade
Conflicts
The WTO has made other explicit efforts to improve its image on the
environmental front over the past decade. In 1994 the General Council
of the WTO reconstituted the Committee on Trade and Environment
(CTE) (a group that was set up in the 1970s but that had not met in
years) as a permanent body to discuss the relationship of trade and the
environment. This committee, which now meets periodically, discusses
how the WTO should handle issues such as the link between trade agreements and Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs), ecolabeling,
and the ways in which trade and the environment relate to trade rules
regarding intellectual property and services. The CTE is charged with
making recommendations on these items, including whether to amend
the WTO agreements to more explicitly spell out rules on cases where
environmental goals can supercede trade goals.
So far there has been a great deal of talk in the CTE, but not much
concrete action on these fronts. The slow progress is partly due to opposition from developing countries, and partly due to a lack of leadership
on the part of the United States.68 Developing countries are especially
worried about ecolabeling rules now under discussion, because they fear
these will allow developed countries to discriminate against them for not
labeling products with environmental information about the production
process. Such labeling schemes are difficult and expensive for poor countries to implement. The issue of trade and the environment did not even
appear on the official agenda at the failed launch of trade talks in Seattle
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in November-December 1999. It did, however, make it onto the agenda
at the WTO ministerial meeting in Doha in 2001, which launched the
Doha Round of trade negotiations. Ministers agreed at that meeting to
undertake negotiations for the purpose of clarifying the relationship
between MEAs and WTO rules.69
The question of the relationship between MEAs and WTO rules warrants further elaboration here, because this is an area where there is
potential for a trade dispute and the question has sparked considerable
debate. There are some 200 MEAs, and about 20 of them include trade
provisions. In other words, the environmental agreements restrict trade
in some way or other as a means to meet an environmental goal. Some
of the more prominent MEAs with trade provisions include the Basel
Convention, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species, the Montreal Protocol, the Kyoto Protocol, the Cartagena Protocol, the Stockholm Convention, and the Rotterdam Convention (for
details, see chapter 3, table 3.1). In some cases, an MEA might restrict
trade in a risky or endangered product that it is seeking to control. In
others cases, it might restrict trade between parties and nonparties in
certain products as a means of encouraging countries to join the agreement, and because it would prevent nonparties from exploiting markets
for products the agreement is seeking to regulate.70 Many MEAs include
other control measures as well that may affect trade, such as provisions
for technology transfers and prior informed consent.
MEAs use such measures in an effort to ensure compliance and meet
environmental goals. But some analysts argue that these have the potential to be WTO inconsistent. That is, they could be interpreted as being
incompatible with WTO rules on most-favored-nation and nationaltreatment issues, as well as with WTO requirements to eliminate quantitative restrictions. Such inconsistencies are seen to be most problematic
when one country that is party to a multilateral environmental agreement applies trade restrictions against a country not party to the MEA,
yet both countries are WTO members. An example is the Montreal
Protocol, which imposes more stringent restrictions on trade in ozonedepleting substances, or products produced using them, between a party
and a nonparty than between two parties. In cases where both countries
are party to an MEA (and thus have voluntarily endorsed the provisions
of the agreement), most analysts believe it is unlikely that a conflict over
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trade and environment rules would reach the WTO. But problems could
arise in these cases, too. The Basel Convention, for example, bans the
trade in hazardous waste between parties listed in the convention’s annex
VII (mainly non-OECD countries) and those that are not. Some parties
to the convention could, in theory, argue that this is discriminatory
because it discriminates based on a country’s membership in the OECD.
Other types of MEA trade-related measures, such as those that deal with
the precautionary principle and intellectual property rights, also have the
potential to create tensions.71
Thus far, no cases have come forward that officially challenge MEAs
as being WTO inconsistent. But environmental activists are concerned
about the growing number of environmental agreements that certain
countries have refused to ratify. For example, certain key environmental
agreements, including the Basel Convention, the Cartagena Protocol, and
the Kyoto Protocol, still lack ratification from a number of countries,
most notably the United States. In such cases where there are significant
economic players who are not parties to MEAs with trade provisions,
the potential for a challenge at the WTO is heightened. The outcome of
any such dispute would be binding under the WTO rules, and would set
a precedent for future cases.
There are several ways the WTO might address the potential inconsistencies between the WTO rules and MEA rules. A number of proposals have been discussed. One would be for the WTO to waive certain
trade obligations when trade restrictions are imposed for MEA purposes.
Another would be to amend the WTO rules to list MEAs exempted from
trade challenges.72 The WTO could also draw up rules that trade measures in MEAs would have to follow to be consistent with WTO rules.73
Changing the WTO rules, however, can only be done by consensus, and
not all countries agree on the need for change. Short of amending the
WTO rules, the clarification of the relationship could by default be
determined by dispute-panel resolutions.
The relationship between MEAs and the WTO was debated at the
Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. The
Plan of Implementation from the Summit calls on signatories to
“promote mutual supportiveness between the multilateral trading system
and the multilateral environmental agreements, consistent with sustainable development goals, in support of the work program agreed through
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the WTO, while recognizing the importance of maintaining the integrity
of both sets of instruments.”74 However, the CTE talks have not yet
yielded any concrete recommendations on this front.
Reforming the WTO?
While it could be argued that these steps taken within the WTO indicate
that some progress is being made in that institution regarding environmental considerations, there still remains disagreement about whether
and the extent to which such change should be taking place. Most market
liberals argue that the WTO rules as currently constituted are sufficient
for dealing with environmental concerns, and extreme market liberals
argue that environmental issues have little or no place in trade policy.
More moderate market liberals do acknowledge that some minor
reforms to the WTO could help to spell out its relationship to the environment more explicitly. Most market liberals see the merits of clarifying the relationship between MEAs and WTO rules, for example, but
some are still skeptical, and want to be sure that environmental agreements represent genuine environmental efforts and are not just protectionism in disguise. Increased transparency and clear rules for ecolabeling
are also sought.75
Such changes to the WTO are deemed minor, and overall most market
liberals argue that WTO rules are green enough. The liberalization of
agricultural trade is a good example of this point. The aim of the WTO’s
Agreement on Agriculture is to reduce tariffs on agricultural products
and to eliminate or reduce agricultural subsidies. Market liberals argue
that such measures are key not just for facilitating trade and promoting
growth, but also for environmental protection, because the removal of
trade-distorting tariffs and subsidies will make land use much more
efficient.76 Working toward these original aims of trade liberalization,
then, is the best policy for the environment according to these thinkers.
Market liberals are also wary of incorporating a precautionary principle
into the WTO’s rules, which they see as an open invitation for trade
protectionism.
Institutionalists have tended to argue for more substantial reforms to
the WTO. They see the merits of a WTO, and with some substantial
retuning see it as essential in the quest for sustainable development. Insti-
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tutionalists agree with market liberals on the need for a clearer delineation of the way MEAs and the WTO should interface, though they are
stronger advocates of the use of trade sanctions in MEAs for achieving
environmental goals. They also agree on the need for explicit rules for
ecolabeling, and on the necessity of transparency, accountability, and
participation from civil society in the WTO processes.77 Going further
than market liberals, most institutionalists back the limited use of the
precautionary principle in dispute resolutions at the WTO and accept
discrimination based on product process or methods.78 Some go so far
as to argue for a new organization to counter the power of the WTO,
in the form of a World Environment Organization (WEO).79 Along with
nongovernmental actors such an organization could, these institutionalists believe, help embed environmental norms in the global political
economy (see chapter 8).
Most social greens and some bioenvironmentalists are far more critical of the WTO, often calling for a complete overhaul of the institution, or sometimes even its dissolution. Many social greens see the
WTO/GATT system as an instrument used by capitalist states and corporations to liberalize trade.80 Moreover, they argue that it is secretive,
undemocratic, discriminatory, and antienvironmental. For this reason
they see genuine reforms using its existing framework as nearly impossible.81 They praise the few international environmental agreements that
include possible trade sanctions.82 But they also argue that these treaties
could go much further to restrict environmentally harmful trade. In addition, many social greens and bioenvironmentalists justify unilateral trade
actions as a sovereign right of states to protect their own (and the global)
environment.83 Some also propose building alternative global institutions. Colin Hines of the International Forum on Globalization, for
example, advocates a General Agreement on Sustainable Trade (GAST).84
A GAST would not discourage trade, but rather it would encourage
states to treat domestic industry favorably, as well as allow states to give
preferential treatment to goods from other states that respect human
rights, labor rights, and the environment. It would also allow citizen
groups to sue companies that violate the agreement.85 Other proposals
include an expansion of “fair trade”—that is, small-scale trade with
communities that pay fairer prices for goods and that can ensure
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environmentally sound production. The fair-trade movement, though
growing for items such as coffee, handicrafts, and bananas, is still a tiny
proportion of global trade.86
Regional Trade Agreements—Opportunity for Greener Models?
If there is some difficulty reconciling the tensions between trade and
the environment within the WTO, what are the prospects for regional
trade agreements? Here we look at NAFTA, the European Union,
and the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) as examples of
regional trade agreements and how each grapples with issues of the
environment.
NAFTA, negotiated in the early 1990s, is arguably a more environmentally friendly trade treaty than the GATT/WTO. It explicitly deals
with environmental issues to a much greater extent than the GATT,
specifically mentioning the environment in the preamble and main text
of the treaty (in five of twenty chapters). Chapter 1 of the NAFTA text
stipulates that the trade provisions embodied in the environmental
treaties named in the trade agreement take precedence (it mentions the
multilateral treaties CITES, Basel, and the Montreal Protocol, as well as
four bilateral treaties). This exemption for these agreements is qualified,
however. NAFTA parties must choose the least trade-inconsistent
measure to meet their obligations under these treaties, regardless of
whether that measure is more politically or economically feasible.87
Chapter 11 of the NAFTA text also explicitly discourages pollution
havens. That is, it states that it is inappropriate for parties to encourage
investment by relaxing domestic standards for health, safety, or the environment. (The next chapter of this book examines the concept of pollution havens and the investment provisions of NAFTA more closely.)
Other parts of the NAFTA agreement also mention the environment in
more flexible and explicit ways than does the GATT, incorporating a
more precautionary approach.88
There is in addition an environmental side agreement parallel to the
measures in the NAFTA text: the North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation (NAAEC). The purpose of the side deal is to
foster environmental cooperation among NAFTA parties, to ensure that
states comply with and enforce their own national environmental laws,
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and to establish a mechanism for settling environmental disputes. Parties
are required under the side agreement to report periodically on the state
of their environment. A new institution, the Commission on Environmental Cooperation (CEC), was created to oversee the NAAEC. It conducts studies on environmental performance and policies in the NAFTA
countries; it also hears environmental complaints and settles disputes. If
a party feels that one of the other parties to the agreement consistently
fails to enforce its own environmental laws, it can bring a complaint
forward to the CEC. The CEC is much more open than the WTO to
citizen and NGO participation, and these groups can individually launch
such complaints.89 The side agreement also established the Border Environmental Cooperation Committee (BECC) and a North American
Development Bank.
There were serious disagreements over the environmental dimensions
of the NAFTA treaty during negotiations, including among environmental groups, particularly those in the United States. Groups drawing
on social green and bioenvironmentalist analysis, including Friends of
the Earth, Sierra Club, Public Citizen, and Greenpeace, were highly critical of most aspects of the agreement. In particular these groups opposed
the agreement for what they foresaw as its negative environmental and
development impact. They were critical of the negotiation process, too,
which they felt corporate interests had effectively co-opted. A more moderate position, taken by groups following more of the reasoning of institutionalists and market liberals, including the National Resources
Defense Council, the WWF, and Environmental Defense, more or less
endorsed the way environmental concerns were brought into the treaty.
They basically agreed that trade liberalization was a potentially positive
force, or was at least going to occur regardless, and wanted to ensure
that environmental safeguards were built into the treaty.90
It is still too early to fully assess whether NAFTA has been “greener”
in practice than other trade agreements. On the positive side, in the
1990s there was no major decline in standards or enforcement in the
United States.91 Meanwhile Mexico’s environmental laws have improved
since NAFTA came into force, with levels of enforcement stable.92 Serious
environmental violations in the industrial region of Mexico near the U.S.
border have also decreased by 72 percent, with over four hundred firms
signing environmental-compliance action plans.93 On the negative side,
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Canada’s post-NAFTA record has been less impressive.94 So far, the CEC
has also not accomplished much. The studies it has conducted on environmental quality after implementation of NAFTA have been criticized
for methodology and issues chosen (e.g., agriculture rather than toxic
waste). Critics further argue that NAFTA has devastated Mexican smallholder agriculture, altering land-use practices and polluting the countryside with toxic chemicals. Mexican and Canadian imports of toxic
waste from the United States have increased since NAFTA. Mexico alone
has seen a doubling of hazardous-waste imports since 1994. A report
published by the Texas Center for Policy Studies indicates that exports
of hazardous waste from the United States to Mexico increased from
158,543 tons in 1995 to 254,537 tons in 1999. Similarly, Canada saw
its hazardous-waste imports rise from 383,134 to 660,000 tons in the
same period.95
The case of the European Union’s handling of the trade and environment tensions is somewhat different from that of NAFTA. The origins
of the European Union go back to 1957 when the Treaty of Rome was
signed, an agreement that sought to promote economic and political integration among European states (rather than simply trade liberalization).96 The Single European Act (1986), the Treaty on the European
Union (1992), and the Treaty of Amsterdam (1997) have reshaped the
European Union in a way that promotes further political and economic
integration, including the harmonization of environmental laws.97 Over
this period the European Union has developed and adopted EU-wide
policies for environmental protection, and these are not seen to be
secondary to economic goals.98 A number of policy directives have
been adopted regarding the environment, in an attempt to harmonize
regulation across the European Union. These include policies regarding
waste, air pollution, water, nature protection, and climate change, for
example.99
The European Union’s goal of political as well as economic integration has meant that the implementation of harmonized environmental
laws has taken place parallel to, but separately from, economic integration. For this reason, there has not been much controversy over the
harmonization of environmental laws across Europe and its economic
implications. In fact, harmonization of standards has been considered
important in facilitating trade in the region. Certain EU states,
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however—primarily those with weaker environmental standards to begin
with, such as Greece, Portugal, Spain, and Italy—were more hesitant
than others to adopt stringent EU-wide environmental policies. For this
reason the European Union’s environmental directives have some flexibility built into them, to allow for some degree of difference in requirements according to member states’ economic and environmental
situations.100 Despite these differentials, however, the European Union
is widely seen to be a successful case of upward harmonization of
environmental laws within the context of enhanced economic
integration.
The handling of trade and environmental issues in APEC has had a
much different outcome than under NAFTA and in the European Union.
It has been argued that although “sustainable development” has been a
key policy goal of APEC, little to date has been done with respect to
environmental cooperation in the region.101 APEC is a broad regional
grouping consisting of a number of countries that trade with one another
across the Pacific Ocean, including those in East and Southeast Asia as
well as North and South America. As such, it includes both advanced
industrial countries (e.g., Japan, the United States, Canada, Australia)
and a number of newly industrializing countries (e.g., the Philippines,
Indonesia, Mexico, Chile) and countries in transition (e.g., China,
Russia).102 APEC was established in the early 1990s as a means by which
to foster economic relations across the Pacific after the end of the Cold
War. The aims of APEC are to facilitate trade, including trade liberalization, as well as to promote economic and technical cooperation, with
the latter including environmental cooperation. Though these two goals
are central to APEC, it has pursued them on separate diplomatic tracks.
Moreover, the members of APEC have a particularly wide diversity in
terms of environmental and economic conditions, making agreement in
this area particularly difficult. As a result, there has been very little integration of trade and environmental issues, and little by way of strong
environmental policy across the region has emerged.103
Conclusion
There is a growing consensus within the global policy community that
trade and environment are mutually compatible—indeed, that both are
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essential for the health of the other. The institutionalist position on trade
has grown stronger over the last decade, and today, the global policy
goal adopted by most governments is to “manage” trade to foster both
economic growth and better environmental conditions. This requires
stronger national environmental policies and international environmental laws and norms. It also requires states to integrate environmental concerns into free-trade agreements. Yet the collective constraints of these
rules must allow trade to still remain “free enough” so it can continue
to power economic growth in all corners of the globe. It is critical, in
this view, to avoid using trade as a mechanism for environmental protection, because this only distorts the efficient allocation and use of
global environmental resources.
This does not mean the “fight” over trade is over. Market liberals still
see the potential to go too far—and some feel this has already happened.
That is, global environmental regimes will become yet another barrier to
the accumulation of global wealth—and that, in turn, will impoverish
all. Many bioenvironmentalists and social greens are far more skeptical
than market liberals about the compromise of managed trade. They
argue that it does not address the overconsumption or gross inequalities
intrinsic to the global trading regime. It does little to restrain the destructive activities of multinational firms or to internalize the full social and
ecological value into the prices of traded goods. It also does little to raise
global environmental standards, and in many cases allows (and even
encourages) states to keep domestic standards low (and can even create
incentives for states to lower standards further). In short, social greens
and bioenvironmentalists see global trade and free-trade agreements as
little more than engines of unsustainable macroeconomic growth, creating ever-larger stress on the global ecological system.
Even many institutionalists feel there is a long way to go—although
these concerns are more about particulars and less about the theoretical
foundations of trade and the environment. Many institutionalists, for
example, argue that under the WTO and NAFTA in particular, it is still
far too difficult to ban trade in harmful products, especially on the basis
of production or processing methods. Many note further that global
trade rules do not set any minimum standards for environmental regulation—only ceilings, not floors. It is much easier under international
trade law to contest another country’s high environmental standards as
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unfair; it is far harder to contest weak environmental standards as unfair.
Thus, the safer position for states is to weaken standards, reinforcing the
race to the bottom. Finally, many institutionalists point out that the
overlap of trade agreements with environmental clauses and environmental agreements with trade provisions creates unclear, and at times
ambiguous, global trade and environment rules.
The norms of free trade and environmental trade clauses steer much
of the environmental conduct of transnational corporations. In the next
chapter we explore the environmental consequences of TNCs in more
detail.

6
Global Investment and the Environment

The public often associates corporations with the world’s highest-profile
transnational firms: ones like General Electric, Citigroup, ExxonMobil,
Wal-Mart Stores, Microsoft, General Motors, Procter & Gamble,
Johnson & Johnson, and ChevronTexaco.1 There are, however, tens of
thousands of parent TNCs and hundreds of thousands of affiliates. Sales
and profits drive these firms. Economic globalization, which is extending free trade, privatization, deregulation, and the amount and speed of
global financial flows, is also enhancing the power of these firms. There
are ever more opportunities for higher sales and higher profits in a borderless world market. A quick glance at the opportunities in China—
with over a billion people and with rapid increases in domestic
consumption—is illustrative. Now that China is a member of the World
Trade Organization (WTO), TNCs are lining up to invest there, because
there is potential for immense profits from such investments.2
Market liberals applaud these developments. Successful TNCs mean a
healthy global economy. A healthy global economy means strong growth
in national economies—in both rich and poor countries—which in turn
translates into more state and corporate funds for better environmental
management. TNCs, moreover, have the financial resources for sizable
investments in developing countries, bringing new technologies (which
are cleaner and more efficient than their predecessors) as well as higher
management standards. TNCs are, in other words, the engines of sustainable development for both developed and developing countries. Institutionalists agree here, although they add that the profit imperative of
firms means that in some cases the international community (through
laws and financial incentives) needs to guide the actions of firms to ensure
sustainable development.
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As with trade, bioenvironmentalists and social greens hold very different views from market liberals and institutionalists on the environmental impacts of TNCs. Bioenvironmentalists see TNCs as engines
of overproduction and overconsumption. TNCs extract, process, and
export to rich countries the bulk of the globe’s natural resources, creating deforestation, overfishing, overmining, and desertification. They
manufacture, brand, and sell the bulk of the world’s products, constructing a culture of consumerism with clever advertising. They pollute
the earth’s air and water with dangerous chemicals like dioxins, furans,
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and DDT. And they transport and
improperly dispose of garbage and hazardous waste, sometimes shifting
it from rich to poor countries. Social greens largely accept the bioenvironmentalist evaluation of TNCs with respect to the environment. They
add, however, that in the quest to maximize profits TNCs are responsible, too, for the inequality and exploitation of much of humanity. Billions of people now scramble for small sums of currency to survive,
tilling increasingly unproductive land for export crops (e.g., coffee and
nuts) and slaving away in perilous factories (e.g., to sew cheap clothes).
The nutritional balance of subsistence farming is lost. So is the community well-being and cooperative environmental management of the past.
TNCs are, in other words, the engines of injustice and exploitation of
both nature and humanity.
This chapter begins with an overview of recent trends in the globalization of TNCs and foreign direct investment. It then examines the
debate over environmental standards, addressing in particular the question of whether firms relocate to take advantage of lax environmental
rules in developing countries. Following this is an analysis of the site
practices of TNCs in the developing world. The chapter also examines
the reaction of TNCs to pressures for environmental reforms, dividing
the discussion into those who argue the corporate sector is “greening”
and those who argue it is all “greenwash.” It ends with a discussion of
the role of TNCs in global environmental and investment governance.
Globalization and Transnational Corporations
Foreign direct investment (FDI) by TNCs is one of the main consequences and drivers of economic globalization. FDI entails ownership or
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investment in overseas enterprises in which the investor plays a direct
managerial role.3 A TNC by definition invests in overseas operations.
Generally, a parent firm of the TNC holds minority or majority shares
in numerous branches, subsidiaries, or affiliates in more than one
country, creating complex managerial structures.4
The number of TNCs has increased markedly since the 1970s, growing
from 7,000 TNC parent firms in 1970 to over 65,000 in 2002, with some
850,000 foreign affiliates around the world (see figures 6.1 and 6.2).
Foreign affiliates now account for one-tenth of global gross domestic
product (GDP) and intrafirm trade accounts for one-third of global
exports.5
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Figure 6.1
World total number of TNCs (parent companies). Data source: UNCTAD, World
Investment Report 1990, 1995, 2000, 2002.
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Figure 6.2
World total number of TNC foreign affiliates. Data source: UNCTAD, World
Investment Report 1990, 1995, 2000, 2002.
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World FDI net inflows have risen significantly since the 1970s, although
much of the acceleration has occurred in the 1990s. In 1970 FDI net
inflows were US$9.2 billion, growing to US$689 billion by 1998.6 In
2000, the level of FDI inflows reached a record US$1.49 trillion before
falling to US$735 billion in 2001 (see figure 6.3).7 Not surprisingly, the
total value of global inward FDI stock has been growing steadily over the
last four decades: from US$68 billion in 1960 to US$3.2 trillion in 1996,
and to US$6.8 trillion in 2001.8 While this growth in FDI has been phenomenal over the past decade in particular, like trade it has not been
evenly distributed. In 2001 developed countries accounted for 68.4
percent of FDI, with Western Europe, the United States, and Japan
attracting 45.7, 16.9, and 0.8 percent respectively. Developing countries
accounted for only 27.9 percent of FDI inflows in 2001, with 62 percent
of those flows going to just five developing countries. Of the developingcountry regions, the Asia-Pacific area and Latin America attracted 13.9
and 11.6 percent of global FDI inflows respectively in 2001, while Africa
attracted a mere 2.3 percent. Central and Eastern Europe accounted for
3.7 percent of global FDI inflows in 2001.9 While there is a link between
global levels of FDI and global economic growth rates, that link is carried
over to developed but not developing countries.10
The liberalization of investment rules over the course of the 1980s and
1990s has had much to do with the rapid pace of growth in FDI and
TNCs in that period. Between 1991 and 2001, of some 1,393 regulatory

Figure 6.3
World foreign direct investments, net inflows (balance of payments). Data source:
World Bank World Development Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data.
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changes to domestic FDI rules, 1,315 (94.4 percent) were changes that
created a more favorable environment for investment.11
Many global corporations have expanded their power through
mergers or acquisitions over the past decade. Measured in 2001 U.S.
dollars, the value of cross-border merger and acquisition activities by
TNCs was US$151 billion in 1990 and US$1.14 trillion in 2000, falling
to US$594 billion in 2001.12 Between 1986 and 1990 cross-border
mergers and acquisitions between TNCs grew at an average annual rate
of 26.4 percent—in 2000 alone the rate was 49.3 percent.13 The result
has been increasingly large corporations. Indeed, in 1999 the value of
the combined sales of the top 200 corporations was larger than the combined GDPs of all countries minus the 10 largest.14 Globalization has
also concentrated corporate power by facilitating control over specific
markets. In the mid-1990s, the five largest electronics and electrical
equipment companies shared 40 percent of the global market; in consumer durables, the five largest companies controlled 70 percent of the
global market.15
Differential Standards: Pollution Havens, Industrial Flight, Double
Standards?
Critics of TNCs often accuse them of intentionally locating their operations in areas with weak or poorly enforced environmental regulations.
A core debate here is over whether highly polluting industries migrate to
countries with lax environmental regulations. Is there an “industrial
flight” of firms from countries that impose stringent environmental regulations? Do firms seek “pollution havens” in countries with lower environmental standards?16 To follow these debates, it is essential to
distinguish carefully between industrial flight and pollution havens.
Industrial flight occurs when the raising of environmental standards in
one country triggers the relocation of that industry to another country
with lower standards. Pollution havens exist when two criteria are met:
first, a country (usually, but not necessarily, a developing country) sets
its environmental standards at an inefficiently low level (in economic
terms) in order to attract foreign investment; and second, industry relocates to this country in order to save on pollution-abatement costs. A
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pollution haven is not simply a state with low environmental standards.
Nor is it simply an area with lots of pollution. These situations, all agree,
are common throughout the developing world. World Bank economist
David Wheeler explains:
To qualify, the region has only to use weak environmental regulation as an
inducement to investment by cost-conscious polluters. These polluting firms may
be owned by either domestic or foreign investors; they may use new or re-located
facilities; and they may produce for either domestic or foreign markets. What
really counts for the pollution havens debate is neither ownership nor market
location, but the willingness of the host government to “play the environment
card” to promote growth.17

Pollution havens and industrial flight are thus two sides of the same coin:
importantly, both concepts seek to capture the implications of differential environmental standards (and hence, costs) between different
countries.
The debate over whether pollution havens and industrial flight are real
phenomena began in the 1970s. It arose out of the fear that higher environmental regulations in the United States might drive industries, and
with them jobs, to developing countries with lower environmental regulations. This concern remains strong even today. But it is paralleled by
a concern about the environmental and health implications for countries
that host dirty industries.18 There is particular concern with the state of
the environment in the developing world, because conditions there continue to deteriorate as those in the industrialized world improve.19 Again,
though, it is critical to note that this does not confirm the presence of
industrial flight or pollution havens. We now turn to the evidence and
arguments for and against the existence of these phenomena.
Differential Standards Are Inevitable
There were a number of studies in the 1970s and 1980s to test the underlying hypothesis connecting pollution havens and industrial flight—that
is, the idea that firms relocate in response to changes in environmental
regulations. Coming mainly from a market-liberal perspective, these
studies were primarily econometric and drew on pollution emissions and
emission-control cost data for U.S. manufacturing firms. Most of the
studies found that the probability of firms relocating to developing countries in order to avoid more stringent environmental regulations in rich
countries was low.20 One of the main reasons cited for the “elusiveness”
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of pollution havens and industrial flight is often simple: costs like labor
and technology are far higher than environmental costs and therefore a
shift in environmental regulations is not enough to encourage firms to
relocate on those grounds alone. Pollution-control costs rarely constitute
more than 2 percent of sales.21 There are other factors as well. Some
industries—such as electricity generation—need to remain close to
their market, and it may be impractical to relocate. Also, for some industries stable and predictable standards matter more than compliance
costs.22
The intensity of pollution is undeniably rising in some poor countries.
Yet market liberals like David Wheeler do not believe this is connected
to TNC reactions to regulatory differences between rich and poor countries. Wheeler in fact found that over the last decade air quality had
improved in the three largest recipients of FDI in the developing world—
Brazil, China, and Mexico.23 The decline in investment in “dirty” industries in industrialized countries between 1960 and 1995 has no doubt
corresponded with increasingly tight environmental regulation. And
there has no doubt been a rise in many of the same pollution-intensive
industries in the industrializing world. Yet market liberals maintain that
the cause is shifts in domestic production and consumption patterns—
often the products from “dirty methods” are for home use, not for
export—and not shifts in TNC investment to take advantage of regulatory differences. There is, in other words, no “race to the bottom” as a
result of industrial flight from rich countries or the pull of pollution
havens. Moreover, in the rare instance when pollution havens arise,
these are relatively short-lived phenomena. Economic growth soon provides the means for a more adequate environmental response such as
improved regulation and a rise in investment in cleaner production
processes.24
For market liberals, then, differential standards are not causing an
influx of foreign investment into developing countries. Some have even
argued that lax standards deter FDI.25 Environmental problems arise
mainly as part of domestic industrial growth (as we saw the EKC predict
in chapter 4), not differential standards. For most market liberals, differences in environmental standards between countries are normal, or at
least inevitable. In their view, as we saw in chapter 5, it is unrealistic
to expect all countries to maintain identical standards and ecological
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conditions. Different countries quite naturally have different pollutionabsorption capacities, both politically and physically.26 Such differences
can even give countries useful absolute or comparative advantages
for production and trade. A 1991 World Bank memo, under the signature of Larry H. Summers, former vice president and chief economist of
the World Bank, former U.S. Treasury Secretary in the Clinton administration, and current president of Harvard University, bluntly explained
the logic:
The measurement of the costs of health-impairing pollution depends on the foregone earnings from increased morbidity and mortality. From this point of view
a given amount of health-impairing pollution should be done in the country with
the lowest cost, which will be the country with the lowest wages. I think the economic logic behind dumping a load of toxic waste in the lowest-wage country
is impeccable and we should face up to that.27

Market liberals contend that differential standards occur alongside the
transfer of clean technologies and better management to developing
countries. In developing countries, they argue, even TNCs in dirty industries are more likely than domestic firms to use more sustainable technologies and more elaborate environmental policies.28 Why do TNCs
perform better than local firms (which are often much smaller)? Most
importantly, perhaps, TNCs have the financial and organizational
resources to access more sophisticated technologies and managers. There
are other reinforcing factors as well. TNCs sometimes keep overseas
standards relatively high as part of a risk-management strategy, so
sudden environmental reforms or lawsuits do not disrupt corporate
activities. They sometimes raise environmental standards overseas to
“voluntarily” satisfy NGOs, international organizations, and consumers.
TNCs may also employ higher standards and cleaner technologies to gain
a competitive advantage in production (new technologies are generally
more efficient and produce higher-quality products), and this efficiency
is reinforced when they use the same practices in all of their manufacturing plants, regardless of location or differential standards.29
Market liberals tend to argue that smaller and local firms in the developing world are in fact more polluting than larger and multinationalaffiliated firms. This is in large part because they lack funds to install
cleaner production technologies. Domestically owned firms also tend to
be more secretive and less accountable to both public and “outside” pres-
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sures. In addition, smaller firms are more dispersed, and for this reason
it may be harder to ensure their compliance with environmental regulations. Locally owned firms may also be more polluting because incentives to be “cleaner” are lower where land ownership and rights are not
clearly delineated, as is the case in much of Southeast Asia.30 Market liberals see state-owned local firms in the developing world as particularly
prone to be heavy polluters.31
While they point out these differences between the environmental performance of TNCs and domestic firms, market liberals do not argue that
the overseas standards of TNCs are the same as those in their home
country. Rather, they stress that the environmental performance of TNCs
is often better than that of both domestic firms and the minimum standards of host-country laws. To further improve environmental performance of both domestic firms and TNCs, market liberals call for
market-friendly measures like public disclosure of pollution emissions
and pollution fines. They highlight cases in the developing world, such
as in Indonesia and the Philippines, where public disclosure of emissions
has had an impact on the environmental practices of firms.32
Differential Standards Cause Environmental Harm
Others are far more skeptical of the impact of foreign direct investment
on the natural environment. Social greens are perhaps the most critical,
although bioenvironmentalists and institutionalists share some of their
concerns. Most see pollution havens and industrial flight as real or potential threats. Indeed, the most environmentally damaging industries tend
to have a high concentration of TNCs as the main investors and operators.33 Some of the worst offenders are global extractive TNCs that mine
natural resources—loggers, oil drillers, and miners. This pattern of
foreign direct investment in high-environmental-impact industries has
afflicted both developed and developing countries, although the latter are
now receiving more and more of this investment. The evidence presented
by social greens and bioenvironmentalists, though, relies less on the statistical data of market liberals and more on in-depth case studies. Much
of it, market liberals retort, is mere anecdotes. But for social greens in
particular this evidence allows for analysis of the impact of TNCs on
real people—on their individual lives and the well-being of communities,
notions not easily captured by econometric surveys of data.
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Social greens and bioenvironmentalists are concerned about the rise in
the share of highly polluting industry in developing countries, and accuse
TNCs of following what they call “double standards”—that is, when a
firm applies one set of standards in their operations in one country, and
a different set of standards in another.34 Usually this means more lax
standards are applied in TNC operations in developing countries, while
higher standards for the same production processes are adhered to in the
home country. Several UN studies have confirmed that TNCs operating
in developing countries conform to standards lower than home-country
standards.35 As mentioned earlier, market liberals do not deny that this
occurs—they just argue that this is still a better situation than following
host-country standards. Social greens in particular see this practice as
unjust, exploitative, and dangerous.
Social greens highlight the case of the American TNC Union Carbide
in Bhopal, India, the site of the worst industrial accident in history, as a
clear case of double standards and environmental injustice.36 The
Carbide Bhopal plant produced pesticides. Union Carbide owned 51
percent; the Indian government owned the rest. Many claim that Union
Carbide was aware in the early 1980s that this factory had much more
lax environmental, health, and safety standards than a similar pesticide
plant owned by the same company in West Virginia (which produced the
identical pesticide).37 Little was done to upgrade the Indian plant. Then,
in the middle of the night on December 4, 1984, there was a leak of poisonous gas at the Bhopal plant that spread over the town. Eight thousand people were instantly killed, and several hundred thousand more
were injured.38 Union Carbide blamed the tragedy on the Indian government for not conducting better checks on the plant, and argued that
sabotage likely caused the accident. But critics blamed it on the negligence of Union Carbide, arguing that it was not an accident but rather
a “disaster waiting to happen.”39 The company was taken to court and
was forced to pay compensation to many of the victims, though many
others received nothing for their suffering and those that were given
funds only received a small settlement.40 Union Carbide pulled out of
India 10 years later, and the company was recently bought out by Dow
Chemical. An investigation by the New Scientist Magazine claims the
U.S. headquarters was responsible for the plant’s design, and that Union
Carbide had scaled back its investment in safety technologies at Bhopal
in the early 1980s.41
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The maquiladora manufacturing plants in Mexico are another case
of TNC environmental abuse in a developing country. About 2,000
American companies, including General Electric, Ford, General Motors,
and Westinghouse, have moved their assembly plants over the border to
Northern Mexico, avoiding environmental laws in California regulating
toxic emissions. There are in fact reasonable environmental laws on the
books in Mexico. But the Mexican government does not enforce them
effectively. In the 1960s and 1970s most of the maquiladora factories
were in sectors such as garment assembly and were not highly polluting.
Over the course of the 1980s, however, there was a dramatic change in
the composition of these factories. The main sectors are now chemicals,
electronics, and furniture, all of which are highly polluting.42 By the early
1990s nearly 90 percent of maquiladoras used toxic materials in their
production. One reason for these changes was the increase in the quantity of investment in these sectors since the 1970s.43 For example, from
1982 to 1990 investment rose twentyfold in maquiladora chemical factories after a tightening of environmental regulations on the industry in
the United States.44 Environmental studies of conditions near these plants
over the past two decades have revealed polluted local rivers, soils, and
water supplies. Workers have acute health problems, and there has been
an increase in birth defects. At fault, critics claim, are corporations that
are ignoring environmental regulations.45
For social greens and bioenvironmentalists the ecological performance
of TNCs in these cases is typical of how TNCs generally exploit the
peoples and environments of developing countries.46 Social greens stress
the injustice and environmental harms TNCs cause, while bioenvironmentalists tend to focus mainly on their ecological impacts. Both argue
that economic globalization means the smallest cost differences are
increasingly influencing corporate decisions on where to locate, and on
how these corporations will operate once they have relocated. It also
means that governments increasingly hesitate to regulate strictly for fear
this will drive firms away. Globalization, then, is not diffusing cleaner
technology globally as the market liberals argue, but allowing more and
more TNCs to exploit remote habitats and peoples.
Bioenvironmentalists see all corporations—usually in the context of
capitalism, profit maximization, and overconsumption—as potential
sources of ecological problems. Social greens see TNCs as unconnected
to local communities, which makes them more likely to exploit workers
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and the environment. For them, local firms are innately better environmental managers. Local firms are more oriented toward local needs.
They tend to be labor rather than capital intensive, and generally function on a smaller scale than TNCs. They also tend to produce goods
more appropriate to the needs of the people in the nearby region. Of
course there are many exceptions, as in China, where small-scale manufacturing enterprises account for a significant proportion of pollution.
Nevertheless, in many developing countries, TNCs produce the bulk of
goods and thus pollution.
Expanding the Debate
There is also a growing position among critics of the market-liberal view
of TNCs that the debate over differential environmental standards has
been too narrow and too polarized, making it difficult to move forward
with concrete policy steps. The economic literature on pollution havens
has dominated the debate. It defines “dirty industry” in narrow terms
and in doing so fails to adequately encompass location decisions of all
polluting firms that operate globally. It tends to rely heavily on data on
pollution emissions or on expenditures for emission controls by manufacturers to determine which sectors are highly polluting and dirty. This
focuses too much on manufacturers, critics argue, and ignores some of
the world’s worst polluters and degraders, such as the hazardous-waste
and natural resource firms.47 There may be havens of environmental
degradation, rather than simply industrial pollution, but such a narrow
framework ignores them.48 Another problem with the econometric
studies is their focus on expenditure on emission controls as the only
environmental cost faced by firms. This tends to underestimate total environmental costs.49 Other environmental costs, though perhaps harder to
measure, are equally important. These include costs related to public
relations, liability, insurance, and certification of voluntary standards
such as Responsible Care or ISO 14000 (discussed later).
Institutionalists in particular are somewhat critical of the marketliberal search for statistical proof of pollution havens (defined narrowly).
The global community, they argue, needs to take a broader approach,
one that focuses on policies to remedy the inequities and detrimental
impacts of differential standards. Such an approach needs to explore
incentives—real or perceived—that affect state policies and corporate
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behavior. These incentives must be as much political as economic. They
need to address issues like the possibility of a “regulatory chill”—a
problem related to pollution havens but one most market-liberal analyses of pollution havens ignore. The phrase “regulatory chill” describes
instances where countries fail to raise environmental standards above the
status quo for fear that investment will either leave or not enter the
country. Whether firms actually respond to this failure to raise standards
is not the core issue. Rather, the point is that the fear that firms will act
can affect the stringency of regulations in both rich and poor countries.50
A regulatory chill is almost impossible to quantify. There are studies,
however, that indicate that the fear of possible corporate reactions does
affect government decisions on whether to strengthen environmental
regulations. In both the United States and the European Union, for
example, industry groups successfully convinced governments to not
impose stricter climate-change regulations by stressing competitiveness
concerns.51
Those who call for a broader debate tend to advocate policies that are
“win-win” even in the absence of hard evidence that pollution havens
exist. All groups can agree on this broad point, but it is far harder to
reach a consensus on the nature and extent of restrictions on corporate
behavior. Those leaning toward market-liberal and institutionalist views
primarily advocate aid from rich to poor countries, support for public
access to corporate information, stronger regulations, and more costeffective ways to reduce pollution. Some also argue that the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank should account for risks of more intensive pollution from structural adjustment programs.52 Others stress the
need for even stricter actions, such as a global investment agreement that
would put rigorous environmental controls on foreign direct investment
by TNCs (discussed later).
TNCs and Site Practices
A second major strand of literature on corporate investment and the
environment centers not so much on whether firms relocate to take
advantage of lower environmental costs, but instead evaluates the actual
environmental practices of transnational corporations. Often, authors
concentrate on a simple question: Do corporate operations harm the
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environment? Critics of corporations have dominated much of the literature here, often describing illegal and destructive activities of specific
industries in specific regions.53 Research institutes like the World
Resources Institute and NGOs like Project Underground, the Rainforest
Action Network, and Global Witness in Cambodia document these activities, with their findings then distributed worldwide through the Internet
and free publications.54 The literature on natural resource firms and manufacturers tends to generate somewhat different criticisms and debates.
So does the literature on the site practices of firms in developed countries (which often have better environmental practices than in the past)
versus ones in poor countries (which often have lower operating standards and less transparency).
To illustrate this body of literature, we briefly examine three natural
resource sectors (logging, mining, and oil) and two manufacturing
sectors (chemicals and electronics) in the developing world. This literature tends to reflect the views of bioenvironmentalists and social greens,
because market liberals and institutionalists tend to presume that correct
markets or correct institutions will solve these problems. Social greens
and bioenvironmentalists see the problem as more entrenched and as
arising from the nature of capitalism and corporations themselves. For
them, capitalism, the enshrining doctrine of profits and greed, creates
marauders and plunderers.55 It is little more than a flashing neon sign:
“Earth for Sale.”56 Globalization is enabling corporations to “Rule the
World.”57 It is creating a “Corporate Planet.”58 Firms are becoming
larger, more powerful, and less accountable, combing the world for
cheap labor and “limitless” environmental resources.
Irresponsible and illegal corporate loggers are seen by social greens
and bioenvironmentalists as one of the main causes of forest degradation in the tropics (which opens the forest to fires and farmers and triggers the process of deforestation).59 While bioenvironmentalists also
stress population growth in conjunction with corporate behavior as key
causes, social greens focus almost exclusively on the role of corporations
in the global capitalist framework. Loggers routinely skirt environmental rules, often relying on state officials for access to sites and protection
from prosecution. It is common—indeed it is often necessary in order to
stay in business—to bribe enforcement officers and customs officials.
Numerous studies have found that few firms, if any, actually practice sus-
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tainable logging (that is, in a way the forest can regenerate so loggers
can harvest the same amount again sometime in the future—say in 50–80
years).60 A glance at the Asia-Pacific region confirms the terrible consequences of logging. TNCs from Japan, Malaysia, and Indonesia have
been at the center of the tropical logging industry over the last four
decades. Japanese general trading firms like Mitsubishi Corporation have
supplied funds and “guaranteed” markets.61 Malaysian and Indonesian
firms have often conducted or supervised actual logging operations.
Natural forests still blanketed most of the Asia-Pacific area in the middle
of the twentieth century. Now, forests cover just three-quarters of
Melanesia, about half of Indonesia, Laos, and Cambodia, and just under
half of Malaysia and Burma. The situation is even worse in Thailand
(one-quarter) and the Philippines (one-fifth). The extent of forest degradation is an even greater problem. Around 95 percent of Asia’s frontier
forests—areas large and pristine enough to still retain full biodiversity—
are already lost.62 The Philippines is effectively logged out (it has been a
net importer of tropical timber since the 1990s). The rest of the AsiaPacific region will, at recent rates and under current logging practices,
follow the Philippines in 10–20 years.63
Transnational mining companies have had a similarly poor record over
the past decade, and have been targeted by environmental groups seeking
to raise public awareness of the problem as well as to raise the environmental and social standards in the industry. Because most of the easily
accessible minerals in the world have already been mined, mining TNCs
are forced to search far and wide for new deposits, and are increasingly
setting up operations in developing countries to extract minerals that are
more and more remote and difficult to obtain. Because of this, risks in
the industry are growing. And because of these risks, mining companies
are increasingly seeking investment insurance and guarantees from multilateral development banks and export credit agencies (see chapter 7).64
But such agencies place few environmental regulations on these operations. There have been numerous recorded accidents and scores of cases
of environmental pollution as well as ecological and social disruption,
including negative economic, health, and social impacts on women,
resulting from mining operations over the past few decades.65 Deforestation and toxic leaching of mine tailings and dangerous chemicals
into waterways and the soil are just a few of the many environmental
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problems associated with mining. Mining accidents and environmental
destruction at mine sites—such as the burst tailings ponds in Guyana
in 1995 and in the Philippines in 1996—commonly occur because
corporations do not take adequate precautions.66 Often, miners displace
indigenous peoples, and in some cases there are serious human rights
abuses as TNCs make deals with host governments to suppress
resistance. Activists have highlighted major ongoing environmental and
human rights problems—for example, around the Grasberg mine in
Indonesia and the Bougainville mine in Papua New Guinea.67 While
industry has taken some steps to improve its environmental performance,
activists remain skeptical of their motives.
Oil exploration and extraction have similar negative environmental
consequences. Oil is at the core of the global energy system, and thus
of global development. According to Project Underground, an NGO
focused exclusively on raising awareness about the oil and mining industries, the oil industry spends about US$156 billion per year seeking new
oil and gas reserves.68 As demand rises and reserves dwindle, the net has
been cast over a larger and larger territory, including in the developing
world. As with mining, TNCs are the main players in oil and gas exploration globally, and they often seek funds to support their ventures from
export credit agencies. The oil TNCs with markets in Europe, Japan, and
the United States can swamp economies in the developing world. In
Ecuador, for example, the corporate push for construction of oil pipelines
has led to a dependence on oil revenues. Because oil prices on world
markets are highly unstable, the over-reliance on oil revenues drives a
boom and bust cycle in the domestic economy, contributing to increasing levels of external debt as well as rises in poverty rates.69 Activists
have charged transnational oil companies operating in the developing
world—from the Western Amazon to West and Central Africa to Southeast Asia—with human rights and environmental abuses. The environmental impacts of oil exploration are many, and include contamination
of waterways from oily water wastes and toxic drilling muds that are
stored in ponds similar to tailings ponds. Oil spills and gas flares also
pose a constant threat to communities near oil drilling as well as during
the cross-country and maritime transportation of oil.70 As with mining,
roads and settlements near exploration and drilling sites also trigger
deforestation.71 Human rights abuses of local peoples are also common.
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Many were outraged in 1995 when the Nigerian government executed
Ken Saro Wiwa and nine other activists for protesting the environmental impact of Shell’s oil extraction in that country.72 Social greens see these
cases as clear examples of enclosure and the use of state violence to suppress indigenous groups (as discussed in chapter 4).
The site practices of hazardous manufacturing industries have also
drawn the ire of critics. TNCs in the chemical industry in particular are
frequently targeted. The chemical industry has increased its production
in Asia and Latin America over the past decade.73 Many of the chemical
TNCs operating in developing countries produce highly toxic substances
and wastes. Production of dangerous pesticides by TNCs and their affiliates, for example, is widespread in developing countries. In some cases,
use of the chemical is highly restricted in industrialized countries but not
in developing countries. Dursban, for instance, is a neurotoxin and suspected endocrine disrupter, yet Dow Chemical has continued to produce
it in South Africa.74 Transnational chemical companies are also engaged
in the production chemicals and plastics that contain chlorine, a highly
toxic substance. This includes production of polyvinyl chloride (PVC), a
commonly used flexible plastic. When incinerated, chlorine releases
dioxins and furans, some of the most hazardous chemicals known to
humans.75 Activist groups, seeking to discontinue unsafe practices, have
documented the contamination of land and rivers with toxic wastes from
illegal waste disposal and industrial accidents linked to chemical production in the developing world.76 In some cases, governments have
ordered firms to stop production in response to environmental and health
complaints.
The activities of TNCs in the high-tech electronics sector, too, have
been subject to scrutiny and criticism by activist groups. TNCs in this
sector have also increased their investment in Asia and Latin America,
but their environmental performance has not been as state of the art as
the technology they are producing. The production of electronic goods
and components—such as silicon chips, semiconductors, and computers—involves hazardous materials, such as arsenic, benzene, cadmium,
lead, and mercury, all known carcinogens. These toxic materials are not
only a threat to workers in this industry, but often end up in waste that
pollutes land and waterways (local waste contractors hired by TNCs
commonly dispose of this waste improperly). The manufacture of silicon
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chips and semiconductors also requires an enormous amount of water
and energy, used for cleaning the products and keeping production sites
clean.77 In addition, the disposal of high-tech products at the end of their
life is also problematic, especially because of their toxic components.
While there are some recycling programs for old computers, cell phones,
and other high-tech items, a significant proportion of those collected
in North America for recycling end up being exported to developing
countries, particularly China, India, and Pakistan. Serious environmental harm can occur when countries without strict regulations recycle
such items. Not only is there exposure to the heavy metals in these
items, but the burning of PVC-coated cables to reclaim the copper is
highly polluting to the air and waterways.78 Because the high-tech sector
is one of the fastest growing in the global economy, critics argue that
these problems are only likely to increase in the future unless action is
taken now.
Greening or Greenwash?
In response to criticism of their poor environmental practices in the late
1980s and early 1990s, particularly in developing countries, many global
firms began to “green” themselves.79 With a lack of outside forces to regulate them, they have embraced self-regulation via voluntary initiatives.
This enthusiasm by industry for self-regulation is driven in part by an
attempt to improve their public image, and in part by economic factors.
Market liberals have hailed the economic benefits of greening as proof
that the market is self-correcting and that firms can deal with environmental problems. Social greens and bioenvironmentalists, however, are
skeptical of the sincerity and efficacy of these efforts. Institutionalists on
the other hand take the middle ground in this debate.
Greener
Throughout the 1980s and in particular in the run-up to the Rio Earth
Summit in 1992, many firms began to take environmental concerns more
seriously in their operations.80 Responsible Care, an environmental and
safety code delineating practices for the chemical industry, was established in 1985 following the accident at Bhopal. In 1990 the Global Environmental Management Initiative (GEMI), set up by the International
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Chamber of Commerce (ICC), was charged with implementing the ICC
business charter for sustainable development.81 Industry also played a
key role at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 (see below). Indeed, Agenda
21 sanctioned the use of voluntary initiatives as a key strategy to promote
sustainable development. Following Rio there was a flurry of such
voluntary codes established by industry. The ISO 14000 environmental
management standards of the International Organization for Standardization were established in the mid-1990s (see box 6.1), as well as a host
of other “best-practices” codes in the resource-extraction sectors.82 The
UN’s Global Compact with industry, launched in 2000, encourages corporations to follow nine principles of social and ecological responsibility.83 At the 2002 Johannesburg Summit, industry again played a key role
in promoting voluntary initiatives (see below). Through these efforts,
industry has tried to keep the focus on voluntary corporate responsibility that includes environmental awareness—their preferred way of
addressing environmental issues.
For market liberals, adherence to voluntary initiatives such as ISO
14000 promises only positive outcomes for the environment. Industry is
seen as the best actor to set up such standards because it is most familiar with corporate possibilities and constraints. Market liberals prefer
such an approach because it shifts the burden of regulation from the state
to the firm, which can monitor environmental performance much more
efficiently (important for “eco-efficiency”; see below). Moreover, adherence to global standards helps ensure that even when state enforcement
is weak (common throughout the developing world), firms will still abide
by local regulations. Global standards like ISO 14000 also encourage
firms to adopt cleaner technologies, rather than focusing on cleaning up
after the fact, because firms consider environmental impacts throughout
the decision-making process. Such standards are intended to spread good
environmental practices up and down the supply chain, as well as across
borders, because certified firms are required to encourage suppliers to
become certified.84
Industry coined the term eco-efficiency to refer to its new environmental awareness and the benefits this awareness would bring. By integrating environmental concerns into business practices, firms can expect
economic as well as environmental benefits. These include lower costs
for environmental cleanups, reduced capital costs due to lower risks,
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Box 6.1
ISO 14000 environmental management standards
The ISO 14000 environmental management standards are perhaps the
most widely recognized global-level voluntary initiative on the part of
industry. These standards were developed in the early 1990s under the auspices of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), directly
following promises made by industry to establish voluntary initiatives at
Rio. The ISO 14000 standards are management standards, meaning that
they encourage firms to establish a management system that improves their
awareness by setting their own goals for environmental improvement. The
ISO 14001 standard, published in 1996, is the only certifiable standard in
the series. To seek certification, a firm must provide an environmental
statement showing it intends to comply with all applicable environmental
laws in the jurisdiction in which it is located. It must commit to the prevention of pollution as well as to continually improve environmental management. It must adopt a management system that ensures that it conforms
to its own environmental policy statement. Further, firms should encourage suppliers and contractors to establish their own environmentalmanagement systems to conform to the ISO 14001 standard. By 2002,
some 49,000 firms in 118 countries had gained certification to the ISO
14001 standard.1 With a growing number of firms in both developed and
developing countries adopting these standards, adherence to the standards
will increasingly become a de facto condition for conducting business in
the global marketplace.
Critics are concerned about whether the ISO 14000 standards will really
make a difference in terms of environmental performance.2 ISO 14001,
for example, stresses that TNCs should comply with all environmental
laws in the country in which they are operating. This differs substantially
from Agenda 21, which calls on TNCs to follow home-country standards.
In this way ISO 14001 allows for differences in standards between countries, but it may not do much to improve standards in developing countries. At the same time, some businesses are attempting to use ISO 14000
and other voluntary industry codes as a deliberate attempt to head off
more stringent regulation. Industries in a number of countries are pressing their governments for some form of regulatory relief, such as more
lenience for ISO 14001–certified firms during monitoring of environmental regulations. For example, the United States, Argentina, South Korea,
and Mexico have adopted measures that take ISO 14001 certification into
account in the monitoring and enforcement of regulations.3
1. ISO, 2003.
2. Krut and Gleckman 1998; Clapp 1998; Kimerling 2001.
3. Speer 1997, 227–228; Finger and Tamiotti 1999.
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and increased market share secured by an enhanced image.85 At the
same time, economic efficiency is thought to have environmental benefits. Firms that are efficient generate less waste and incur fewer environmental costs. Efficiency and environmental protection then are seen to
be synergistically beneficial. The push for eco-efficiency is a way to
gain a competitive advantage in the marketplace, and firms that fail to
adopt such principles could ultimately be pushed out of business. In this
way environmental stewardship is viewed as making sound business
sense.
Today, analysts like the ecological modernization theorists in the institutionalist camp argue that environmental concerns are being institutionalized—that these are becoming part of institutional structures and
decision-making processes.86 Drawing on experience from Europe, these
thinkers see a restructuring of the capitalist political economy as taking
place so that both firms and governments will view environmental
management not as a cost, but as a business opportunity.87 In this atmosphere, firms are increasingly going “beyond compliance,” internalizing
environmental norms and practices and thus seeking to intentionally do
more than the law requires with respect to environmental practices.88
Some prominent European oil companies, for example, have come out
in favor of the Kyoto Protocol, beginning the process of moving their
energy interests away from fossil fuels and toward alternative and renewable energy sources.89 Some TNCs in the chemical industry are also seen
to be “exporting environmentalism” by taking their new internalized
environmental practices and codes of conduct abroad to their operations
in developing countries.90
Greenwash
Undeniably firms everywhere now incorporate environmental language
into public statements and official corporate policies. Critics of corporations, including most social greens and many bioenvironmentalists,
label this as “greenwash,” a phenomenon where a company tries to convince consumers and shareholders that it is environmentally responsible,
where the purpose is more about image than substance.91 An example
would be a company that was instrumental in producing chemicals that
destroyed the ozone layer now taking credit for “protecting” the ozone
because it no longer produces these chemicals. Or a company that takes
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waste from one polluting process and uses it as a raw material in another,
labeling it “recycling.” Or a company that claims to be “green” but at
the same time lobbies (or funds lobby groups) against environmental
regulations.92 Some observers further argue that companies are working
hard to weaken environmental agreements or subvert environmental
campaigns93 or that firms are trying to “hijack” environmentalism to
serve their own purposes.94 Greenpeace took up the issue of greenwashing just before the Rio Earth Summit and published the Greenpeace
Book of Greenwash to distribute at the event.95 Groups like Greenpeace
and CorpWatch target the large industry “leaders” they feel are advertising falsely and regularly issue “Greenwash Awards” to such companies. Activists Jed Greer and Kenny Bruno, in a book published by
the NGO Third World Network, argue: “The reality is that TNCs are
not saviors of the environment or of the world’s poor, but remain the
primary creators and peddlers of dirty, dangerous and unsuitable
technologies.”96
Social greens in particular argue that corporations are able to take
the green high road mainly because they have managed to redefine
sustainable development in a way that fits their own existing practices.
Sociologist Leslie Sklair explains that “sustainable development was
seen as a prize that everyone involved in these arguments wanted to win.
The winner, of course, gets to redefine the concept.”97 As Sklair sees it,
corporations won that argument in the 1990s and have redefined
the concept of sustainable development in a way that suits their own
interests. In doing so, companies have felt free to advertise themselves as
being pro-environment, even when some of their practices are not. In
many cases major corporations spend more on publicizing their green
credentials than they do on the actual green programs they are advertising.98 Critics argue that voluntary corporate responsibility (the industry
term) should give way to corporate accountability, which would not
just rely on promises to be responsible, but would also hold corporations accountable for their actions.99
Some of the more specific arguments made on this theme are that
market liberals and institutionalists are conflating economic efficiency
and environmental protection, which critics see as setting a dangerous
precedent. In fact, nearly all of the examples of businesses adopting
cleaner production strategies have resulted from government regulatory
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pressure, and did not emerge from within business itself as an efficiencygaining measure.100 Some have also pointed out that “green investment”
touted by business is merely a “cleanup” rather than “clean.” In short,
critics claim industry is just changing labels rather than truly changing
course.
TNCs and Global Governance for Investment and the Environment
At the same time that a fierce debate is raging over the environmental
performance of TNCs, there is an emerging debate on the role of TNCs
in the formation of global environmental governance, as well as on the
implications for the environment of global rules that seek to regulate
TNC activities. We discuss these issues in the following pages.
TNCs, through a number of different channels, have played an important role in the creation of global environmental governance. As mentioned in chapter 3, TNCs traditionally lobbied domestic governments
in an attempt to influence the formation of global environmental rules,
as a way to protect their own interests.101 Increasingly, however, industry players are also lobbying policymakers directly at the international
level, attending negotiations over specific environmental treaties as well
as larger environmental conferences, as mentioned earlier. Compared to
the 15-minute intervention made by industry representation at the
Stockholm Conference in 1972, industry groups at both the 1992 Rio
Earth Summit and the 2002 Johannesburg Summit put enormous effort
into their involvement in these large summits.102 Maurice Strong, the
secretary-general of the Earth Summit, had encouraged his friend
Stephan Schmidheiny of the Business Council on Sustainable Development (a corporate lobby group founded in 1990 that comprised some
forty-eight TNCs) to take an active role.103 The International Chamber
of Commerce (ICC) was also active at the Rio Summit; it formed the
World Industry Council on the Environment (WICE) in 1992 to provide
industry follow-up on Rio. In 1995 the two groups merged to form the
World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD). The
Business Action on Sustainable Development (BASD) was formed in
2001 as a coalition of business groups (primarily a joining of forces of
the ICC and the WBCSD, and comprising some 161 TNCs) for the chief
purpose of lobbying at the Johannesburg Summit.104 The main message
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put forward by industry at both of these gatherings, clearly within the
market-liberal camp, was that voluntary self-regulation organized by
industry, rather than outside regulation of TNCs, was the most effective
and efficient way to promote sustainable development.105
The “structural power” of TNCs is another significant influence over
global environmental governance. This refers to the ability of TNCs to
influence the formation and functioning of governance through their
dominant position in the global economy, which allows them to shape
mainstream ideology and state-policy formation. It is extremely difficult
to measure this type of corporate influence over states and global institutions, but many scholars stress its importance for understanding global
environmental-policy outcomes. This type of analysis comes mainly from
social greens who draw on a historical materialist perspective—in particular on the ideas of Gramsci. These scholars outline the ways a “bloc”
of actors—consisting not just of transnational corporations, but also of
certain states and key intellectuals who serve the interests of industry—
influence the dominant ideology and discourse on sustainable development.106 This influence is present in the role corporate actors play in
defining sustainable development (as mentioned earlier) as well as in the
negotiation of global environmental agreements.107 The current era of
increasing global economic competition, for these analysts, has meant
that many states pursue domestic policy outcomes acceptable to corporations in order to keep or attract investment in their country.
Transnational corporate actors also influence global environmental
governance through their participation in other international forums
important to global environmental policy, such as through the setting of
industry-based initiatives, as discussed previously. The ISO 14000 environmental management standards, for example—while initially designed
as a voluntary set of standards—are now recognized as legitimate standards by the World Trade Organization. In this way they have become
part of global structures of environmental governance. Some critics have
expressed concern about this development, because the drafting process
was dominated by TNCs with only minor input from governments and
environmental groups.108
At the same time that industry players may influence the process of
global environmental governance, intergovernmental investment rules
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also influence the actions of these firms, including ones not specifically
designed to address environmental issues. Global and regional trade
agreements with investment provisions, as well as agreements within the
OECD, have had important implications for investment and the environment. Here we discuss the significance for TNCs of some of these
investment rules.
One of the best known sets of investment rules with ramifications for
the environment is chapter 11 of NAFTA, which sets out investors’ rights
under this trade agreement. The main defining features of this chapter
are that it calls for governments to provide national treatment to foreign
investors, and it allows corporations to sue governments for compensation when they believe their investments have been expropriated or when
actions “tantamount to expropriation” harm their profits.109 It sets up
an investor-to-state dispute-settlement mechanism to handle such suits
when they are brought forward. NAFTA is the first trade agreement to
include such explicit rights for corporations. While chapter 11 was originally designed as a general protection for corporations against nationalization of industries as a measure to encourage more FDI, in the end
it has had enormous significance for the environment. Of the twentyseven suits filed under chapter 11 of NAFTA since 1994, eight are cases
with clear environmental implications (see table 6.1). A number of these
have been suits dealing with disputes over environmental regulations
where firms have claimed that the imposition of certain environmental
regulations violates chapter 11 in that new laws were deemed to have
caused significant losses in profits for the complaining firm. In the eight
environment-related cases, over US$1.5 billion in damages has been
claimed by investors.
Social greens and bioenvironmentalists have lambasted chapter 11 of
NAFTA. To them, it is a clear attempt to undermine environmental regulations and it encourages not just a regulatory chill but also a “race to
the bottom.” This is because they see the investment rules as restricting
the ability of governments to protect the environment. For example, the
suit by Ethyl Corporation against Canada in 1997 over its ban on
imports of the chemical MMT (a gasoline additive) led the Canadian
government to repeal its ban on that chemical. Moreover, the Canadian
government had to pay US$13 million in damages to the corporation in

Metalclad
Corp.

Robert
Azinian et al.
(Desona)

Dec. 10, 1996

Company
suing

Oct. 2, 1996

Date suit filed

Mexico

Mexico

Government
being sued

U.S. waste-management company
challenges Mexican court ruling
revoking its contract for
nonperformance of waste
disposal and management in
Naucalpan de Juarez.

U.S. waste-management company
challenges decision by Mexican
local government to refuse it a
permit to operate a hazardouswaste landfill in La Pedrera, San
Luis Potosi, and decision by state
government to create an
ecological preserve in the area.

Issue

Table 6.1
NAFTA chapter 11 disputes related to the environment

In Nov. 1999, the tribunal dismissed the
investors’ claims.

Tribunal ruled that Mexico violated Art.
1105 (min. standards of treatment) and
1110 (expropriation and compensation).
Mexico was ordered to pay U.S. $16.7
million. Mexico applied for statutory
review of the award before the Supreme
Court on grounds that the tribunal had
exceeded its jurisdiction. The court
allowed most of the award to stand.
The case was settled in Oct. 2000;
Mexico paid undisclosed damages.
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Ethyl Corp.

U.S. Waste
Management
Inc.

S.D. Myers
Inc.

April 14, 1997

June 30, 1998

July 22, 1998

Canada

Mexico

Canada

U.S. waste-disposal firm
challenges temporary Canadian
ban (Nov. 1995 to Feb. 1997) on
export of toxic PCB wastes.

U.S. waste-management company
challenges state and local
government actions in contract
dispute with a Mexican
subsidiary over waste-disposal
services in Acapulco.

U.S. chemical company
challenges Canadian ban on
import and interprovincial trade
in gasoline additive MMT, which
automakers claim interferes with
automobile onboard diagnostic
systems. Manganese-based MMT
is also a suspected neurotoxin.

Tribunal ruled that Canada
violated art. 1102 (national treatment)
and 1105 (min. standards of treatment).
It awarded U.S. $5 million plus interest
in damages. Canada applied to the
Federal Court of Canada to set aside
the award, but it was denied.

In June 2000 the Tribunal ruled that it
lacked jurisdiction—Waste Management
Inc. had not properly waived domestic
legal claims as required by NAFTA. The
investor resubmitted its notice of intent.
The tribunal subsequently confirmed its
jurisdiction; claim is proceeding.

After preliminary tribunal judgments,
Canadian government repealed the
MMT ban, issued an apology to the
company, and settled out of court for
US$13 million. (The interprovincial
aspect of the trade ban had previously
been found to violate Canada’s
nonbinding Agreement on Internal
Trade.)
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Methanex
Corp.

Crompton
Corp.

June 15, 1999

Nov. 6, 2001

Canada

United States

Canada

Government
being sued

U.S. chemical company
challenges Canadian ban on use
of lindane, a known carcinogen,
in canola seeds and seed
treatments.

Canadian chemical company
challenges state phaseout of
MTBE, a gasoline additive that
has contaminated ground and
surface water throughout
California.

U.S. water firm challenges B.C.
water protection legislation and
moratorium on exports of bulk
water from the province.

Issue

Source: WTO Watch website: www.tradeobservatory.org.

Sun Belt
Water Inc.

Company
suing

Dec. 2, 1998

Date suit filed

Table 6.1
(continued)

Canadian Tribunal process pending.

Tribunal has accepted admissibility,
asked Methanex for more evidence
supporting the allegation that California
Governor Davis was improperly
influenced by a competitor when he
ordered the ban.

Canadian government asserts that the
claim is inactive, while the investor
asserts that it is still pending.

Status
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an out-of-court settlement. In effect, critics say, with chapter 11 the way
it is, governments will be afraid to implement new laws for fear of being
sued.110 For this reason, they would like to see the investment provisions
removed or rewritten. Institutionalists and market liberals have tended
not to see these cases as ones that threaten environmental regulations in
a blanket fashion. Rather, they argue that the tribunal in each case had
solid and specific reasons for each decision, and maintain that there is
no bias in chapter 11 against environmental regulations.111
Another set of investment rules through the OECD, the Multilateral
Agreement on Investment (MAI), was negotiated in the mid to late
1990s. This agreement planned to enshrine NAFTA chapter 11–type
rules, in particular the investor rights’ provisions, on a much larger scale.
There was an attempt at the time the Uruguay Round was negotiated to
include such measures in an agreement under the WTO, but many developing countries resisted this. For this reason, the OECD sought to
develop its own agreement, with a view to eventually including it in the
WTO once it gained broader support.112 The MAI fell through in the late
1990s, however, after a broad coalition of activists publicized the secretive nature of the talks and revealed the problems with the agreement,
including its lack of environmental safeguards.113 While OECD governments abandoned the MAI, many activists are still concerned that
governments will slip such rules into other global agreements, because
investment issues are under consideration in the Doha Round of trade
negotiations at the WTO. The victory of activist groups in opposing this
effort gave much steam to the antiglobalization movement.
Following the defeat of the MAI, the OECD revised its voluntary set
of Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Originally adopted in 1976,
these guidelines have periodically been reviewed and revised by the
OECD, most recently in 2000. The 2000 revisions include recommendations that bring the guidelines into line with international environmental standards and treaties and with the Rio Principles.114 For
example, the newly revised guidelines promote already-existing
environmental-management standards, such as the ISO 14000. But going
further than ISO standards, they also call for TNCs to adopt “measurable objectives, and where appropriate, targets for improved environmental performance.” The guidelines also call for better information on
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the environmental activities of firms, as well as more consultation with
affected communities.115 Critics, however, remain skeptical.
The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises only apply to
the OECD. In 1977, the UN Center for Transnational Corporations
(UNCTC) launched negotiations on a globally applicable voluntary code
of conduct for TNCs, which included provisions on environmental
conduct and outlined rights and responsibilities of TNCs.116 The
UNCTC, which was set up in the early 1970s, was mandated to monitor
the economic, social, and environmental impact of TNCs, particularly
those operating in developing countries. The code of conduct aimed to
ensure that foreign direct investment did not have adverse consequences
in these areas. Talks on this code were ongoing until the early 1990s,
but it was never finalized or adopted. Under pressure from the United
States, the UNCTC was dismantled just prior to the Rio Earth Summit,
and the United Nations Commission on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) took over its remaining activities. Instead of implementing
the UNCTC code, the Earth Summit promoted voluntary initiatives
developed by corporate actors themselves, as discussed earlier.117
Social greens and bioenvironmentalists are critical of the current
investment rules and instead call for harmonized standards globally,
preferably ones that discourage unsustainable investment and, in the case
of social greens, ones that promote local production. Greenpeace and
Friends of the Earth, for example, have both advocated the adoption of
a binding set of rules to ensure better performance of TNCs on environmental, social, and human rights. Their proposals call for firms to
adhere to the highest standards, for corporate liability for damage,
and for implementation of the precautionary principle.118 (Chapter 8
discusses these proposals more fully.) Institutionalists would prefer an
agreement that prevents a race to the bottom, but many do not support
harmonizing standards. They do not want to discourage global investment (under the proper conditions), because it is crucial for sustainable
development. While market liberals advocate a global investment agreement, they would like to see it focus on protection of corporate rights.
Specific environmental-protection provisions in such an agreement, from
their point of view, are not necessary.
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Conclusion
Underlying assumptions about the nature of firms shape much of the
debate over investment and the environment. Market liberals see firms
as efficient managers, and as engines of economic growth. Most accept
that negative environmental impacts of firms are a problem on occasion,
but they nevertheless argue that the best approach is to let market incentives encourage firms to voluntarily work for better environmental management. Interfering with the natural pursuit of corporate profits is, as
with global trade, unlikely to actually conserve nature. In fact in most
cases it simply perverts ecological, social, and most significantly, financial goals. Institutionalists have sympathies with the market liberals, but
they are more willing to see corporate activity as potentially negative
more of the time. They argue that a strong state with a solid regulatory
capacity and a vibrant civil society are necessary to reduce the impact of
externalities and maintain a stable investment climate to ensure that
firms have the proper incentives for sustainable development. Globalization, for many institutionalists, is also opening more possibilities for
the global community to hold firms accountable, even those working in
remote and weak states. This includes global agreements and standards
to help evaluate corporate environmental performance. For institutionalists, these may be voluntary or binding.
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens have long condemned the
ecological and labor practices of TNCs, particularly those operating in
developing countries. In recent years globalization has bolstered the
economic might of TNCs relative to small states and, not surprisingly,
activists have begun to campaign even more vigorously against TNCs.
The rather pejorative term corporate globalization signifies their concern
that globalization is really about constructing a global political economy
in the commercial interests of TNCs. Critics of corporations are suspicious of corporate motives as well as of their structural capacity to
improve environmental performance. Both bioenvironmentalists and
social greens call for strict controls on TNCs. They point to the structural factors within TNCs that drive firms to pollute the world’s air and
water and deplete the world’s oil, minerals, timber, and fish, especially
in the developing world. Weak states, corruption, and greed allow firms
to get away with reckless environmental abuses. Relying on green
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markets and voluntary corporate initiatives might do some good—but
ultimately, it is critical to simply prevent some of the corporate exploitation of the global environment. For bioenvironmentalists it is essential
to control both TNCs and local firms—both are equally capable of plundering. Social greens take a slightly different tack. They call for measures to dismantle TNCs and replace them with smaller firms accountable
to local people and local environments. This must occur alongside a
broader reform of the global political economy, including, as the next
chapter discusses, an overhaul of global financing.

7
Global Financing and the Environment

Global financing is increasingly at the heart of the economies of the
developing world. This involves governments constantly borrowing and
repaying public and private loans, a steady stream of multilateral and
bilateral grants and technical assistance, as well as staggering private
financial flows to corporations and individuals. Each of these has profound and somewhat different environmental implications. While the
broad split in views again falls along the now-familiar coalitions between
social greens and bioenvironmentalists on the one hand and the market
liberals and institutionalists on the other, each perspective has its own
unique take on financing and the environment.
Market liberals and institutionalists both see international financing
in a broadly positive light. For market liberals it fosters global investment and economic growth, which benefits all countries by promoting
global economic stability. It also specifically helps support efforts by
poorer countries to develop, which enables them to better manage some
of the inevitable environmental costs of early industrialization and
natural resource exports. Market liberals, though, are wary of endorsing too much development aid, which they argue can interfere with
market incentives. Institutionalists agree with market liberals on the benefits of global financing, but add that it is also one of the most vital financial and technical mechanisms to sustain environmental institutions and
norms. They see financing as the primary means of building the institutional capacity of developing countries, and ultimately of the international community, to manage local and global environmental affairs.
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens are highly critical of current
patterns of global financing. Both perceive it as yet another global driver
of economic growth, and as a source of funds and technical advice that
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allow developing countries to overexploit natural resources, urbanize,
and industrialize. Development assistance in particular wrongly assumes
that elevating the living standards of poor countries to the level of the
rich countries is a sustainable goal, while doing little to address the dangerous fact that the ecological footprint of the world’s wealthy is already
well beyond the earth’s carrying capacity. Some extreme bioenvironmentalists add that development assistance is utterly misguided, merely
compounding the ecological stress on the global ecosystem by supporting the overpopulation of the poor. To survive, in the words of Garrett
Hardin, the rich must live “by the ethics of a lifeboat” and not perversely
toss aid to the hordes who threaten to swamp the boat of wealth and
prosperity.1 Most social greens on the other hand see such extreme arguments as callous and immoral. Still, they agree that development financing is failing. It does not serve the interests of communities and individual
well-being in the developing world, but instead serves the interests of
international agencies, powerful states, and TNCs intent on exploiting
the resources and peoples of the developing world. Far too much global
financing supports industrialization and intensive agriculture in poor
countries, and far too little supports healthy communities and sustainable livelihoods.
This chapter explores the environmental implications of some of the
main channels of global financing. It focuses in particular on development assistance and developing-country debt, as well as assistance geared
toward improving environmental management. It also covers the environmental implications of export credit agencies and private financial
flows. It begins with an overview of various kinds of financing as well
as recent trends in international finance.
Scope and Trends in International Finance
The globalization of financing is increasingly connecting the world in
terms of money flows, tied to both trade and corporate investment.
Financing at the international level occurs in a variety of ways. International development aid consists of grants (aid that does not have to be
repaid), technical assistance (expert advice), and preferential loans (i.e.,
loans with lower interest rates and longer payback periods than standard public and bank loans). Multilateral aid is channeled through
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institutions like the World Bank and UN agencies. Bilateral aid is from
one government to another. Multilateral and bilateral loans are referred
to as official debt. Such loans may or may not be counted as official
development assistance (ODA), which is assistance to multilateral institutions and developing-country governments that meets the guidelines of
the twenty-two-member OECD Development Assistance Committee
(DAC). To be counted as ODA, such assistance must be given explicitly
for the promotion of economic development and welfare in developing
countries, and it must also include a grant element of at least 25 percent.
Much of the globe’s international development assistance is ODA, but
much of the world’s official debt arises, too, from loans borrowed on
terms just outside of this definition (although these terms are generally
better than a private bank loan). Governments and private interests
also borrow directly from commercial banks (referred to as commercial
debt). Global financing comprises other private financial flows as well,
such as markets for securities (stocks and bonds), and foreign-exchange
trading.
Development aid—that is, grants and the subsidized portion of loans—
is an important source of financing for poor countries. In 1970 the UN
adopted a goal that donors should contribute 0.7 percent of their gross
national product to developing countries. This was reiterated in the call
for a New International Economic Order (NIEO) in 1974, as well as at
the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 and again in recent years as part of the
UN’s Millennium Development Goals. This goal was reinforced in 2002
at both the Monterrey Financing for Development Conference and the
Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development. Yet throughout this time donor governments have fallen far short of this goal. Only
five countries have reached or exceeded it, and the average for the OECD
now stands at just 0.22 percent of gross national income of the DAC
(figures 7.1 and 7.2). This percentage has been gradually declining since
the early 1960s when it stood as high as 0.5 percent. In absolute terms,
however, the total amount of money flowing into the developing world
in the form of aid rose over that same period, despite dropping in the
early 1990s and remaining stagnant since then. In 2001, ODA from DAC
countries amounted to US$52.7 billion (figure 7.3). The United States
contributed a mere 0.11 percent of gross national income, the lowest of
the major donors (figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.1
OECD DAC: Official development assistance: ODA as percentage of
OECD GNI. Data source: World Bank World Development Indicators:
www.worldbank.org/data.
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Official development assistance by DAC donor: ODA as percentage of GNI. Data
source: World Bank World Development Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data.
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Figure 7.3
OECD DAC: Official development assistance: Total. Data source: World Bank
World Development Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data.

As official aid as a percentage of donors’ income has been falling,
international debt has been rising, especially for developing countries.
External debt has become a defining feature of most developing-country
economies over the past 30 years (see box 7.1). In 1970 the total debt
stocks of developing countries stood at US$72.8 billion. It was US$609.4
billion by 1980, US$1458.4 billion by 1990, and a staggering US$2442.1
billion in 2001 (figure 7.4). Governments must make regular payments
on both the principal and the interest on this debt. These payments,
referred to as debt service payments, are a significant drain on the
economies of most developing countries. Figure 7.5 shows that the debt
service for developing countries has averaged between 15 and 20 percent
of their exports of goods and services (this is referred to as the debt
service ratio) over the past few decades. But there are wide variations.
The debt service ratio as a percentage of exports of goods and services
for Somalia in 1986, for example, was 66 percent, while for Belize in
that same year it was 10 percent.2 In 2001 total debt service paid
by developing countries was US$377.5 billion (figure 7.6), of which
US$261.3 billion was paid in principal repayments and US$116.2 billion
was paid as interest repayments.3
The liberalization of controls on financial flows over the last two
decades has expanded global private financial flows well beyond
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Box 7.1
The developing-country debt crisis
The ballooning of developing-country debt over the past 30 years is the
product of a number of factors, both within developing countries and
internationally. In the early 1970s, as a result of an excess of dollars in
international markets linked to the OPEC oil-price rises and rising inflation, developing nations were encouraged to borrow at flexible-interest
rates with few conditions from banks and governments. High inflation
meant that real interest rates (the rate of interest adjusted for inflation)
were quite low, making borrowing appear to be cost free for many countries. Commercial debt—that is, loans from private banking institutions—
grew mainly in Latin America and Asia. Official debt—in other words,
loans from governments and multilateral institutions—affected all parts of
the developing world and formed the main source of loans for sub-Saharan
Africa. Lenders at this time made the assumption that countries would not
default and were aggressive in offering them loans.
After these debts began to accumulate, however, changes in the global
economy made the loans increasingly difficult for poor countries to repay.
In 1979, OPEC nations doubled the price of oil, and in response in 1981
the U.S. Federal Reserve raised U.S. interest rates above 20 percent to fight
inflation. International interest rates rose as well, sparking a worldwide
recession. Demand for the products sold internationally by developing
countries plummeted, and the prices of raw commodities, which made up
a significant proportion of developing-country exports, did not rise in step
with the prices of the industrial products they were importing. The result
was a double blow for developing countries with commercial debt. They
were faced with higher real interest rates (because the rate of inflation fell
as interest rates rose) and, because of the recession, they were not earning
enough income to repay the loans. Countries holding official debt were
also affected, because the global recession made it extremely difficult for
them to earn enough from their exports to repay their loans. In 1982
Mexico announced it was unable to pay interest on its foreign debt. Other
countries followed and by the mid-1980s the world was immersed in a
full-blown debt crisis. In return for loan refinancing by the IMF and
the World Bank, indebted countries agreed to adopt strict structural
adjustment policies dictated by these institutions (discussed later in the
chapter).
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Figure 7.4
Debt owed by developing nations. Data source: World Bank World Development
Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data. Note: Total external debt is the sum of
public, publicly guaranteed, and private nonguaranteed long-term debt, use of
IMF credit, and short-term debt.
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Developing nations: Debt service ratios (percent of exports of goods and
services). Data source: World Bank World Development Indicators:
www.worldbank.org/data.

international bank lending. Over a trillion dollars in national currencies
is now traded across borders every day. As shown in figure 7.7, in April
1989, total average global foreign-exchange market turnover was
US$590 billion per day. This figure had more than doubled to US$1.2
trillion by April 2001 (despite a fall of 19 percent between 1998 and
2001).4 Foreign speculation now far outweighs trade in goods and services, with the value of about 10 days worth of transactions on the world
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Developing nations: Total debt service paid. Data source: World Bank World
Development Indicators: www.worldbank.org/data.
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Figure 7.7
Global foreign-exchange market turnover. Data source: Bank for International
Settlements press release 31/2001E, 2001.

financial markets approximately equal to the value of annual world
production of goods and services. Trade in stocks and bonds has also
ballooned in the past decade, with new stock exchanges opening in over
seventy countries in that period.5
Multilateral Lending: The World Bank and the IMF
Multilateral lending is a defining feature of international finance and the
environment. The World Bank, as the main multilateral lending agency,
is of particular significance. The World Bank not only plays a crucial role
in lending to developing countries, but also in establishing the adjustment programs designed to ensure repayments of debts—both commercial and official. The World Bank provides a significant proportion of all
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multilateral assistance to developing countries, and its policies are
extremely influential over the policies of other development banks and
donor states.6 This influence affects some regions more than others, and
is especially important in areas like sub-Saharan Africa, where multilateral aid comprises the bulk of foreign assistance.
The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) were
established in 1944 after delegates from forty-five countries negotiated
a monetary agreement at the UN Monetary and Financial Conference in
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. The Bretton Woods Agreement—
which established a system of convertible currencies, fixed exchange
rates, and free trade—was designed to support a liberal international economic order. The IMF was to be the overseer of exchange rates and
provider of funds to meet balance-of-payments deficits. The original
purpose of the World Bank, officially known as the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), was to finance projects to
reconstruct a devastated Europe after World War II. The original task of
the World Bank was largely complete by the late 1950s and early 1960s.
By then there were a host of newly independent countries on the world
stage. The World Bank therefore turned its attention to granting loans
to the developing world, partly to stimulate global economic growth, and
partly to ensure global economic stability. In 1960 the World Bank established a separate lending arm, the International Development Association (IDA), which specifically lends to the poorest developing countries
on “soft” terms (low interest rates).7
Today the World Bank is the largest development lending agency
in the world, lending approximately US$19.5 billion to developing
countries in 2002.8 The World Bank lends to support both specific
projects and for structural adjustment. It disburses lending for structural adjustment more quickly, supporting shortfalls in balance of payments in return for policy changes in the borrowing country. The World
Bank introduced structural adjustment lending in 1980, as a response to
the economic stagnation of poor countries with high debt loads. This type
of lending has become a significant feature of the institution’s lending
portfolio since then, with a climbing percentage of World Bank loans
going to support adjustment programs. In the 1980s adjustment lending
averaged around 17 percent of its loans. In 2001 33 percent of its loans
were for adjustment, with around two-thirds supporting projects.9
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A market-liberal framework shaped the views within the World Bank
on the environmental impact of its lending for most of the postwar
period. Over the last few decades, however, the Bank has slowly ebbed
into a more institutionalist perspective, advocating, for example, global
institutions for environmental protection.10 Indeed, the World Bank was
the first multilateral development agency to establish an Office of Environmental and Health Affairs (later renamed the Office of Environmental
Affairs) as far back as the early 1970s,11 although it did not begin to
seriously address the environmental impacts of its loans until the 1980s
and 1990s, in the face of mounting criticism from environmentalists.
Critique of Project Lending and the World Bank’s Response
Environmental activists from around the world focused their campaigns
on the World Bank’s megainfrastructure projects and large-scale migration and resettlement schemes.12 Critics, mainly social greens and bioenvironmentalists, attacked the Bank’s market-liberal assumption that
economic growth would cure environmental problems. At the time the
Bank, like most other international lenders, paid little attention to environmental issues in project design. This was not surprising, because most
lenders, including the World Bank, did not have the staff to analyze every
project to assess environmental impacts, let alone to incorporate environmental goals into the design of every project. The Office of the Environment had few staff members and was separate from the project-design
office. In large part this neglect was natural, because Bank officials were
mostly traditional liberal economists who worked on the assumption
that good economic policy was good for the environment.13 Any environmental problems in the wake of projects were seen to be negative
externalities inherent in the development process.14
The Bank’s large infrastructure projects—such as roads, dams, and
power plants, as well as industrial agricultural projects and migration
schemes—did not account for environmental concerns. Many projects,
as a result, contributed directly to soil erosion, increased rates of deforestation, a loss of native genetic material for agriculture, and the disruption of the lives of indigenous peoples. Even where the World Bank
did have environmental policies in place in the 1980s, these policies were
generally ignored.15 Environmental groups were able to track the environmental performance of a number of World Bank projects, assisted by
a growing network of local groups on the ground. Two World Bank
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projects drew particular media attention: the Polonoroeste project in the
Amazon and the Narmada Dam Scheme in India.
The Polonoroeste (“northwest pole”) project was a colonization
scheme that aimed to move poor settlers from urban areas in the south
of Brazil to the northwest region in the Amazon forest. The World Bank
lent US$457 million to Brazil for this project in the early 1980s, the only
non-Brazilian source of funds.16 To facilitate the colonization of the
Amazon, a major highway was built into Rondônia state, known as BR364. Half of the World Bank’s loans for this project went toward financing the construction of the highway and feeder roads. The World Bank,
for its part, claimed it would ensure that the project was environmentally and socially sustainable. The critics felt this was simply impossible.
In the first half of the 1980s nearly a half million settlers flooded into
Rondônia. The government gave colonists a plot of land to grow food,
often land already occupied by native peoples. Huge swaths of forest
were cut down and burned to build the highway and clear new land for
the colonists (with the aim of growing export crops). The soil was not
suitable for agriculture, however, and the farms failed. Much of the
deforested land was then used for cattle ranching, which failed too. This
project brought terrible social hardship. Many of the native peoples of
Rondônia did not survive the new diseases brought in by the settlers.
This project also left a huge scar in the Brazilian rainforest. The percent
of Rondônia that was deforested increased from 1.7 percent in 1978 to
16.1 percent in 1991.17
The Narmada Valley Projects in India is a development scheme whose
goal is to establish a series of dams along the Narmada River for
irrigation and power generation. The Indian government conceived of the
project, then approached the World Bank for financial assistance. The
Bank pledged US$450 million in 1985.18 The Indian government needed
to resettle thousands of people to build the dams. The World Bank’s own
policy on resettlement at the time required that the Indian government
have a resettlement and economic rehabilitation plan that was acceptable
to the displaced peoples in place before the loan was approved, but this
did not occur.19 Criticism of the dams mounted in the late 1980s and early
1990s, and the Narmada Bachao Andolan (Save the Narmada Movement)
was formed in India, with transnational support, to protest the dams.20
Activists highlighted the environmental and social harm from displacing
tens of thousands of people, including the impact on marginal lands,
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deforestation, and community well-being. The dams themselves, activists
argued, would irrevocably disrupt the ecosystems and watersheds.21
Armed with detailed information about environmental abuses in these
and a growing number of other projects, environmental NGOs launched
a concerted and sustained campaign to “green” the World Bank. Environmental groups had long tried to educate the public about the poor
environmental practices at the World Bank. But their strategy took on a
new angle in the early 1980s, as they began to lobby donor-government
legislators responsible for approving government donations to the IDA
of the World Bank. The U.S. government in particular was targeted,
because it has traditionally been skeptical of multilateral organizations
(and thus frequently withholds funds from them). Environmental
groups—such as the Environmental Defense Fund (now Environmental
Defense)—testified before the U.S. Congress on the negative environmental impact of the Bank’s various projects, most notably the
Polonoroeste project.22 This prompted the United States to question the
World Bank’s environmental record. The United States did agree in
the end to give its donation to the IDA replenishment—but with qualifications for the Bank to improve its environmental practices.23 This led
to a wider NGO campaign in North America, Europe, and the Pacific to
reform the World Bank’s environmental policies.24
The World Bank halted the Polonoroeste project in 1985—the first
time an ongoing project loan was halted on environmental grounds.25
Environmental groups were able to pressure the World Bank to incorporate environmental issues more broadly in its project lending. The
World Bank president at the time, Barber Conable, admitted in 1987 that
the Bank had made mistakes in the past when it came to the environment and the displacement of people, and he promised to make changes
to make the bank more “green.”26 The Bank conducted an independent
review of the Narmada Valley projects in the early 1990s. The results,
released in 1992, highlighted the severe problems associated with the
project.27 A year later the Indian government and the World Bank decided
to discontinue the loan for the Narmada Dam scheme, opting for Indian
self-funding rather than face continuous international environmental
opposition.28
The World Bank undertook a major restructuring in 1987, which
included the reorganization of the environment staff from the Office of
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the Environment to a new Environment Department as well as into
Regional Environment Divisions.29 The Office of the Environment at the
time had just five specialists.30 The new Environment Department was
charged with researching the relationship between the environment and
development, as well as assessing projects with potential environmental
implications. After 1991 the World Bank also began to require
environmental-impact assessments of all projects. By 1990 the Bank had
increased the environment staff by about 60 people; by 1994 nearly 200
had been added.31 The Bank in addition pledged to design more projects
with positive environmental benefits, and to consult with affected
peoples and NGOs before embarking on projects with the potential to
cause environmental harm.
The World Bank also helped to set up a pilot project for the Global
Environment Facility (GEF) in 1991. The purpose of the Facility, corun
by the World Bank, the UN Environment Programme (UNEP), and the
UN Development Programme (UNDP), is to finance projects with global
environmental benefits in developing countries with a per capita income
of US$4,000 or less (we discuss the GEF more fully later). In 1992, to
coincide with the Rio Earth Summit and to advertise its new green credentials, the Bank devoted the World Development Report to the theme
of Development and the Environment.32 This initial process of greening
continued into the mid-1990s.33 In 1993 the World Bank established an
independent Inspection Panel to review claims by peoples affected by
World Bank projects—a body seen by some observers as “remarkably”
autonomous.34
Collectively these changes amount to a significant shift in World Bank
policies with respect to the environment in a relatively short period. The
World Bank, increasingly drawing on the language of institutionalists,
claimed it was “mainstreaming the environment” into its everyday practices. This meant far more funds for environmental projects.35 Not everyone is convinced of the Bank’s newfound environmental awareness and
responsibility. Critics accuse the Bank of “greenspeak.” No doubt, these
critics note, there is a new rhetoric and many new reports on the environmental activities of the Bank. Yet environment personnel at the Bank
are still marginal players,36 and in practice most decisions on whether to
lend funds for projects are made independently of the environment
department. The most important criterion remains the economic rate of
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return. Projects with environmental benefits, critics note, tend to be
small-scale and are of little interest to the Bank lenders because of the
time required to design and manage them. Such projects are sidelined in
part because the lending culture at the Bank tends to reward employees
who lend large amounts, and not on the outcome of the loan itself (which
is far harder to measure). The culture thus favors larger projects, the very
ones with the greatest potential to cause environmental harm.37 Critics
note further that the concern with environmental matters in the first half
of the 1990s seemed to fade in the latter half of the decade. In 1994
environmental lending made up 3.6 percent of total lending by the World
Bank; loans for projects with environmental benefits increased some
thirtyfold from 1990 to 1995. These upward trends did not continue,
however, and environmental lending had fallen to just 1.02 percent of
total lending by 1998.38
Critics also complain that the Bank does not adequately consult NGOs
regarding the potential environmental impacts of project loans. NGOs
are now calling for more far-reaching reforms both to the consultation
process as well as to environmental lending. A Friends of the Earth report
notes that “in fiscal year 2000, close to half the lending from the World
Bank’s private sector divisions was [still] in environmentally harmful
sectors, such as oil, gas, coal, mining, chemicals, and infrastructure
projects.”39 Friends of the Earth is calling on the Bank to adopt an exclusion list that would prevent it from lending for projects in sectors that
cause severe environmental harm. The list includes, for example,
projects for infrastructure or resource extraction in frontier or primary
forests as well as projects in areas the UN has designated as ecologically
significant. It includes, too, projects that involuntarily resettle more than
500 people, large dam projects that do not meet the criteria set out by
the World Commission on Dams, and any logging or extractive project
without an accredited NGO certificate of sustainability.40 NGOs are also
pressing for more institutional accountability. The process of opening up
of the Bank has, in the view of many NGOs, only just begun. Thus far,
for example, there is little evidence of internalization of environmental
costs, and environmental issues are not yet “fully integrated into the core
logic of the World Bank’s development strategy.”41 An internal World
Bank evaluation affirms the claims of many environmental NGOs that
the quality of environmental assessments deteriorated in the late 1990s.42
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The World Bank, after a two-year consultation process, launched
a new environmental strategy in July 2001. It focuses on three core
objectives: “improving the quality of life; improving the quality of
growth; and protecting the quality of the regional and global
commons.”43 Financial and technical support for sustainable development—understood as economic development, social cohesion, and environmental protection—is a core component of the World Bank’s mandate
of alleviating poverty.44 It is too early to evaluate the impact of this new
environmental strategy. But, predictably perhaps, the critics see it as just
another coat of gloss over the fundamental truth that the Bank is just
that: a bank.
Structural Adjustment Lending and the Environment
One-third of World Bank lending currently supports structural adjustment programs (SAPs). This type of loan (structural adjustment loan, or
SAL) provides balance-of-payments support to indebted governments. In
return for these funds, governments agree to reform economic policies
following the advice of the World Bank and the IMF. The intended
purpose of this economic restructuring is to promote growth and eventually enable indebted governments to repay their debts. The World
Bank began to undertake this type of lending in the early 1980s after
many developing-country governments began to experience difficulties
repaying external debts. These structural adjustment loans have enabled
the IMF and World Bank to wield considerable influence over economic
policies and outcomes in poor regions of the world. Not only are these
agencies themselves a significant source of funds to developing countries,
but their policy advice also influences other development banks as well
as donor states. Sub-Saharan African and many Latin American countries have been most profoundly affected by structural adjustment
lending. The policy reforms called for under such loans have considerable environmental implications. Do these reforms help or harm the
environment?
Not surprisingly, market liberals and institutionalists perceive the
reforms under structural adjustment programs as critical to sustainable
development. The main types of policy changes called for are those that
open up developing-country economies to the world economy. The
purpose is to facilitate trade and investment and ultimately economic
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growth. The IMF and World Bank had long been critical of any measures that cut off developing economies from world markets, such as
interventions in markets for commodities and currencies. Along these
lines, the first condition on SALs is usually currency devaluation and the
implementation of a floating exchange-rate system. The intent of devaluing the local currency is to boost the income of local producers and
exporters (assuming at least the same amount is traded). This has several
further benefits for the local economy. It can lead to increases in production, which can lower prices and raise the volume of exports, allowing developing countries to recapture lost markets.
Other reforms called for in adjustment programs include a liberalization of domestic price policies and a removal of restrictions on trade.
These measures would help to “get the prices” right. The World Bank
sees excessive government intervention as the primary explanation for
why actual prices are lower than market prices. The SAL conditions also
call for the privatization of state-owned firms, reductions in government
spending, and a relaxation of restrictions on foreign investment, all
designed to reduce inefficiencies. Together, the adjustment reforms
should make it easier for a country to repay debts because they encourage activities that earn foreign exchange and reduce government inefficiencies. SALs were supposed to last 3–5 years only, and were seen as a
one-time adjustment. In fact, SAPs have been in place in a number of
countries for 20 years. Most countries in sub-Saharan Africa, and many
in Latin America as well as a number in Southeast Asia, had adopted
SAPs by the 1990s. These reform programs have become a dominant
feature of their economies.
The IMF and World Bank did not at first consider the environmental
dimensions of SAPs. This is understandable since, as noted, the Bank did
not put a large amount of effort into assessing the environmental impact
of its lending in the early 1980s.45 But it also did not think that such
scrutiny was warranted, because it was assumed that the economic
growth stimulated by market-oriented reforms was necessary to improve
environmental management anyway. This line of reasoning has continued to characterize the World Bank’s response to criticism of the ecological implications of SAPs. The Bank has argued that the impact of
SAPs on the natural environment is hard to generalize, but that in most
cases it has probably been either neutral or positive.46 A World Bank
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report notes that “65 percent of recent SALs included an explicit
environmental section, generally consisting of a statement to the effect
that no environmental effects could be expected.”47
Market liberals at the World Bank see the potential for some direct
ecological benefits of SAPs. They can promote conservation by raising
prices of previously underpriced natural resources, such as timber and
minerals, to levels closer to true market value.48 Price liberalization and
currency devaluation also encourage the production of export crops like
coffee, rubber, palm oil, and cocoa. The root systems of these tree crops
can help prevent soil erosion. The removal of government subsidies, for
example on fuel, agricultural chemicals, and industries, can improve
environmental performance because these subsidies support inefficient
industries and practices. Removing subsidies should reduce inefficient
consumption—such as single-occupancy vehicles—which means less pollution and less chemical use.49 And because SAPs encourage private ownership of both businesses and land, it creates, in the World Bank’s view,
incentives for stewardship and conservation.50 If there are unexpected
adverse effects from adjustment programs, these generally arise from
imperfect policies, markets, or institutions.51
Critics, social greens in particular, have attacked SAPs as significant
sources of unsustainable development in adjusting countries. Many claim
that poverty and inequality have increased under adjustment programs,
in clear contrast to World Bank declarations. Higher rates of poverty
only fuel environmental degradation, as people deplete natural resources
to survive (although, as chapter 4 discusses, the poor are not to blame).52
More directly, critics have attacked SAPs for increasing unsustainable
exports of natural resources and encouraging pollution-intensive foreign
investment. Many claim that SAPs virtually ensure that heavily indebted
countries will turn to unsustainable natural resource exports in order to
earn the foreign exchange to pay off debts.53
Some critics, for example, claim that currency devaluations and the
removal of trade restrictions create strong incentives to export large
quantities of timber, which in turn drives deforestation. Data show that
the highest rates of deforestation are in the most highly indebted countries. It is difficult to make the direct link between SAPs and deforestation, but there are, critics assert, some striking patterns. Brazil is one of
the most highly indebted countries, and it has one of the most alarming
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rates of deforestation. The rate of deforestation began to rise at the time
of the debt-crisis outbreak and during the implementation of adjustment
policies in the 1980s.54 In Ghana deforestation rose dramatically after it
adopted a SAP in the 1980s. Between 1983 and 1986, Ghana’s exports
of tropical timber rose by 42 percent and the volume of timber production tripled.55 Commercial logging has contributed to the shrinking of
the country’s forest area to one-quarter of its original size. Critics also
point to unsustainable increases in tropical timber exports from
Cameroon, Côte D’Ivoire, the Philippines, Tanzania, Thailand, and
Zambia following adoption of adjustment reforms.56
Export-oriented adjustment policies have also pushed countries to
increase their agricultural exports, often requiring a change in crops and
agricultural techniques. In many cases, but not all, this has led to a
decrease in food production and an increase in export-oriented crops. In
some cases, plantation owners and farmers have brought large areas of
marginal land under cultivation, contributing to deforestation, flooding,
high rates of soil erosion, and falling agricultural yields. One example is
Senegal, where policies to encourage an increase in the production of
groundnuts contributed to severe soil degradation and lower productivity.57 Industrial agricultural methods are on the rise in many countries in
a bid to increase exports in developing countries. Production of crops
like cotton, flowers, and tobacco—with particularly harmful ecological
impacts because of the chemicals and fertilizers needed to maximize productivity—often rises under SAPs because these crops generate foreign
exchange (in some cases the World Bank expressly encourages the development of such crops). Production of all three of these crops, for
example, increased in Tanzania under its adjustment program.58
Critics also blame SAPs for an increased interest in mining and mineral
exports in the developing world. In the Philippines, the adjustment
program led the government to revise the mining code to encourage more
foreign investment in mining.59 Critics claim, too, that the expenditure
reductions called for under SAPs have a direct environmental impact in
adjusting countries. Governments, to decrease spending, have cut many
programs, including those geared to protect the environment. Many have
axed funding for national parks and agencies to monitor enforcement of
environmental regulations. Thailand’s budget for pollution control, for
example, was cut under its SAP by 80 percent between 1997 and 1999.60
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The debate over structural adjustment lending and the environment is
still ongoing. The World Bank, although it continues to see adjustment
as an overall positive force for the environment, has begun to engage in
the debate with its critics and has undertaken studies on ways to better
understand the linkages. The IMF, on the other hand, has remained silent
on the issue. Studies on both sides of the debate are often contradictory,
and clearly there is a need for more research into the impact of SAPs on
the environment.
Multilateral Environmental Aid and the GEF
Consistent with the 1987 Brundtland Report and the message put forth
at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, institutionalists continue to
stress that much more aid from rich to poor countries is necessary to
help finance environmental protection in developing countries. Such
financing, institutionalists assert, is best directed toward specific environmental activities within those countries, as well as toward global
institutions that promote sound ecological practices.61 To achieve this it
is essential to ensure that more of the rich countries live up to their commitments. Far too often, institutionalists lament, this does not occur. At
the 1992 Earth Summit, for example, rich countries were only willing to
commit to providing US$125 billion of the necessary US$625 billion
required to implement the conference action program to promote sustainable development (Agenda 21).62 The total of all global assistance to
developing countries stood at US$52.3 billion in 2001, far short of the
total amount required to meet the goals of the Earth Summit. Both rich
and poor countries agree that more aid is needed, but they disagree on
where it should come from, how much is needed, and how it should be
allocated. Furthermore, disputes have arisen over the “conditionality” of
environmental aid—that is, over the restrictions donors attach to the aid,
sometimes broad policy reforms as in the case of structural adjustment
loans, or sometimes specific measures to protect the environment.63 There
have also been concerns raised about the “additionality” of aid, referring to whether aid for the environment is to be “new” aid that is over
and above existing aid flows, or just refocused aid.
For social greens, the problem is less about the amount of aid and
more about the source and focus of aid. It is essential in their view to
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restructure the global political economy to rectify global economic
inequalities. This will require far more than just lump sums of aid and
loans, but new trade, investment, and financial flows. It is critical to
restructure the financial system so it empowers local agencies, rather than
global agencies, with the funds to support sustainability.64 Social greens
tend to be suspicious of global institutions responsible for funding sustainability, because too often these institutions function with hidden
agendas that are more about the interest of capitalists and donors than
about the interest of communities of peoples.
This debate between institutionalists and social greens has played out
over the environmental funding by the Global Environment Facility. The
GEF undertaking was very much an institutionalist project, because it
foresaw that global cooperation and funding through such an institution
was essential for long-term environmental protection. From its inception,
it has been a highly politicized institution. The GEF was set up with a
budget of about US$1.3 billion just prior to the 1992 Earth Summit in
Rio de Janeiro at the urging of several EU countries.65 The initial idea
was to create a global “green fund” to help finance sustainable development initiatives called for in Agenda 21. The impetus for the GEF was
to provide funding in the form of grants for developing countries to help
them pay the “incremental costs” of global environmental obligations
under international environmental agreements. Incremental costs, difficult even for the GEF to define precisely, refer in a broad sense to the
extra costs developing countries pay for projects with “global” benefits.66
Along these lines, the GEF funds only projects with “global” environmental benefits. Initially these were restricted to projects that focused on
international waters, climate change, ozone depletion, and biodiversity.
More recently, the GEF has added land degradation and persistent
organic pollutants to this list.67
The GEF is run by the World Bank, the UNEP, and the UNDP, each
of which takes a role that mirrors its own expertise. The World Bank is
the lead agency and handles the finances. The UNDP directs the technical assistance associated with GEF projects, and the UNEP coordinates
between the GEF and the global environmental-agreement process.68 It
was foreseen from the beginning that NGOs would have a role in GEF
activities, though they had no formal rights in the pilot phase of the
project.69 Funding for GEF projects comes from the GEF Trust Fund, a
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fund to which countries pledge donations. By 2003, the GEF had committed more than US$4 billion to over 1,300 projects in over 140 countries. In 2002 donor countries had pledged an additional US$3 billion to
the GEF Trust Fund to cover project costs through 2006.70
During the early years the GEF was subject to heavy criticism from
both environmental NGOs and developing countries. The World Bank
quickly came to dominate the new institution, and there was in fact little
consultation with NGOs and local communities on project design and
implementation. Developing countries were unhappy with the GEF’s
commitment to only fund the “incremental” costs of projects. There was
also concern that the dominant role of the World Bank gave too much
weight to the needs of donors over the recipients. Attorney Bruce Rich
at the U.S. advocacy group Environmental Defense succinctly explains:
“The formulation of the Global Environment Facility was a model of the
Bank’s preferred way of doing business: Top-down, secretive, with a
basic contempt for public participation, access to information, involvement of democratically elected legislatures, and informed discussion of
alternatives.”71 For these reasons many NGOs were wary of endorsing
the GEF as the one and only fund connected to global environmental
treaties.72
Discussions on how to restructure the GEF to ameliorate these problems began as early as the 1992 Rio Earth Summit and continued over
the next few years. Environmental NGOs and developing countries
argued for a more accountable and democratic institution.73 They were
in favor of a voting structure similar to the UN system of one country
one vote. They also argued for the management of the GEF to become
independent from the World Bank. Environmental NGOs called for
greater participation of nonstate actors, including NGOs and local communities, in GEF decision-making procedures and implementation. The
donor countries on the other hand were most concerned about ensuring
an efficient and effective institution. For this reason they preferred the
World Bank to continue to manage the GEF, as well as a voting system
similar to the Bretton Woods system of one dollar one vote.74
The negotiations ended in a compromise. The reformed GEF incorporates a mixed voting system with elements of both the UN and Bretton
Woods voting structures.75 The management of the GEF is formally
housed in the World Bank, but is now functionally independent. The
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GEF now consults more formally with NGOs on its projects, and NGOs
are allowed to attend GEF Council meetings as observers and in some
cases as participants, which is unusual in global institutions.76 The GEF
Council is made up of eighteen recipient-country governments and fourteen donor-country participants and five NGOs. The GEF was formally
adopted as a permanent body in 1994.
Social greens remain skeptical of the GEF even though it is now undeniably a bit more democratic, transparent, and accountable. There are
broad concerns about the “bandage” approach of an institution like the
GEF. It papers over a few particular problems with money, rather than
addressing the underlying structural and systemic causes. The GEF
largely ignores, for example, issues like consumption.77 Social greens
have several specific concerns as well. GEF money is given in the form
of grants. This is appropriate, indeed essential, social greens agree. Yet,
because the GEF only pays for the “environment component” and only
the part with “global benefits,” most of the project grants are in fact in
some way tied to other World Bank loans. This arises almost inevitably,
critics argue, from the Bank’s continued dominance of the GEF process.
A report sponsored by the NGO Environmental Defense and The Halifax
Initiative notes that the World Bank “has used the GEF to externalize
environmental costs and increase the indebtedness of Southern countries
by ‘sweetening’ proposed loans with green grants.”78 Social greens
further accuse the GEF of focusing mainly on transferring technology to
developing countries. Projects are, moreover, top-down and do not adequately incorporate the views and participation of the local people most
affected by them.79 It is especially difficult for local groups in developing countries, for example, to learn the language in which proposals have
to be written to be accepted by the Bank.
Bilateral Finance: ODA and Export Credit Agencies
Official Development Assistance
Two-thirds of total concessional assistance to developing countries is in
the form of grants.80 Multilateral development banks mainly provide
loans. The UN, Europe, and bilateral donors, however, primarily supply
grants. Around three-quarters of the total concessional assistance of
bilateral donors is in the form of grants. These grants support a broad
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range of activities, including sustainable development projects, education
programs, technology transfers, food relief, and emergency assistance.
The motives behind bilateral aid arise out of complex historical, cultural,
political, and increasingly commercial foreign-policy goals. Bilateral
donors put less emphasis than multilateral development banks on the
economic “performance” of the assistance and more on humanitarian
assistance and comprehensive security concerns. Many bilateral donors
ensure that well over 90 percent of their assistance is in the form of
grants. In 1998 and 1999 the grant share of total ODA commitments
for countries like Australia, Canada, Denmark, Switzerland, and Sweden
was 100 percent. The U.S. grant share was 97 percent in 1998 and 98
percent in 1999. The UK grant share was 94 percent in 1998 and 92
percent in 1999. The great exception in terms of the grant share of ODA
is Japan, the world’s largest bilateral ODA donor in the 1990s. Japan’s
grant share was 35 percent in 1998 and 39 percent in 1999.81 Japan is
an interesting case because its philosophy of ODA, embedded in the logic
of market liberals, challenges the more institutionalist approach of the
other bilateral donors.
Japan became the largest bilateral donor in 1991. In FY1997 (April
1, 1997–March 31, 1998) Japan distributed over US$9 billion in ODA.
Of this, about 20 percent was designated as environmental aid. Well over
half of this US$9 billion, as noted, was in the form of concessional loans.
Some argue that loans, even ones on highly concessional terms, are never
“environmental” because the pressure of servicing and repaying foreign
debt pushes a government to export larger and larger volumes of natural
resources to earn foreign exchange. Yet the Japanese government has a
reasoned defense of its focus on concessional lending even for environmental projects.
ODA must, in Japan’s view, ultimately foster self-reliance and longterm incentives to move beyond aid. There must be incentives to ensure
that elites in recipient countries draw on ODA in a way that sustains
economic growth (and thus generates the income to repay in 25 years or
so). The need to service and repay loans puts a much greater onus on
recipients to ensure ODA actually “performs” in the long term. Grants
are useful—indeed these are often essential for humanitarian and practical reasons—yet too much grant aid can create a culture of welfare and
dependence, where elites in developing countries are content to rely on
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handouts to prop up state services and appear competent in the short
term (and perhaps at the same time line their own pockets). Moreover,
grants alone, the Japanese government argues, will simply not provide
enough funds to build the infrastructure—water and sewage systems,
roads, ports, hydroelectric dams, and airports—so critical for long-term
economic growth. Donors must aim to graduate recipients from a
dependence on aid, and the only way to do this is to ensure local economic growth. Most of Japan’s concessional assistance has gone into
countries in the Asia-Pacific region. The exceptional economic performance of this region after World War II confirms, in the view of the
Japanese government, the long-term logic of a focus on loans and largescale infrastructure. Japan’s ODA has helped countries like Malaysia to
move beyond a dependence on aid, and countries like China, Thailand,
the Philippines, and Indonesia to move steadily in that direction. This
success is unlike that in any other region of the developing world.82
Export Credit Agencies
Export credit agencies (ECAs) are another important source of bilateral
finance. ECAs are public agencies in developed countries that provide
credit—in the form of government-backed loans, investment guarantees,
and risk insurance—to support both investment and trade in developing
countries. These credits are specifically tied to business contracts with
companies based in the lending country.83 Developing countries that
accept projects financed by ECAs are in effect taking out a loan from
the ECA, which then goes to the corporation providing the service. The
developing-country borrower (sometimes a government, sometimes a
private entity) must eventually repay the loan, not the company involved
from the industrialized country. Most ECA loans to private entities in
the developing world require that their governments back the loans,
often turning what appears to be privately held debt into public debt.84
Most industrialized countries have at least one ECA that provides such
assistance. Examples of some of the more prominent ECAs are the
Export-Import Bank of the United States (the Ex-Im Bank), the U.S.
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), the Japan Bank for
International Cooperation (JBIC)/International Financial Corporation
(formerly JEXIM), the Canadian Export Development Corporation, the
German Hermes Kreditversicherung-AG (Hermes), the UK Export Credit
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Guarantee Department (ECGD), and the Australian Export Finance and
Insurance Corporation (EFIC).85
In providing this financing as well as loan guarantees and insurance
services, ECAs seek to assist corporations from their own country as well
as to finance development projects in developing countries. These agencies provide a large and growing amount of development finance for
trade and investment, at interest rates higher than those of other bilateral and multilateral assistance. The combined total of finance from all
ECAs is now more than twice the total value of all development assistance, bilateral and multilateral.86 ECAs provide some US$100–200
billion in loans to developing countries annually, and they subsidize
nearly 10 percent of global exports, making them significant financial
players.87 Their importance for developing countries is stark. They
account for some 40 percent of developing country debt owed to official
agencies. Export credits, for example, account for 64 percent of Nigeria’s
external debt, and 42 percent of the Democratic Republic of Congo’s
external debt.88
ECAs have come under attack by environmental groups in recent
years. The nature of export credit lending means ECAs tend to finance
and insure ventures with high risks, including oil, gas, logging, and
mining projects, as well as large-scale dams, nuclear power, chemical
facilities, and road building in remote areas. As Aaron Goldzimer of the
NGO Environmental Defense notes, “When an ECA will take on most
of the risk and provide nearly full compensation if something goes
wrong, there is every incentive for corporations and banks to move ahead
with any overseas transactions—even excessively risky ones.”89 Critics
charge that ECAs do not properly consider the environmental implications of these projects before funding them. ECA Watch, an international
NGO campaign on export credit agencies, claims “half of all new greenhouse gas-emitting industrial projects in developing countries have some
form of ECA support.”90
Unlike bilateral ODA and multilateral development agencies, most
ECAs are not subject to any environmental or social standards. They are
also highly secretive agencies that do not disclose much information
about the projects they finance.91 The U.S. ECAs are an exception in this
regard, because the United States is the only industrialized country to
subject projects funded by its ECAs to environmental assessments. Under
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pressure by U.S. environmental groups, there has been growing attention
in recent years to the environmental impacts of ECA loans. The case for
more transparency has been particularly strong in the United States,
because the U.S. ECAs have links to the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID), which on paper has strict environmental standards.92 This type of pressure is lacking in many other industrialized
countries. The result is that when a U.S. ECA rejects a project on environmental grounds, there is still a high probability another ECA will
finance it. This is what happened with financing for the Three Gorges
Dam in China. Construction began on the twenty-year project in 1993.
The Canadian, German, Swedish, and Swiss ECAs have all helped to
finance this project, which will displace up to 2 million people and is
projected to cause widespread ecological disruption, even though the
World Bank and the U.S. Ex-Im Bank rejected it.93
The United States and the United Kingdom have pressured other G-8
countries since the late 1990s to work toward a set of environmental
and social guidelines for ECAs. The OECD has followed this lead
and also launched talks on common standards for ECAs in these areas.
Thus far, neither forum has agreed on what these guidelines should
look like.94 At the same time, environmental NGOs have kept up their
campaigns on ECAs, and in 2000 launched the Jakarta Declaration
for Reform of Official Export Credit and Investment Insurance
Agencies.95 This declaration calls for greater transparency of ECAs,
binding social and environmental guidelines and standards that are at
least equal to those of the World Bank and the OECD, and the adoption of criteria on human rights and corruption. It calls, too, for an end
to nonproductive investments and the cancellation of ECA debt of the
poorest countries.
Private Finance and the Environment
The environmental impact of private global financing on developing
countries has received far less attention than concessional assistance.
This is understandable. Public financing is easier to track, and in the case
of agencies like the World Bank, there are official policies to hold it
accountable. It is much more difficult to hold private financial agencies
accountable, especially when environmental standards and guidelines
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do not exist, as in the case of ECAs. The volume of private finance is
enormous. Every day, as we noted earlier, over US$1 trillion changes
hands in private financial markets, mainly currency speculation and
investments in stocks and bonds. Because of its sheer size, private
financing will inevitably alter the global environment, although the
effects may be less obvious than in the case of public global financing.
Currency speculation and trading in particular can contribute to great
economic instabilities. The 1997–1999 Asian financial crisis, for
example, saw the value of local currencies collapse in countries like
Indonesia. The value of the Indonesian rupiah fell from about Rp2,450
to the U.S. dollar in July 1997 to Rp11,000 to the U.S. dollar in September 1998. Unemployment and prices for essential goods soared as the
Indonesian economy contracted by 10–15 percent in 1998. Economist
Paul Krugman wrote in September 1998: “Never in the course of economic events—not even in the early years of the Depression—has so large
a part of the world economy experienced so devastating a fall from
grace.”96 Sudden and unexpected crises like the one in Asia only reinforce the short-term mentality among investors in currency markets.
Similarly, the money invested in stocks and bonds through mutual funds
demands short-term gains as well, so most investment ends up with firms
that can promise such gains.
There is an increasing recognition both inside and outside of the financial industry, however, that this short-term mentality tends to go against
the long-term vision needed by firms to promote environmental protection and sustainability. Critics worry that it increasingly makes more
financial sense, for example, to harvest an old-growth forest and invest
the proceeds today than it does to harvest the forest sustainably over a
number of years. The returns on the former are significantly higher than
on the latter. Such realities prompt firms and the banks that back them
to pursue projects that lead to environmental destruction in the short
run, with little consideration for the long run. By operating in this way,
financial markets discriminate against firms that promote sustainable
practices.97 Unless banks and individual investors demand environmental responsibility as a condition of receiving money, there is little prospect
that it will be a serious consideration. Some, such as Swiss industrialist
Stephan Schmidheiny, are working to convince actors within private
financial markets that they must promote principles of sustainable
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development.98 He argues, along the lines of market liberals, that banks
and private actors are the key to the promotion of sustainable development. If they do not act now to promote environmental protection within
the private financial system, he maintains, economic-growth prospects
will be harmed in the future.99
Over the past decade agencies like the UNEP have pushed for greater
environmental accountability of banks and financial markets. The UNEP
Finance Initiatives was founded in 1992 with the aim of engaging financial institutions in the broad discussions on sustainable development.100
Financial institutions are participating in part because of NGO pressure,
but in part too out of fear that financial-market investors and banks
could be held liable for the environmental damage done by corporate
borrowers. A 1990 legal case in the United States in fact had decided
that a bank was in part responsible for the environmental damage done
by one of its borrowers.101 Such fears have been a key factor in getting
banks to even consider the need to evaluate the potential environmental
implications of borrowers. UNEP organized the Statement by Banks on
the Environment and Sustainable Development in the mid-1990s, signed
by over 260 financial institutions.102 This statement is market friendly,
yet still supports a precautionary approach to environmental management. It is not a binding agreement, but rather requests signatories to
abide by its principles. This has led some to ask whether it is a genuinely
green move, or just a strategy to minimize risk on the part of banks. For
others, it shows the willingness of private financial institutions to take
some responsibility for environmental management, knowing a healthy
global environment means a healthy global economy.
Conclusion
Market liberals, then, see global financing as an effective means to
promote growth and prosperity in developing countries. Grants, such as
for education, food relief, and health services, can no doubt help countries adjust, reorient, and get back on the development track. There are
also genuine humanitarian concerns that require grant aid. But market
liberals also argue that the global community must be careful to avoid
creating a welfare world, a world of unaccountable and corrupt elites
living off the handouts of rich countries. It is equally critical to recog-
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nize the value of concessional loans from organizations like the World
Bank, the IMF, and the Japanese government. These loans help to stabilize developing economies, which in turn benefits the entire global
economy. Large loans allow governments in developing countries to lay
the foundational infrastructure (especially for transportation and energy)
to compete in global markets. They foster self-reliance and independence, making the long-term goal of graduating from a dependence on aid
more realistic. They force recipients to take responsibility for long-term
outcomes of decisions. And they demonstrate a confidence in the abilities of recipients to manage their own affairs, thus generating trust and
competence within recipient countries. Multilateral and bilateral lenders
can help guide the elites of developing states with expert economic
advice: in particular, to explain the pitfalls of protectionism and bad
financial practices. State planners in developing states need incentives to
ensure that aid in fact “performs”—that is, to ensure it creates lasting
economic development. Key measures of performance are the ability to
service and repay loans. The financial accountability of servicing and
repaying foreign debt can in addition help prod corrupt and incompetent leaders from power, which in the long run will only improve economic, social, and environmental conditions.
No doubt, market liberals concede, economic development often
requires larger volumes of natural resource exports to earn the necessary
foreign exchange to finance loans. Yet the period of resource exports
should be seen as the first stage of development, a necessary step toward
processing and manufacturing, and eventually services and information.
This ratcheting-up process will inevitably involve some irreversible environmental changes. But this is not a reason to condemn natural resource
exploitation. It is paternalistic to want to “deep freeze” the developing
world in a past of hunters and gatherers, pristine (yet impassable) forests
and mountains, and isolated (yet primitive) villages. Life for people in
such conditions is short and difficult. Is it right to trap poor people in
the past so rich people can save a few apes and tigers? Why should the
peoples of the developing world be denied the lifestyle of peoples in the
developed world? Europe and North America drew heavily on their
natural resources to develop. It is nothing more than neocolonialism to
prevent Asia, Africa, and Latin America from doing the same. Some of
the most ardent supporters of this view are leaders in the developing
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world. Former Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir has led the charge.
Typical is his blunt remark in the mid-1990s: “Malaysia wants to
develop, and I say to the so-called environmentalists, ‘Mind your own
business.’ ”103
Institutionalists agree with the broad parameters of the market-liberal
interpretation of the environmental consequences of global financing.
There are, however, some notable caveats. There is, institutionalists
argue, a great need for more assistance, both loans and grants. Grants
might be preferable in many situations, but to raise sufficient funds for
the institutional needs of developing states and weak global environmental institutions will most certainly require concessional and nonconcessional loans as well. At a bare minimum, governments need to meet
the international promise of 0.7 percent of their gross national product.
There is a need, too, for donors to target more aid at specific environmental problems, especially global problems that quite naturally are a
low priority in countries struggling to feed and house their own citizens.
There is also a need to ease some of the debt burden, especially in heavily
indebted countries, because these financial pressures weaken the capacity of these states to manage environmental resources. The focus of
global financing must remain realistic, with the ultimate goal of promoting sustainable development. Economic growth and higher incomes
that flow from effective global financing can then enhance the global and
national capacities to manage environmental change.
Institutionalists call for more mechanisms like GEF—with innovative
mandates to finance projects with global environmental benefits—
because these are the only effective and practical way forward. In addition, the world needs stronger policies and loan/grant conditions to
counteract some of the pressures of foreign debts (that encourage states
to overexploit natural resources or overproduce cash crops). But it is just
as critical to remain realistic. The developing world needs loans to
survive. Without loans, developing economies would stagnate, social
conditions and state services would deteriorate, and entire societies
would collapse into chaos and war. There is a fine balance between the
financial needs of development and the financial needs to protect the
global environment. Notably, the World Bank’s recent effort to mainstream the environment into lending is shifting it away from a marketliberal approach and toward an institutionalist one.
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Compared to market liberals or institutionalists, bioenvironmentalists
have far less to say about global financing. Most bioenvironmentalists
see development lending as fuel for out-of-control growth and consumption. Environmental grants certainly have the potential to do some
good, but these are a mere ripple in the global political economy, and
the amounts are unable to counteract the effects of economic growth,
consumption, trade, and investment. Foreign debt is, moreover, a drag
on the ability of developing states to shift economic course, pushing them
to harvest the last of their natural heritage just to service and repay loans.
A few extreme bioenvironmentalists—notably Hardin—call for tough
measures to ensure the survival of the globe. He uses a metaphor of a
world of “sovereign lifeboats.” There are two kinds of boats: well-built,
stable ones full of healthy survivors (the rich countries); and leaking, capsizing ones, with desperate people falling or jumping overboard, who
then either beg for assistance or claw at the gunnels of the stable boats.
For humanity as a whole to survive, the people in the rich boats, even
the good-hearted ones, must, indeed it is their ethical duty, to let the
unlucky fend for themselves—otherwise, all will drown, because there is
just not enough space left (carrying capacity) in the rich boats. It is thus
essential for the rich to end humanitarian assistance, since this merely
prolongs the agony of those in the overpopulated waters of the poor
world, and risks the lives of those in the rich world. Any other choice,
in Hardin’s view, is “suicidal” for “posterity.” He writes: “To be generous with one’s own possessions is one thing: to be generous with posterity’s is quite another. This, I think, is the point that must be gotten
across to those who would, from a commendable love of distributive
justice, institute a ruinous system on the commons.”104 Hardin, no doubt,
is at the margins of bioenvironmentalist thought, and most would see
aid as a valuable tool to assist developing countries with implementing
tough population-control policies. Most, too, would in the meantime
throw a life preserver to at least some of the drowning (enough at least
to keep them afloat). It is the overconsumption and greed of those in the
stable boats that will ultimately sink the world anyway.
Social greens are the main critics of the market-liberal and institutionalist views of global financing. They also charge extremists like
Hardin with moral indifference. All humans should be treated with
dignity, and the accident of birthplace should not guide the morality of
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access and allocation of resources. The rich, social greens argue, need to
care about the poor more, not less. This does not mean distributing occasional “handouts” to the poor (foreign aid). Instead, ideally, the globe
needs a more just political economy, in which the rich make do with less
and do not deprive the poor of sustainable livelihoods. Then there would
be no need for international aid, because the poorest would have access
to land and would no longer be poor. The global political economy needs
to empower communities, so locals again control decisions and destinies.
This will never occur within current global financing structures. The
GEF, according to social greens, is an elitist institution designed to serve
the interests of the World Bank and donor states. The ECAs are opaque
and unaccountable, in many ways even worse than the World Bank,
which is at least inching ever so slowly in the right direction. Some grant
aid supports communities through education, participation, women in
development, freshwater projects, sustainable employment, and so on.
But the total impact of ODA is terrible. Public and private loans primarily serve global capitalism and local cronyism. The common people
rarely benefit from this form of financing. The debt burden is adding to
the social and environmental woes in the most destitute countries of the
world. There is a critical need to waive foreign debts, and most social
greens support debt-cancellation initiatives (i.e., outright forgiveness of
debts of the world’s most heavily indebted countries) such as the Jubilee
2000 campaign promoted.105 Many are, at the same time, critical of
World Bank efforts to ease debt burdens though programs such as the
Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative, which makes limited
debt relief dependent on sustained commitment to structural adjustment
measures.106 In their view, the conditions for the relief yet again mainly
serve donors and their corporate and political allies rather than the
peoples in developing countries.
All perspectives agree that global financing alone will not be enough
to solve global environmental problems. What, then, is needed? The conclusion examines the heated and radically different answers to this deceptively simple question.

8
Paths to a Green World? Four Visions for a
Healthy Global Environment

How, then, can the global community ensure a healthy and thriving ecological future? Should governments and global organizations control the
forces of globalization? If so, what are the most effective means? Should
the global community rely on technology, regimes, a world government,
or local communities? There are radically different visions of the best
way forward, ones rooted in radically different explanations of the
causes and consequences of global environmental change. Drawing on
their own unique insights, each perspective offers its own mix of
proposals.
Market liberals call for reforms to facilitate a smooth functioning of
markets. They want eco-efficiency, voluntary corporate responsibility,
and more technological cooperation. Institutionalists call for reforms to
facilitate global cooperation and stronger institutions. They call for new
and better environmental regimes, changes to global organizations, and
efforts to enhance state capacity to manage environmental change.
Bioenvironmentalists call for reforms to protect nature from humanity.
They call for lower rates of population growth and consumption as well
as a new economy based on an ethic of sustainability, one that operates
at a steady state, designed to preserve the globe’s natural heritage. For
some, this can be done cooperatively with new and far stronger institutions—a vision not much different from institutionalists. For others, conquering the human instinct to consume ecological space will require a
coercive and supreme authority—perhaps a world government. Social
greens call for reforms to reduce inequality and foster environmental
justice. Humanity must rise up and dismantle global economic institutions to reverse globalization. The new global political economy must
empower communities and localize trade and production. The new
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economy should respect the rights of women, indigenous communities,
and the poor.
This chapter does not strive to convince you of one set of options. It
highlights the key insights from each of the worldviews, and explains the
proposed paths for change emanating from each. The chapter also examines the extent to which each worldview accepts or rejects the proposals
of others. We will leave it to you to decide which elements of the worldviews you find most convincing and most useful.
Market-Liberal Vision
Market liberals see a future of ever-greater prosperity. Even the most
superficial glance through history, they argue, confirms the great strides
of humanity over the last few centuries. The past was not the idyllic
paradise of goodwill and well-being that social greens so often seem to
assume. It was nasty and short, full of suffering, disease, tyranny, and
paranoia of “outsiders.” Globalization is breaking down artificial barriers and enhancing cooperation and sympathy, which in turn promotes
tolerance, democracy, and prosperity. True environmentalists, market
liberals argue, should embrace globalization in all its forms: cultural,
political, and most importantly economic. They should strive for a world
with less government and more consumption, investment, trade, and
development assistance. The immediate aim is to raise global and national
per capita incomes. But the real aim is to ensure enough production so
all of humanity prospers: only then will societies have the political will
and the funds to implement sustainable development effectively.
Market liberals believe sustainable development is in the natural interest of business. According to the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, “Pursuing a mission of sustainable development can make
our firms more competitive, more resilient to shocks, nimbler in a fastchanging world, more unified in purpose, more likely to attract and hold
customers and the best employees, and more at ease with regulators,
banks, insurers, and financial markets.” The goal, in other words, is
“sustainable human progress.”1
Without economic prosperity, market liberals contend, it is unrealistic, indeed it is unfair, to ask nations or individuals to sacrifice in order
to save the global environment. Ordinary people need jobs, wages, train-
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ing, and pensions before they will worry about climate change and ozone
depletion. Ordinary people will also, quite naturally, deplete and degrade
the surrounding resources to feed, house, and sustain their families. Prosperity and better environmental quality, for market liberals, go hand in
hand. A prosperous world, moreover, is a more ethical world: where
people have the freedom to make dreams come true, and the freedom to
lead productive and useful lives.
Specific reforms need to unleash the power of the invisible hand of the
market to drive economic growth, foster innovation and efficiency, and
correct distortions. This requires open and competitive markets that
foster trade based on comparative advantage. It requires steady and predictable investment climates: that means stable intellectual and physical
property rights, reliable contracts enforced by the rule of law, transparent and accountable standards (the elimination of state corruption), and
tax reforms to avoid unfair penalties on income earners (reasonable taxes
on waste and pollution are fine). It requires fewer command-and-control
regulations and better market incentives to ensure “voluntary” compliance (if compliance is voluntary, but with proper incentives, it will be in
the financial interest of firms to comply). It further requires global rules
to prevent governments from implementing policies—like bans, subsidies, and tariff barriers—that distort the smooth functioning of markets.
The Economist magazine explains the consequences of such policies:
“Bans and rules . . . have a habit of attracting a more pernicious sort of
price signal, corruption. A quicker way for a government to improve its
environment is to examine its list of subsidies. Artificially cheap water
and energy, as well as tax breaks for mining, are scourges of the environment worldwide.”2
The World Trade Organization and the International Monetary Fund,
for market liberals, are good models of how global cooperation can
enhance economic well-being by promoting the benefits of open markets
and discouraging government intervention in the economy. Further
efforts are still needed, however. As the World Business Council for Sustainable Development notes, governments that impede business from
doing business “and that try to take the place of business in meeting
people’s needs keep their people poor.” The Council then adds, “Denying
poor people and countries access to markets is planet-destroying as well
as people destroying.” As evidence, the Council points to the correlation
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between the Index of Economic Freedom and the Human Development
Index: “Roughly, the more economic freedom, the higher the levels of
human development.”3
Market liberals like Bjørn Lomborg and Julian Simon warn, too,
against premature actions to correct what might well be fictitious environmental problems. Activists and academics, they argue, are just as
prone to personal and professional biases as government and corporate
leaders. Groups like Greenpeace, too, often exaggerate the extent of environmental problems, on occasion because of incompetence, but primarily because this is what they do: scare the masses, fundraise, scare the
masses some more. Lomborg writes, “The often heard environmental
exaggeration has serious consequences. It makes us scared and it makes
us more likely to spend our resources and attention solving phantom
problems while ignoring real and pressing (possibly non-environmental)
issues.”4 Global leaders must be careful to avoid dancing to the tune of
misinformed civil societies. They must show courage and leadership, only
acting when there is real scientific evidence of a problem. Market
liberals do recognize that on occasion some environmental problems are
severe and immediate actions are necessary. It is best, however, to minimize the problems in the first place, relying on measures like fostering
eco-efficiency, voluntary corporate greening, and technological innovation. We now explore each of these in more detail.
The eco- in eco-efficiency stands for both “economic” and “ecological.” By efficiency, market liberals mean we have to make optimal use
of both economy and ecology. The basic idea is to achieve more from
less energy and raw-material inputs. As Livio DeSimone and Frank
Popoff of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development
explain, “Eco-efficiency harnesses the business concept of creating value
and links it with environmental concerns. The goal is to create value for
society, and for the company, by doing more with less over the entire life
cycle, that is, from creation of raw materials to disposal of products at
the end of their life.” It is “a management philosophy that links environmental excellence to business excellence.”5 The bottom line here is
simple: benefits will accrue to companies that follow the principles of
eco-efficiency. This approach will enhance their image, save them money,
and gain them markets. It will also do away with the need for commandand-control regulations. It will, most importantly, ensure future growth,
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which is essential for the health of societies, the health of business, and
ultimately the health of the planet.
Market liberals also stress the need for voluntary corporate social and
environmental responsibility to ensure sustainable development. Voluntary corporate initiatives include ISO 14000 environmental management
standards, the UN’s Global Compact, the public-private partnerships
promoted at the 2002 Johannesburg Summit, corporate social responsibility, and corporate environmental stewardship. For market liberals,
adherence to these standards promises only positive outcomes for the
environment. And industry is seen to be the best actor to set up such
standards because it is most familiar with corporate possibilities and constraints. Market liberals prefer such an approach because it shifts the
burden of regulation from the state to the firm, which can monitor environmental performance much more efficiently (important for ecoefficiency). Moreover, adherence to a global standard helps ensure that,
even when state enforcement is weak (common throughout the developing world), firms will still abide by local regulations. Global standards
like the ISO 14000 in addition encourage firms to adopt cleaner technologies, rather than focusing on cleaning up after the fact, because firms
consider environmental impacts throughout the decision-making
process. Such standards are also intended to spread good environmental
practices up and down the supply chain, as well as across borders,
because certified firms are required to encourage suppliers to become
certified.6
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is emerging as a core response
of global business to the need to promote sustainable development.
According to the World Business Council for Sustainable Development,
it has “always stressed that sustainable development rests on three
fundamental pillars: economic growth, ecological balance, and social
progress. As an engine for social progress, CSR helps companies live up
to their responsibilities as global citizens and local neighbors in a fastchanging world.”7 Corporate environmental stewardship is similar to
CSR, but focuses more specifically on environmental conservation. It
requires firms to not only voluntarily comply with all environmental
laws, but to go “beyond compliance” to prevent pollution and conserve
resources.8 Though strictly voluntary, compliance with CSR and corporate environmental stewardship is assumed to be in the economic
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interest of business. These initiatives are thus seen to be “win-win”
propositions.
Initiatives like eco-efficiency and voluntary corporate responsibility
alone will not suffice to solve all global environmental problems. A sustainable future, market liberals stress, will inevitably require scientific
progress, imagination, and forward thinking—the same forces that led
to so many of history’s great discoveries and advances. The world’s
wealthiest nations must nurture and harness the greatest minds—the
Isaac Newtons, Henry Fords, and Albert Einsteins—for the benefit of the
entire world. Societies and governments, market liberals argue, must
draw on these geniuses to think us out of puzzles like climate change
and deforestation. There is no other way. How, for example, given the
desires and needs of ordinary people in all corners of the world to drive
automobiles, can the global community possibly “solve” urban air pollution, climate change, and the inevitable end of oil with policies alone?
The only feasible path is new technologies. The World Business Council
for Sustainable Development is blunt here: “Recent history suggests that
those living in wealthier countries do not intend to consume and waste
less. Given that the other 80% of the planet’s people seek to emulate
those consumption habits, the only hope for sustainability is to change
forms of consumption. To do so, we must innovate.”9
There are many grand visions and much ongoing research on future
environmental technologies, like hydrogen fuel cells for automobiles.10
For market liberals, solutions to problems like climate change that discount the potential of new discoveries and technologies—such as calls
by radicals to limit or ban cars—are naive, wishful thinking, or downright harmful to the ultimate goal of a better world. Market liberals
argue that innovation that brings cleaner production processes feeds into
the goal of eco-efficiency, and is thus by its nature in the interest of
firms.
It is equally vital, market liberals contend, to transfer these technological advances to the developing world. The transfer of environmentally sound technology can help developing countries “leapfrog” past
development stages that tend to rely on inefficient and polluting technologies.11 Transfer of innovative environmental technologies, according
to market liberals, works best when done by transnational corporations,
in a business-to-business setting. Governments and international organ-
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izations should, therefore, actively entice foreign direct investment that
brings in more advanced technologies.12
Institutionalist Vision
Institutionalists agree with many of the core recommendations of market
liberals, including the need to embrace globalization, raise per capita
national incomes, and facilitate trade, investment, and financing. They
agree, too, that free markets, technology transfers, and voluntary corporate greening are all potentially valuable strategies to promote better
global environmental management. Yet institutionalists add an important caveat to these strategies. They argue that more concerted efforts,
beyond relying on markets alone, to harness and channel globalization
toward sustainable development must accompany these strategies. Doing
this will require stronger international organizations, norms, and regimes
as well as stronger national and local capacities to manage environmental affairs.
Without such measures, problems like climate change could slow or
even stall the steady progress toward a more civilized and prosperous
world. The global community should not risk such a future. Like market
liberals, institutionalists stress that modern scientific inquiry should
guide all analyses, decisions, and agreements. At the same time it is
important to recognize that the scientific method is often a slow process,
involving claims and counterclaims. There is thus often great uncertainty
surrounding scientific inquiry, especially for problems as multifaceted as
climate change. Institutionalists see the precautionary principle as a
useful tool to help overcome the limitations of scientific investigation.
Principle 15 of the 1992 Rio Declaration defines this: “In order to protect
the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by
States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious
or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used
as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.”13 The precautionary approach has been particularly important as a justification for creating and strengthening global
environmental regimes.
Environmental regimes are at the core of the institutionalist vision
of a sustainable future.14 This emphasis arises from the belief that
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negotiated global agreements, principles, and norms offer the best way
to address environmental problems in a world of sovereign states. Global
“rules” embodied in regimes provide a common point around which
states can coordinate their own environmental behavior while at the
same time being assured that behavior change for the global common
good does not compromise their national sovereignty. Regimes also allow
states to establish common but differentiated responsibilities for developed- and developing-country governments, such that states with more
capacity can make greater commitments, while those with fewer
resources receive less ambitious targets and more time or financial assistance to meet their commitments. This is one way for the global community to more fairly divide up responsibilities in a highly unequal
world. There are several hundred international legal instruments dealing
with environmental matters. This encompasses a wide range of regimes,
including, for example, the 1989 Basel Convention on the Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Waste and Its Disposal, the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity, and the 1994 UN Convention to Combat
Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or
Desertification, Particularly in Africa (see table 3.1).
While institutionalists believe strongly in the potential of international
environmental cooperation through regimes, many call for efforts to
make them more effective.15 Some of the more recent international environmental agreements, like the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, still need additional signatories to ratify them before they will come into force. There
is also a need to ensure better monitoring and greater compliance with
agreements that are already in force. And there is a need for better coordination between agreements that are related, such as between the Kyoto
Protocol (climate change) and the Montreal Protocol (ozone depletion).
Similarly, there could be better coordination between the Basel Convention (hazardous waste trade), the Stockholm Convention (persistent
organic pollutants), and the Rotterdam Convention (hazardous chemicals and pesticides). Institutionalists also point out that there is a need
for more financing, especially for the implementation of agreements in
developing countries, although the Global Environment Facility, with
commitments of more than US$4 billion in over 140 countries, is certainly helping. There is also a need to ensure that global agreements feed
into national policies and actions.
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One of the greatest concerns of institutionalists is whether regimes are
in fact effective. In other words, are they actually contributing to
“solving” the problem? It is extremely difficult to measure regime effectiveness, because multiple intervening factors can influence environmental change in unexpected ways. Over the past decade institutionalist
scholars have shifted from their initial focus on regime formation to
issues of implementation, compliance, and enforcement, which more
closely reflect a regime’s effectiveness. The purpose is to analyze what
works and what does not in a bid to design better agreements in the
future.16
Institutionalists also call for broad reforms to global environmental
institutions. The UN Environment Programme, for example, argues:
Many environmental institutions were originally set up under different conditions and to perform different functions from those they are expected to exercise today. . . . Many institutions are constrained by a lack of human capacity
and funding, despite increased environmental challenges, and this limits their
effectiveness. These are clearly issues that need to be addressed if institutions are
to fulfil their present obligations and confront emerging environmental issues.17

Institutionalists call, too, for specific reforms to international economic
organizations, as previous chapters discuss. Many people, for example,
would like to see the World Bank improve its accountability by ensuring more participation of affected peoples and NGOs in both project and
adjustment lending.18 Some call for reforms to the World Trade Organization, like clarification of the relationship between multilateral environmental agreements and trade rules, as well as incorporation of the
precautionary principle into the rules of the World Trade Organization
(WTO).19
Some institutionalists, such as political scientist Frank Biermann, go
further and call for the creation of a World Environment Organization
(WEO) to counterbalance the economic power of organizations like the
WTO.20 The idea here is to effectively replace the relatively weak UN
Environment Programme (UNEP) with a much stronger body. This could
mean upgrading the UNEP from a program to a specialized agency, or
it could mean streamlining a variety of activities into a larger agency to
better coordinate global environmental policies. Some would even like
to see an organization with enforcement powers to ensure that states
actually implement and comply with the environmental agreements they
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sign and ratify, something UNEP currently does not have.21 Others argue
that such an organization will not necessarily improve global environmental governance and may harm the interests of developing countries.
Instead they would like to see the current global environmental treaty
structures enhanced.22
A further broad set of institutionalist recommendations focuses on the
need to enhance state capacity to manage environmental issues more efficiently and effectively. This call for capacity building is geared particularly but not exclusively toward developing countries. Improved capacity
at the level of the state as well as other key environmental actors can
help a state to better comply with its international environmental commitments, and to improve its domestic environmental performance.23
Meeting this goal, institutionalists argue, will require more aid for developing countries—at a minimum, developed countries should meet their
promise to provide development assistance worth 0.7 percent of gross
national product (see chapter 7 for details).
Capacity building is a core mandate of the UNEP and UN system as
a whole. “Over the past several years,” the UNEP notes, “it has become
clear that capacity building is central to the quest for sustainable development.”24 Institutional and state capacity building also figured prominently in the 2002 Johannesburg Plan of Implementation, as well as
in the World Bank’s 2003 World Development Report on the theme of
Sustainable Development.25 This focus on strengthening institutional
capacity marked an important addition to the World Bank’s analysis of
environmental issues, incorporating a much more institutionalist
approach than it had in the past. Building capacity requires more than
just more development assistance in terms of grants and loans. It requires
technology transfers as well. Today, computers and satellites no doubt
provide the most effective means of monitoring the environmental
quality of resources like forests, rivers, and air.
Bioenvironmentalist Vision
Bioenvironmentalists tend to see a future of environmental doom. For
many, humans are like any other animal: they act and react to survive—
what some label as self-interest and others label as instinct. The human
species, then, is seen to be a primary problem for the earth’s ecology. The
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genetics that allowed the species to conquer all others in an era of seemingly limitless land and resources now leaves the species overflowing into
every possible ecological space.26 Under these circumstances, bioenvironmentalists demand radical changes to confront today’s ecological
crisis: the earth is beyond its carrying capacity and it is the duty of intelligent leaders to act immediately. They call for a new global political
economy that respects the biological limits of the planet earth. This
requires limits on the growth of the global population and the global
economy. It also requires new attitudes, norms, and policies that internalize the value of ecospheres, and in particular the value of nonhuman
life.
A common theme for bioenvironmentalists is the need to stem global
population growth. Early bioenvironmentalists, most notably Stanford
University professor Paul Ehrlich, called for stern measures to stop the
“population bomb” from wiping out the planet.27 Strong governmental
powers should be granted, he argued, to coerce people into having fewer
children. He advised donors to withhold food aid to developing countries unless they took drastic measures, including forced sterilization, to
bring their populations under control. “Coercion?” Ehrlich ponders,
“Perhaps, but coercion in a good cause. . . . We must be relentless in
pushing for population control around the world.”28 Garrett Hardin,
writing around the same time, called for a supreme authority to control
global population growth, to implement “mutual coercion, mutually
agreed upon.”29 Herman Daly, professor of ecological economics at the
University of Maryland, continues this theme, advocating the issuing of
transferable “birth licenses.”30 These strategies, however, now sit on the
more extreme end of bioenvironmentalist thought.
Despite demographic trends in the past 35 years that suggest a slowing
down of the overall rate of world population growth, more contemporary bioenvironmentalists continue to stress the need to control population growth rates.31 The total number of humans is still on the rise, these
bioenvironmentalists argue, and the planet is already beyond its carrying capacity. Today the strategies of bioenvironmentalists have softened
in the face of widespread criticism over the years that employing coercive measures to control population growth violates human rights. Most
bioenvironmentalists now stress the need for education, health care, and
distribution of contraceptive devices that give men and women a choice
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of various family-planning options.32 It is stressed, for example, that
provision of universal primary education for boys and girls as well as
enhanced educational opportunities at higher levels for women could go
a long way toward the goal of population reduction. The idea is that
educated women are more likely to pursue careers that use that education, which delays marriage and reduces family size. Enhancing health
care to reduce child mortality is another humane way to encourage
parents to have fewer children.
Most bioenvironmentalists tie their call for population control tightly
to their call for a reduction in economic growth and consumption. These
measures, say bioenvironmentalists, work equally together to deplete the
earth of its natural resources. The calls to reduce economic growth and
consumption have focused on bringing about fundamental changes to
global consumption patterns, especially in rich countries. For this reason,
some extreme bioenvironmentalists advocate controls on immigration
from developing countries to rich countries. Many moderates, however,
propose education as the best (effective and noncoercive) way to confront the emerging global culture of consumption. This involves questioning the implicit link between well-being and buying more and newer
things. And it involves deconstructing the branding of desire to free
good people from the brainwashing of advertisers.33 The educational
goal is to teach citizens to choose to live within limits—to use less, waste
less, recycle, and alter lifestyles.34 This approach tends to stress the
role of individuals in reducing the global impact of consumption and
production.
An important strategy to achieve these population and consumption
goals is to promote a new economy based on a new ethic of sustainability. Daly refers to this as a “steady-state” economy, in which the number
of humans and the amount of capital are constant, and at levels sufficient for a good and sustainable life. In addition, a steady-state economy
has a rate of throughput of matter-energy as low as is feasible.35 Under
such an economy, there is room for society to develop, to improve human
well-being, but not to grow. Daly is firm, though, in stating that a steadystate economy does not imply zero growth in gross national product,
because it is not defined in terms of gross national product (GNP).36
Some bioenvironmentalists argue that one way we can instill this new
sustainability ethic and move toward a steady-state economy is to do
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away with our measures of “progress” and “well-being,” in particular
the misleading focus on gross domestic product and gross national
product. There are a number of alternative economic indicators that
bioenvironmentalists propose, some of which focus on adjusting GDP
and GNP figures, and others that focus mainly on environmental indicators. Two of the more prominent indicators are the index of sustainable economic welfare (ISEW) and the genuine progress indicator (GPI).
The ISEW, first proposed by Herman Daly and John Cobb,37 measures
real per capita personal consumption expenditure, and adjusts it to
correct for income inequality, pollution, loss of natural capital, value of
household labor, and a variety of other factors not counted in GNP or
GDP. The GPI, as proposed by the U.S. NGO Redefining Progress, measures the financial transactions from GDP that relate to well-being and
adjusts them for factors similar to those incorporated into the ISEW.38
Both indicators are trying to measure roughly the same thing, human
well-being beyond mere GDP, but they have slightly different methodologies. A comparison of the ISEW and the GPI against GDP growth
over the past 50 years shows clearly that while GDP has continued to
grow, the other indices show very little improvement.39 The ISEW and
GPI have gained important recognition among environmental groups
such as Friends of the Earth, and they have now been calculated for a
number of countries.40
Indicators promoted by bioenvironmentalists that focus mainly on
environmental measures include the ecological footprint (see chapter
4) as well the living planet index (LPI). The ecological footprint has
been used by organizations such as the WWF to demonstrate the
extent of planetary resource depletion. The WWF also developed the
LPI, which averages changes on three indices: forests, freshwater
ecosystems, and marine ecosystems.41 Such measures are not designed to
replace GDP or GNP, but rather to supplement them. The aim is to
demonstrate not just to individuals but also to governments that we are
living beyond the planet’s biological capacity. The WWF’s analysis of
ecological footprints, for example, shows that human consumption of
natural resources in 1999 “overshot the Earth’s biological capacity by
about 20 per cent.”42 The aim is to use this information to change human
behavior in ways that are less consumptive and more conducive to
conservation.
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Bioenvironmentalists also commonly call for global restraints on production, trade, and especially transnational corporations as a way to
move toward a more sustainable global economy. Some call for a world
government or stronger international authority to ensure that such
restraints are put in place. Others instead call for a constellation of strong
institutions, norms, and rules—from global to local and public to
private—to constrain production, trade, and transnational corporations
so humanity again lives within the carrying capacity of the earth. Many
recognize, however, that this will be a difficult challenge given what is
seen to be humanity’s innate drive to plunder the planet.43 Measures
along these lines called for by bioenvironmentalists are similar to the
institutionalist proposals discussed earlier, but bioenvironmentalists
add (and stress) that a fundamental shift in human values must first
occur.
Overall, then, bioenvironmentalists see a need to profoundly change
Western values and lifestyles to solve global environmental problems. We
must move, as Thomas Princen of the University of Michigan’s School
of Natural Resources and the Environment argues, from values based on
efficiency and cooperation alone to ones focused on “sufficiency.” In
other words, accept “enough” and stop aiming for “more” through the
growth paradigm.44 There is no escaping this—not even with Nobel
Prize–winning technological breakthroughs. How, these bioenvironmentalists ask, can technology ever replace an unidentified species? We
cannot replace what we never knew we lost.
Social Green Vision
Social greens want a world that ensures both social and environmental
justice. This is not just an ethical stance. Without this justice, social
greens argue, the resulting global ecological crisis will swamp us all.
Social greens largely agree with bioenvironmentalists on the need to
address the culture of overconsumption and the need to adopt a new
global ethic. Their focus, however, is much more squarely on rejecting
globalization and relying on citizen action to promote justice in local
communities. Political and environmental scientist Michael Maniates, for
example, provocatively argues that the “individualization of responsi-
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bility” for environmental choices—such as green consumption and recycling—can feed into corporate goals and the culture of consumption.
This can appease the guilt of overconsumption and diffuse the societal
will to imagine collective ways to tackle environmental threats. He makes
the important, and often overlooked point, that “individual consumption choices are environmentally important, but . . . control over these
choices is constrained, shaped, and framed by institutions and political
forces that can be remade only through collective citizen action, as
opposed to individual consumer behavior.”45
How can the global community bring about social and ecological
justice in ways that reduce overall global consumption? Social greens
call on the global community to dismantle or downgrade global economic institutions, change the nature of trade and production, cancel
developing-country debts, and localize economies to empower local communities—to, in effect, reverse globalization and industrial capitalism
and alter the nature of the global political order. We now address each
of these proposals.
In terms of global trade rules, most social greens argue that global
leaders and ordinary citizens should reject the latest round of WTO trade
negotiations, at least until a full environmental assessment of WTO activities is conducted.46 Many, such as the members of the International
Forum on Globalization (IFG), would like to see the WTO rules rolled
back and the institution dismantled. Activist Colin Hines suggests a
Global Agreement on Sustainable Trade (GAST) to replace WTO rules,
as well as a World Localization Organization (WLO).47 He envisions that
such organizations would encourage states to give preferential treatment
to goods and services from other states that respect human rights, treat
workers fairly, and protect the environment, and would favor domestic
industry over foreign goods. Others, such as Greenpeace, take a more
pragmatic approach and call for clear incorporation of the precautionary principle into WTO rules. They call, too, for precedence of multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) over WTO rules, as well as
greater WTO transparency and consultation. They also recommend rules
to allow for discrimination based on production and processing methods
(PPMs) and rules against patents on life forms (elements of what is
sometimes called “safe trade”).48 Where trade is unavoidable, social
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greens also call for “fair trade”—that is, small-scale trade with communities that ensures fairer prices for goods and environmentally sound
production.49
On global financing, social greens call on donors to forgive foreign
debt as well as create a new organizational structure for global financing. Among social greens there is a split between those who want to dismantle the existing global economic infrastructure, and those who call
for significant reforms. Most social greens, it is important to note, are
not against global economic rules per se. The IFG, a group of more
radical social greens, states: “Clearly, there is a need for international
rules. To serve the whole of humanity, however, they must be based on
the consent of the governed, and enforcement must be left primarily to
democratically elected local and national governments.”50
Many, both radicals and reformists, would like to see the International
Monetary Fund and World Bank decommissioned and favor a rollback
of all structural adjustment programs.51 A new organization, providing
financial advice but not loans, could work toward meeting goals of debt
relief and local sustainability. Some would like to see international
funding in the form of loans only available on a regional scale, and only
for short-term emergencies.52 Some envision an International Insolvency
Court (IIC), which would oversee debt forgiveness. The New Economics Foundation and the Jubilee Coalition have proposed a Jubilee Framework, somewhat more reformist in nature, to oversee debt relief.53 Many
social greens also propose some sort of Tobin Tax—that is, a small tax
of less than half a percent—on global financial transactions as a way to
dampen global financial speculation, with the proceeds going to debt
relief and/or local green initiatives.54
With respect to TNCs and global investment, most social greens advocate some sort of global agreement on corporate accountability to curtail
what they see as systemic environmental and social abuses by TNCs.
Most argue that voluntary measures are wholly inadequate, and that a
legally binding agreement with teeth is required. Several proposals have
been put forward by social green organizations. Greenpeace, for
example, is promoting the “Bhopal Principles on Corporate Accountability.” This includes stricter liability for corporations and rules to
ensure the application of the highest standards regardless of location.55
Although this proposal calls on firms to adopt these principles, their ulti-
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mate aim is for a legally binding treaty along these lines. Friends of the
Earth International, too, has called for a legally binding treaty on corporate accountability.56 Some social greens go so far as envisioning a UN
organization to oversee such an agreement, as well as to collect data on
TNC activities.57
The logical other side of the antiglobalization stance of social greens
is the promotion of localization, also referred to as “subsidiarity.” This
means scaling down from the global where possible, and can refer to
several different sublevels. As the IFG states, “Depending on the context,
the local is defined as a subgroup within a nation-state; it may also be
the nation-state itself or, occasionally, a regional grouping of nationstates. In all cases, the idea is for power to devolve to the lowest unit
appropriate for a particular goal.”58
All the institutional changes mentioned above are intended to work
toward this goal of localization. Only those issues that require truly
global coordination, such as global health and environmental issues,
should have some level of international cooperative decision making, but
others, like most economic, cultural, and political decisions, should be
local. In practical terms this means promotion of small-scale local agricultural systems and local production through small-scale enterprises.
Corporations would be bound by “site here to sell here” policies.59 It
also means promoting local currencies, such as local exchange trading
systems (LETS).60 Some trade may still be necessary, but social greens
stress that local communities should not be overly dependent on it. All
of these localization measures would preserve diversity and reinvigorate
local economies and communities. “Long-term solutions to today’s social
and environmental problems,” writes social green Helena NorbergHodge, “require a range of small, local initiatives that are as diverse as
the cultures and environments in which they take place.”61
A final general set of proposals from social greens call for measures to
reempower voices marginalized in the process of economic globalization.
Those who have been silenced include indigenous people, women, and
the poor, who have been displaced from their traditional lands. These
groups, social greens argue, are holders of critical ecological knowledge,
and must be given the space and voice to apply it—that is, to practice
sustainable livelihoods and educate others. Social greens call for local
communities to reclaim the commons, including land, knowledge, water,
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biodiversity, and so on.62 Reinstituting traditional and indigenous
systems to protect and control common resources is, social greens
contend, the most promising path to ensure a just world and a clean
environment. This would involve the valuing of nonmonetized activities
as legitimate economic activities, similar (but less formally measured) to
the bioenvironmentalist measures of progress. Social greens see land
reform as vital to enable this vision, because the world’s poor and displaced peoples need fair and just access to land.63 Social greens also lend
their support to global social movements working to promote local and
democratic movements to “reclaim the commons.” This includes global
movements for food security, land reform, indigenous rights, and sustainable local economies. Nicolas Hildyard, a former Ecologist editor
and member of the Corner House, an NGO that works to support local
communities in their environmental struggles, puts it succinctly: “Ultimately, it is only through the direct and decisive involvement of local
peoples and communities in seeking solutions to the environmental crisis
that the crisis will be resolved.”64
Clashing Visions?
How compatible or incompatible are these four visions? Market liberals
see potential pitfalls with the reform efforts of institutionalists, worrying their proposals to harness globalization with government and intergovernmental policies could harm economic growth. To meddle too
much with the market, even if well intentioned, will result in inefficiencies and slow down progress toward better environmental conditions. In
general market liberals want less government, not more, and many are
skeptical of global institutions such as the United Nations. Many market
liberals are also critical of global environmental treaties, arguing that in
too many cases the rules of these agreements contradict the rules of the
WTO, which should guide the world economic order.
At the same time, market liberals consider the antiglobalization proposals of social greens and bioenvironmentalists as wrongheaded and
downright dangerous to global well-being. Shutting down economic
globalization will, in the view of market liberals, cause far more environmental harm (linked to increased poverty) than growth. Moreover,
they argue that the bioenvironmentalists and social greens are far too
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pessimistic about the benefits of new technologies, which in the view of
market liberals will reverse most growth-related environmental damage.
They agree with social greens that population is not as grave an issue as
bioenvironmentalists claim. But their reasons are different. Market liberals see economic growth as the key mechanism by which to ease population growth. Many market liberals also share some of the social green
skepticism of global institutions. Yet they see the social green proposals
for localism as nothing more than a recipe for protectionism, endemic
poverty, and parochialism.
Social greens and bioenvironmentalists have strong alliances in some
respects, because both see the so-called solutions of market liberals as
little more than greenwash. They are opposed to large-scale global
markets and are highly skeptical of market-based measures at this level.
They have very little faith in voluntary corporate measures. According
to these thinkers, standards such as ISO 14000, for example, have done
little in practice to transfer clean technologies or improve the global environment. They also think it is dangerous to rely on Western science to
generate new technologies, which in the long run could aggravate rather
than solve global environmental problems. But while social greens
oppose large, global markets, they do not oppose the use of small-scale
markets in the local context (which market liberals also advocate).
Both social greens and bioenvironmentalists see institutionalist proposals for global environmental cooperation through regimes as little
more than bailing out a few buckets of water as the Titanic sinks, because
global environmental agreements have done little to improve the state of
the global environment. Yet social greens and bioenvironmentalists interpret the reasons for this failure differently. Bioenvironmentalists think
the authority of global regimes is too weak to be effective. Social greens
think that focusing on global regimes is a misguided strategy because
such efforts do not adequately include the voices of those most affected
by environmental change, which means these agreements are inevitably
ineffective.
Bioenvironmentalists and social greens disagree sharply at times over
other issues. Social greens are often critical of the bioenvironmentalist
calls for coercive measures to reduce population growth or to curb immigration to rich countries. A recent split within the U.S. Sierra Club (and
as well between the U.S. and Canadian arms of the organization)
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illustrates this division nicely.65 A slate of candidates ran in 2004 for election to the U.S. Sierra Club Board calling for a crackdown on immigration into the United States on ecological grounds. Ben Zuckerman, a
member of the Sierra Club’s national board of directors, and a professor of physics and astronomy at the University of California, Los
Angeles, argues that immigrants cause great national, and ultimately
global, ecological harm, because allowing a poor person into a rich
country like the United States dramatically increases that person’s ecological footprint.66 Opponents within the Sierra Club called such views
“racist,” no different from the views of white supremacists.67 Such views
led the Canadian arm of the Sierra Club, which takes a more social green
perspective on population and immigration issues, to stress that it is a
separate organization from its U.S. counterpart, and to develop its own
population policy.68
Some social greens also take issue with bioenvironmentalists over the
quantification of well-being in alternative measures of progress, arguing
that they are merely replacing old numerical biases with new ones. Many
bioenvironmentalists, too, while agreeing with many of the social green
critiques of globalization, still think that global cooperation, perhaps
through a higher authority, is nevertheless essential (with the important
caveat of a new global sustainability ethic). Thus, many bioenvironmentalists are not keen on a localization strategy that minimizes global
institutional coordination.
Institutionalists, on the other hand, tend to see little harm in the solutions of market liberals—for them these efforts will certainly help—but
only if institutional safeguards are put in place to ensure that markets
function in the best interest of the environment. They take issue,
however, with those market liberals who criticize environmental treaties
for contradicting the trade rules under the WTO, seeing such views as
potentially dangerous for global environmental cooperation. For many
institutionalists, international environmental laws should have as much
standing as trade laws. Institutionalists also agree with bioenvironmentalists on the need to manage population growth more effectively. Their
solutions, however, are more incremental and less coercive, focusing
mainly on international cooperative efforts, through aid and technical
advice, to enhance education, especially for women. Institutionalists also
tend to support the general social green view on the need to rebuild the
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social structures of local communities. This should occur, however,
through a globally coordinated effort, such as the local Agenda 21 action
plans in communities tied to the global Agenda 21. Institutionalists also
tend to see bioenvironmentalists as too pessimistic about the future, and
see the social green vision of a world economic order of local communities as naive. They do, however, tend to see little harm in social greens’
promotion of fair trade.
So what does all this mean for global environmental policy? Many
would argue that what we have in practice today in both the global and
national arenas are policies that largely follow the market-liberal and
institutionalist worldviews. The powerful global economic institutions
and some key states—most notably the United States, but also including
at times Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and Canada—have adopted a
more or less market-liberal worldview and are eager to see it influence
global environmental governance. This is reflected in the current thrust
from these players toward further economic globalization. The WTO’s
push for further liberalization of trade in agriculture and investment, and
the continued push for programs of structural adjustment by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, are prime examples of
the market-liberal influence. The global community is at the same time
forming and extending more and more global environmental regimes,
building a thick institutional structure of global environmental governance. These efforts are supported by organizations such as the UNEP,
as well as by some key states (most notably those in Europe, many developing countries, and sometimes Canada). In some cases, however, such
as with the Kyoto Protocol, there are formidable stumbling blocks to
the successful adoption and implementation of these agreements as
states with a more market-liberal stance resist them. The social greens
and bioenvironmentalists offer their proposals as an alternative to this
reality.
At the Johannesburg Summit in 2002 there were strong alliances
between social greens and bioenvironmentalists on the one hand, and
institutionalists and market liberals on the other during the debates over
the ecological impacts of globalization and economic growth. The proposals of the market liberals and institutionalists, however, clearly had
the upper hand in the formal proceedings, although bioenvironmentalists and social greens did manage to influence the formal agenda, such
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as the proposal for a global treaty on TNCs, which did generate discussion and debate. At Johannesburg, as at Rio, proposals for change
adopted by the global policy community appeared to be converging
around moderate institutionalist thought, because these views seem to
offer a compromise between market-liberal and more radical ecological
views. Institutionalists, too, seem keen to broker this compromise. The
recent publications of the UNEP, for example, often canvass the arguments of market liberals, bioenvironmentalists, and social greens,
drawing on different facets to promote their own agenda on the need to
strengthen capacity and institutions. The trend toward institutionalist
thought within the global policy community does not mean institutionalists have “found” the answers and solutions. All it means is that they
are managing, for the moment anyway, to muster the broadest base of
political support by proposing “compromise solutions” to exceedingly
difficult problems. Such small sacrifices, bioenvironmentalists and social
greens continue to fret, may only slow down, but not reverse, the current
crisis. More extreme market liberals, on the other hand, find these efforts
to be constraining (although moderate market liberals are more likely to
support modest institutional compromises). It remains to be seen how
extensively and effectively the global community will implement the
ideas and proposals of this institutionalist compromise.
No doubt, wading through the various worldviews on the political
economy of the global environment was bewildering at times. There are
no straightforward trends, explanations, or solutions. Our choices have
multiple global impacts, some good, some bad, some comprehensible,
others not. There is therefore no trouble-free path to a green world. Some
global environmental change is inevitable. No one disputes that. Understanding such grand change means mistakes in analysis and policies and
personal choices are inevitable, too. Some days, we must admit, we wish
the world was not such a dense thicket of political, socioeconomic, and
ecological complexity and uncertainty. On many days we wish there were
in fact simple solutions—predictable, fair, and painless. It would certainly make our own everyday choices easier. Should we eat a conventionally grown banana from Ecuador? Buy a shirt made in China? Drive
our children to school? Turn on a lamp to read this book? Simple answers
and simple solutions would undoubtedly allow us all to feel less hypocritical about our everyday decisions. Yet from the knowledge of the
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complexity of the political economy of global environmental change
comes perhaps the most important lesson of this book: the need to comprehend, tolerate, and yes, even respect, the views of others as each of
us develops our own vision of how to best move forward to create a
healthy and prosperous planet. Embracing such diversity of knowledge,
of knowledge with many “correct” answers and no “absolute” certainties, will not, we sincerely hope, paralyze environmentalists with perplexity. Instead, we hope it will empower environmentalists—from
market liberals to institutionalists to bioenvironmentalists to social
greens—to probe their own beliefs, so as to one day have a humility of
mind that comes from a true understanding of the arguments and
evidence of others.
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